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Abstract. We define and investigate extension groups in the context of Arakelov geome-
try. The “arithmetic extension groups”dExtiX(F,G) we introduce are extensions by groups
of analytic types of the usual extension groups ExtiX(F,G) attached to OX -modules F and
G over an arithmetic scheme X. In this paper, we focus on the first arithmetic extension
groupdExt1X(F,G) — the elements of which may be described in terms of admissible short
exact sequences of hermitian vector bundles over X — and we especially consider the case
when X is an “arithmetic curve”, namely the spectrum SpecOK of the ring of integers in
some number field K. Then the study of arithmetic extensions over X is related to old
and new problems concerning lattices and the geometry of numbers.
Namely, for any two hermitian vector bundles F and G over X := SpecOK , we attach
a logarithmic size sF,G(α) to any element α of
dExt1X(F,G), and we give an upper bound
on sF,G(α) in terms of slope invariants of F and G. We further illustrate this notion by
relating the sizes of restrictions to points in P1(Z) of the universal extension over P1Z to
the geometry of PSL2(Z) acting on Poincare´’s upper half-plane, and by deducing some
quantitative results in reduction theory from our previous upper bound on sizes. Finally,
we investigate the behaviour of size by base change (i.e. , under extension of the ground
field K to a larger number field K′): when the base field K is Q, we establish that the
size, which cannot increase under base change, is actually invariant when the field K′ is
an abelian extension of K, or when F
∨
⊗G is a direct sum of root lattices and of lattices
of Voronoi’s first kind.
The appendices contain results concerning extensions in categories of sheaves on ringed
spaces, and lattices of Voronoi’s first kind which might also be of independent interest.
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0. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to introduce and to study arithmetic extensions and the extension
groups they define in the framework of Arakelov geometry.
0.1. Arithmetic extensions are objects which arise naturally at various places in arithmetic
geometry. Let X be an arithmetic scheme – namely a separated scheme of finite type over Z
– such that XC is smooth, and let X(C) be the complex manifold of its complex points. By
definition, for any two locally free coherent OX -modules F and G, an arithmetic extension
(E , s) of F by G is given by an extension of OX -modules
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
together with a C∞-splitting over X(C)
s : FC −→ EC,
invariant under complex conjugation, of the extension of complex vector bundles over X(C)
EC : 0 −→ GC −→ EC −→ FC −→ 0
deduced from E by extending the scalars from Z to C.
Recall that an hermitian vector bundle V := (V, ‖.‖) over X is the data of a locally free
coherent sheaf V over X, together with a C∞-hermitian metric ‖.‖ on the attached vector
bundle VC on X(C) that is invariant under complex conjugation. Arithmetic extensions
arise for instance from admissible extensions
(0.1) E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0,
of hermitian vector bundles over X, namely from the data of an extension
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
of the underlying OX -modules such that the hermitian metrics ‖.‖F and ‖.‖G on FC and
GC are induced (by restriction and quotients) by the metric ‖.‖E on EC. In this case,
orthogonal projection determines a C∞-splitting s⊥ : FC → EC of EC, and (E , s⊥) is an
arithmetic extensions of F by G.
It turns out that, by means of the Baer sum construction, one may define an addition
law on the set Êxt
1
X(F,G) of isomorphism classes of arithmetic extensions of F by G,
which in this way is endowed with a natural structure of an abelian group. Moreover, in
analogy to the arithmetic Chow groups, the arithmetic extension group Êxt
1
X(F,G) is an
extension of the “classical” extension group Ext1OX (F,G), defined in the context of sheaves
of OX-modules, by a group of analytic type. More precisely, it fits into an exact sequence
(0.2) HomOX (F,G)−→HomC∞X (FC, GC)F∞
b−→ Êxt1X(F,G) ν−→ Ext1OX (F,G) −→ 0,
where F∞ acts on X(C), FC, and GC by complex conjugation. We may also define an
homomorphism
Ψ : Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→ Z0,1∂ (XR, F
∨ ⊗G)
to the group Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) of F∞-invariant ∂-closed forms of type (0, 1) on X(C) with
coefficients in F∨C ⊗GC, by sending the class of an arithmetic extension (E , s) to its “second
fundamental form” ∂s.
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The arithmetic extension group Êxt
1
(F,G) actually admits an interpretation in terms of
homological algebra, in the spirit of the well-known identification of the “classical” extension
group Ext1X(F,G), originally defined by classes of 1-extensions equipped with the Baer sum,
with the “cohomological” extension group HomD(OX−mod)(F,G[1]), defined as a group of
morphisms in the derived category of (sheaves of) OX -modules over X . Indeed, if (XR, C∞R )
denotes the ringed space quotient of (X(C), C∞X(C)) by the action of complex conjugation
(acting both on X(C) and on values of C∞-functions), and if
ρ : (XR, C∞R ) −→ (X,OX )
is the natural map of ringed spaces, then, for any OX -module G on X, we may consider
the adjunction map
(0.3) adG : G −→ ρ∗ρ∗G
— it maps any local section g of G to the section gC, seen as a C∞-section of GC, invariant
under the complex conjugation F∞ — and its cone C(adG), namely (0.3) seen as complex
of length 2, with G (resp. ρ∗ρ
∗G) sitting in degree −1 (resp. 0). Then, for any two locally
free coherent sheaves F and G on X, we have a natural isomorphism of abelian groups :
Êxt
1
X(F,G)
∼−→ HomD(OX−mod)
(
F,C(adG)
)
between our arithmetic extension group and the group of morphisms from F to C(adG) in
the derived category D(OX −mod) of the abelian category of sheaves of OX -modules over
X (see 2.5 infra).
In a forthcoming part of this work, the above cohomological interpretation of Êxt
1
(F,G)
will motivate us to consider higher arithmetic extension groups Êxt
i
(F,G), defined for any
integer i ≥ 1 by means of the Dolbeault complex (A0,.X(C), ∂) on X(C) and its subcomplex
(A0,.XR , ∂) of conjugation invariant forms, which defines a complex of sheaves of modules on
the ringed space (XR, C∞R ).
For any C∞R -module F onXR, we get the “Dolbeault resolution” Dolb(F ) of F by applying
the functor F ⊗C∞
R
. to this complex. In particular, for any sheaf G of OX -modules, we
may consider the associated sheaf ρ∗G of C∞R -modules over XR, and the naive truncation
Dolb(ρ∗G)≤i−1 of its Dolbeault resolution. The adjunction map (0.3) extends to a morphism
of complexes
adi−1G : G→ ρ∗(Dolb(ρ∗G)≤i−1),
and its cone C(adi−1G ) is a complex of (sheaves of) OX -modules.
For any two OX -modules F and G, we shall define
Êxt
i
X(F,G) := HomD(OX−mod)
(
F,C(adi−1G )[i− 1]
)
.
This group may be interpreted as an “hyper-extension group”:
HomD(OX−mod)
(
F,C(adi−1G )[i − 1]
) ' ExtiX(F,C(adi−1G )[−1]),
where, by the very definitions of the Dolbeault resolution and of a cone, the “shifted cone”
C(adi−1G )[−1] is the following complex of length i + 1 of sheaves of OX -modules, with G
sitting in degree 0:
0 −→ G −adG−→ ρ∗ρ∗G −∂G−→ ρ∗(ρ∗G⊗C∞
R
A0,1XR)
−∂G−→ · · · −∂G−→ ρ∗(ρ∗G⊗C∞
R
A0,i−1XR ) −→ 0.
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0.2. Classical constructions in algebraic and differential geometry provide natural instances
of admissible and arithmetic extensions. In the second part of this paper [BK], we shall
discuss three of these constructions, which give rise to the arithmetic Atiyah extension,
the arithmetic Hodge extension, and the arithmetic Schwarz extension. To advocate the
investigation of arithmetic extensions, we want to indicate briefly their constructions:
(i) Let E be an hermitian vector bundle on an arithmetic scheme X. The bundle of 1-jets
of E induces an extension of OX-modules
0 −→ Ω1X/Z ⊗ E −→ J 1X/Z(E) −→ E −→ 0,
the Atiyah extension of E. The holomorphic vector bundle EC carries a unique C∞-
connection which is compatible with the metric and the complex structure, its so-called
Chern connection, which induces a C∞-splitting s of the Atiyah extension and yields a
canonical arithmetic extension class
ât(E) ∈ Êxt1X(E,Ω1X/Z ⊗ E).
It is a refinement both of the algebraic Atiyah class at(E) = ν(ât(E)) in Ext1(E,Ω1X/Z⊗E)
and of the curvature form of the Chern connection of EC, which coincides with Ψ(ât(E))
(up to some normalization factor). Applying a trace map to ât(E), we get an arithmetic
first Chern class in “arithmetic Hodge cohomology”:
cˆH1 (E) ∈ Êxt
1
X(OX ,Ω1X/Z).
(ii) Let f : X → Y be a smooth proper morphism of arithmetic schemes such that the
Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence Ep,q1 = R
pf∗Ω
q
X/Y ⇒ Rp+qf∗Ω·X/Y degenerates at E1.
The spectral sequence defines the so-called Hodge extension
(0.4) Hdg(X/Y) : 0 −→ f∗Ω1X/Y −→ R1f∗Ω·X/Y −→ R1f∗OX −→ 0
whose interest was already advocated by Grothendieck in [Gro66]. Complex Hodge theory
equips Hdg(X/Y ) with a canonical structure of an arithmetic extension1. We thus obtain
the class of the arithmetic Hodge extension
Ĥdg(X/Y ) ∈ Êxt1Y (R1f∗OX , f∗Ω1X/Y ).
(iii) Let f : C → X be a smooth, projective curve of genus g ≥ 2 over an arithmetic
scheme X. Using Deligne’s definition of the torsor of projective connections on relative
curves in [Del70], I.52, one obtains a canonical extension of OX-modules
SC/X : 0 −→ f∗Ω⊗2C/X −→ SC/X −→ OX −→ 0,
the splittings of which correspond to projective connections on C/X. Complex uniformiza-
tion by the upper half-plane H induces a C∞ projective connection on C(C)/X(C) that is
1Namely, the vector bundle over Y (C) defined by the relative algebraic de Rham cohomology R1f∗Ω
•
X/Y
may be identified with the relative first Betti cohomology with complex coefficients of X(C)/Y (C); the
complex conjugation on coefficients acts on Betti cohomology and maps the C-analytic sub-vector bundle
(f∗Ω
1
X/Y )C of (R
1f∗Ω
•
X/Y )C onto a C
∞ direct summand of (f∗Ω
1
X/Y )C, which provides a C
∞-splitting of the
extension of C-analytic vector bundles over Y (C) defined by Hdg(X/Y ).
2Strictly speaking, the definition in loc. cit. is stated in the framework of complex analytic spaces.
However, it is formulated in a general geometric language, which makes it meaningful in the context of
smooth relative curves over an arbitrary scheme.
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holomorphic along the fibers — hence a C∞-splitting of SC/X over Y (C) — and allows one
to define from SC/X the arithmetic Schwarz extension and its class
ŜC/X ∈ Êxt
1
X(OX , f∗Ω⊗2C/X).
The non-vanishing of each of the above classes cˆH1 (E), Ĥdg(X/Y ), or ŜC/X is an intriguing
issue, related to deep problems in Diophantine geometry and transcendence theory.
0.3. In this paper, after introducing the arithmetic extension groups Êxt
1
X(F,G) and
discussing their basic properties in Section 2, we concentrate on the case where X is an
“arithmetic curve”, namely the spectrum SpecOK of the ring of integers in some number
field K. It turns out that the study of arithmetic extensions over X is related to old and
new problems concerning lattices and the geometry of numbers.
Namely, if F and G are vector bundles over X := SpecOK (i.e. , projective OK -modules),
we obtain from the basic exact sequence (0.2) a canonical isomorphism
(0.5) Êxt
1
X(F,G) '
HomOK (F,G) ⊗Z R
HomOK (F,G)
.
Consequently the arithmetic extension group Êxt
1
X(F,G) carries a canonical structure of a
real torus. Moreover, if F and G are equipped with hermitian metrics, which makes them
hermitian vector bundles F and G, we get an induced Riemannian metric on this real torus.
In Section 3, we define the size sF ,G(E , s) of an arithmetic extension of F by G as the
logarithm (in [−∞,+∞[) of the distance to zero of the corresponding point in the torus
(0.5). Let E be an admissible extension (0.1) with associated arithmetic extension (E , s⊥)
as above, and let
ϕ : E
∼−→ G⊕ F
be an isomorphism of OK -modules compatible with the extension E (that is, such that
ϕ−1 ◦ (IdG, 0) : G→ E and pr2 ◦ϕ : E → F coincide with the morphisms defining E). Then
1
[K : Q]
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖ϕσ‖2E∨⊗(G⊕F ),σ =
1
[K : Q]
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖ϕ−1σ ‖2(G⊕F )∨⊗E,σ ≥ rkOKE,
and the minimum value achieved by the left-hand side when ϕ runs over all the isomorphisms
of OK-modules as above is precisely
rkOKE + exp( 2sF ,G(E , s⊥))
(see Proposition 3.5.3 and Corollary 3.5.5 infra).
Motivated by analogous results concerning vector bundles on projective curves over a
field, we show that the size of arithmetic extensions satisfies the following upper bound:
(0.6) sF ,G(E , s) ≤ µ̂max(F )− µ̂min(G) +
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log
rkKFK · rkKGK
2
,
where µ̂max(F ) and µ̂min(G) denote the maximal and minimal normalized slopes of F and G
(see 3.1, infra), and ∆K the discriminant of the number field K. To establish (0.6), we rely
on (i) some upper bound on the Arakelov degree of a sub-line bundle in the tensor product of
two hermitian vector bundles over SpecOK , and (ii) some “transference theorem” from the
geometry of numbers, which relates the inhomogeneous minimum (also called the covering
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radius) of a lattice in a euclidean vector space to the first of the successive minima of the
dual lattice.
Section 4 is devoted to further examples and applications of the notion of size. In partic-
ular, using the inequality (0.6), we derive an avatar, in the framework of Arakelov geometry
over arithmetic curves, of the main result of the classical reduction theory of positive qua-
dratic forms. It claims the existence of some “almost-splitting” for any hermitian vector
bundle E over SpecOK , namely the existence of n := rkE hermitian lines bundles L1, . . . ,
Ln over SpecOK , and of an isomorphism of OK -modules
φ : E
∼−→
n⊕
i=1
Li
such that the archimedean norms of φ and φ−1, computed by using the hermitian structures
on E and on the orthogonal direct sum
⊕n
i=1 Li, are bounded in terms of K and n only
(Theorem 4.3.1 infra).
Besides, for any rational point P ∈ P1(Q) = P1(Z), we calculate the size of the inverse
image P ∗E of the universal extension
E : 0 −→ S −→ O⊕2X −→ OX(1) −→ 0
over the projective line X = P1Z equipped with its natural structure of an admissible exten-
sion. The extension class of P ∗E is trivial iff P ∈ {0,∞}. For P ∈ P1(Q) \ {0,∞}, we show
that the size of P ∗E is related to the usual height h(P ) of P by the inequalities
−1
2
log 2 + h(P ) ≤ s(P ∗E) ≤ − log 2 + 2h(P ).
We also give a geometric description of the size s(P ∗E) by means of so-called Ford circles
(namely the images under elements in SL2(Z) of the horocycles { Im z = 1} in Poincare´’s
upper half-plane).
The final section of this paper is devoted to the intriguing question of the invariance of
size under base change. Recall that an extension of number fields K ′/K defines a morphism
g : SpecOK ′ → SpecOK of “arithmetic curves”. For hermitian vector bundles F and G
over S, there is an induced morphism
g∗ : Êxt
1
S(F,G) −→ Êxt
1
S′(g
∗F, g∗G).
It is easy to see that the inequality
(0.7) sg∗F ,g∗G(g
∗e) ≤ sF,G(e)
holds for every extension class e ∈ Êxt1S(F,G). Motivated again by geometric consider-
ations, we ask – at least if K is the field Q – wether the size of extensions of F by G is
invariant under the base change g, namely whether the inequality (0.7) is indeed an equality
for any extension class e ∈ Êxt1S(F,G).
Let E denote the hermitian vector bundle F
∨⊗G over Spec OK . The extension of scalars
OK ↪→ OK ′ defines a natural R-linear map
∆ : ER = E ⊗Z R −→ (g∗E)R = (E ⊗OK OK ′)⊗Z R.
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Let V(E) ⊆ ER denote the Voronoi cell of the euclidean lattice E ⊆ ER underlying E. Then
the size of extensions of F by G is invariant under the base change g if and only if
(0.8) ∆
(V(E)) ∈ V(g∗E).
Clearly (0.8) holds iff ∆ maps the set of vertices of the polytope V(E) to V(g∗E).
Here are some results which point towards a positive answer to our question in the case
where the base field is Q. Hence assume K = Q, put L = K ′, and define E as above. Then
we show that (0.7) is an equality for any extension class e ∈ Êxt1S(F,G) if either
(i) L/Q is an abelian extension, or
(ii) E is an orthogonal direct sum of hermitian line bundles, or
(iii) E is a root lattice, or
(iv) E is a lattice of Voronoi’s first kind (hence in particular if rk ZE ≤ 3).
We use condition (0.8) to prove these results. For abelian extensions, we reduce to
the cyclotomic case and use some auxiliary results of Kitaoka, which he established when
investigating minimal vectors in tensor products of euclidean lattices. Using the elementary
inequality ∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2 −
∑
σ:L↪→C
Reσ(α) ≥
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2 −
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)| ≥ 0
satisfied by any integral element α ∈ OL, we show that (0.8) holds when E has rank one,
and consequently when it splits as a direct sum of hermitian line bundles. Our proof for
root lattices relies on the computation of the vertices of the Voronoi cells of the irreducible
root lattices An, Dn, E6, E7, and E8 by Conway and Sloane ([CS99], Chapter 21). Our
treatment of lattices of Voronoi’s first kind uses the description of the Voronoi cell of an
euclidean lattice with strictly obtuse superbase which is given in Appendix B.
Finally, as a consequence of our “reduction theorem” and of case (ii), we show, in the case
where the base field K is Q, that equality holds in (0.7) “up to some constant”. Namely,
we derive the existence of a non-negative real constant c(rkF, rkG) — depending on the
ranks of F and G only — such that the inequality
sF ,G(e) ≤ sg∗F ,g∗G(g∗e) + c(rkF, rkG)
holds for any class e ∈ Êxt1S(F,G).
Appendix A gathers “well known” facts concerning extension groups of sheaves of mod-
ules. In particular, it specifies sign conventions which enter in the construction of canonical
isomorphisms between variously defined extension groups.
Appendix B contains a self-contained presentation of lattices of Voronoi’s first kind, a
description of their Voronoi cells, and various facts concerning these lattices which might
be of independent interest.
0.4. The starting points of this paper have been, in 1998, (i) the observation that, for any
two hermitian vector bundles F and G over an arithmetic curve X, the set of isomorphism
classes of admissible extensions of F by G becomes an abelian group when the Baer sum of
two admissible extensions is equipped with the hermitian structure defined by formula (2.37)
infra, and (ii) Grothendieck’s remark in [Gro66] on the non-trivial information encoded in
the extension class of the Hodge extension (0.4).
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Related ideas have been investigated in Mochizuki’s preprints [Moc99]. Let us emphasize
a major difference between his approach and ours: Mochizuki thinks of the Hodge extension
in the context of Arakelov geometry as some kind of non-linear geometric object, while
we see it as an element of some naturally defined abelian extension group. Moreover,
Mochizuki’s earlier work [Moc96] has been an inspiration for considering the arithmetic
Schwarz extension.
Let us finally indicate that, in [CLT01], Chambert-Loir and Tschinkel have defined and
investigated “arithmetic torsors” under some group scheme G on an arithmetic scheme X,
at least when G is deduced by base change from a group scheme over an “arithmetic curve”.
Their definition easily extends to the case of general smooth affine group schemes over X,
and specialized to vector groups of the form Eˇ⊗F, where E and F are vector bundles over
X, is equivalent to our definition of arithmetic extensions of E by F (see 2.7, infra).
It is a pleasure to thank E. Bayer for helpful remarks on euclidean lattices, and R. Bost for
his help in the preparation of the figure. We are grateful to the TMR network ‘Arithmetic
geometry’ and the DFG-Forschergruppe ‘Algebraische Zykel und L-Funktionen’ for their
support and to the universities of Regensburg and Paris (6,7,11,13) for their hospitality.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Arithmetic schemes. We work over an arithmetic ring R = (R,Σ, F∞) in the sense
of Gillet and Soule´, [GS90, 3.1.1]. Recall that this means that R is an excellent regular
noetherian integral domain, Σ is a finite nonempty set of monomorphisms from R to C, and
F∞ is a conjugate-linear involution of C-algebras F∞ : C
Σ → CΣ such that F∞ ◦ δ = δ for
the canonical map δ : R→ CΣ =∏σ∈Σ C.
Let S be the spectrum of an arithmetic ring R, and K its field of fractions. An arithmetic
scheme3 X over R is a separated S-scheme X of finite type such that each base change
Xσ = X ×R,σ C, σ ∈ Σ, is smooth over SpecC (or equivalently such that XK is smooth
over K). For σ in Σ, we write Xσ = X ⊗R,σ C. We obtain a scheme
XΣ = X ⊗R,δ CΣ =
∐
σ∈Σ
Xσ
and a complex manifold
XΣ(C) =
∐
σ∈Σ
Xσ(C).
We write X(C) instead of XΣ(C) if Σ = {σ : R ↪→ C}.
1.1.1. The most prominent example of an arithmetic ring is OK = (OK ,Σ, F∞) where OK
is the ring of integers in a number field K, Σ is the set of complex embeddings σ : K ↪→ C,
and F∞ is given by
F∞ : C
Σ −→ CΣ , (zσ)σ∈Σ 7→ (zσ)σ∈Σ.
Then an arithmetic scheme over OK is precisely a separated Z-scheme X of finite type
such that XQ is smooth, equipped with a scheme morphism to SpecOK , and XΣ(C) is the
complex manifold X(C) of all complex points of X.
3We use the terminology arithmetic scheme for what is called an arithmetic variety in [GS90] and subse-
quent papers by Gillet and Soule´, in order to avoid confusion with quotients of symmetric domains by the
action of arithmetic groups.
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1.1.2. There are natural morphisms of locally ringed spaces
j : (XΣ(C),O holXΣ )−→(X,OX )
where OholXΣ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions on the complex manifold XΣ(C) and
κ : (XΣ(C), C∞XΣ)−→(XΣ(C),OholXΣ)
where C∞XΣ denotes the sheaf of complex valued smooth functions. The morphism j is flat by
[SGA03, Exp. XII]. To any OX-module F on X is associated an OholXΣ-module F holC = j∗F
on XΣ(C) and an C∞XΣ-module FC = κ∗j∗F . The so-defined functor F 7−→ FC is exact, as
a consequence of following Lemma:
Lemma 1.1.3. The morphism κ is flat, i.e. C∞XΣ,p is a flat OholXΣ,p-module for each p in
XΣ(C).
Proof. We consider for n ≥ 0 the R-algebra OR2n,0 (resp. ER2n,0) of germs of real analytic
(resp. real valued C∞) functions around 0 in R2n, and the C-algebra OholCn,0 of germs of
holomorphic functions around 0 in Cn. The canonical map from OR2n,0 to ER2n,0 is flat by
[Tou72, VI Cor. 1.3]. We have ER2n,0⊗R C = C∞Cn,0 under the canonical identification of Cn
with R2n. Therefore κ is flat if we show that OR2n,0 ⊗R C is flat over OholCn,0. This can be
checked on completions (which are faithfully flat). We have
̂OR2n,0 ⊗R C = C[[z1, .., zn, z1, .., zn]]
and ÔholCn,0 = C[[z1, .., zn]]. Our claim follows. ¤
1.1.4. Let F∞ denote the anti-holomorphic involution of the complex manifold XΣ(C)
which maps s : Spec C → X to the composition of complex conjugation in C with s. We
obtain an induced C-antilinear involution
F∞ : A
k(XΣ(C),C) −→ Ak(XΣ(C),C) , α 7→ F ∗∞(α)
on the space of smooth complex valued k-forms on XΣ(C). One checks easily that this map
is C-anti-linear and Γ(X,OX)-linear. Furthermore it respects the (p, q)-type and commutes
with d, ∂, and ∂.
1.1.5. For any OX -module F on X, we consider the sheaf
Ak( , F ) := F holC ⊗OholXΣ A
k( ,C) = FC ⊗C∞XΣ A
k( ,C)
on XΣ(C). It may be decomposed according to types:
(1.1) Ak( , F ) =
⊕
p+q=k
Ap,q( , F )
where, for any two non-negative integers p and q:
Ap,q( , F ) := F holC ⊗OholXΣ A
p,q( ,C) = FC ⊗C∞XΣ A
p,q( ,C).
The space of sections Ak(XΣ(C), F ) is endowed with the C-antilinear involution F∞
(which specializes to the one considered above when F = OX), defined by complex conju-
gation, acting both on XΣ(C) and on the coefficients (namely, k-forms and fibers of FC).
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This involution is compatible with the decomposition into types (1.1) and with the Dol-
beault operator. We define
Ak(XR, F ) = A
k(XΣ(C), F )
F∞ and Ap,q(XR, F ) = A
p,q(XΣ(C), F )
F∞
and we obtain an induced Dolbeault operator
∂F : A
p,q(XR, F ) −→ Ap,q+1(XR, F ).
Its kernel will be denoted Zp,q
∂
(XR, F ), and the p-th cohomology group
Z0,p
∂
(XR, F )/∂F (A
0,p−1(XR, F ))
of the Dolbeault complex (A0,·(XR, F ), ∂F ), will be denoted H
p
Dolb(XR, F ). The Dolbeault
isomorphism (see Appendix A.5.1)
DolbF hol
C
: Hp(XΣ(C), F
hol
C ) −→ HpDolb(XΣ(C), F holC ) := Hp(XΣ(C),Dolb(F holC ))
yields an isomorphism
DolbFR : H
p(XΣ(C), F
hol
C )
F∞ −→ HpDolb(XR, F )
betweenHpDolb(XR, F ) and the real vector subspace in the cohomology groupH
p(Xσ(C), F
hol
C )
of elements invariant under complex conjugation (acting both onXΣ(C) and on coefficients).
We shall also denote
DolbFR : H
p(X,F ) −→ HpDolb(XR, F )
the composition of the above isomorphism and of the canonical map j∗ : Hp(X,F ) →
Hp(Xσ(C), F
hol
C )
F∞ defined by pulling back through the morphism of ringed spaces j :
(XΣ(C),O holXΣ )→(X,OX ). More generally, if E and F are OX -modules such that EholC is a
locally free of finite rank (i.e. , a holomorphic vector bundle), the base change by j and the
Dolbeault isomorphism DolbEC,FC (cf.A.5.1) define a map
DolbER,FR : Ext
p
OX
(E,F ) −→ HpDolb(XR, E∨ ⊗ F ).
Let ΩrX/S denote the sheaf of r-th relative Ka¨hler differentials ofX over S. Then (Ω
r
X/S)
hol
C
is the sheaf of holomorphic r-forms on XΣ(C). This allows a natural identification
ν : Ap,q(XΣ(C), F )
∼−→ A0,q(XΣ(C), F ⊗ ΩpX/S) , f ⊗ (α ∧ β) 7→ (f ⊗ α)⊗ β
for differential forms α and β of type (p, 0) and (0, q) respectively. Observe that the space
Ap,p(XR,OX) does not coincide with the space Ap,p(XR), considered in [GS90, 3.2.1], of
real (p, p)-forms α on XΣ(C) satisfying F
∗
∞α = (−1)pα. Instead, we have an embedding
Ap,p(XR) ↪→ Ap,p(XR,OX) ' A0,p(XR,ΩpX/S) , α 7→ (−2pii)pν(α),
the image of which is the (−1)p-eigenspace of the involution on Ap,p(XR,OX) defined by
complex conjugation acting on coefficients only.
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1.2. Hermitian coherent sheaves. Let X be an arithmetic scheme. A vector bundle on
X is a locally free OX-module E of finite rank. The dual vector bundle HomOX (E,OX ) is
denoted by E∨. Following [GS92, Def. 25] we define a hermitian coherent sheaf E on X as
a pair (E,h) consisting of a coherent OX -module E whose restriction to the generic fiber
XF is locally free, together with a F∞-invariant C∞-hermitian metric h on the holomorphic
vector bundle EholC . A hermitian vector bundle on X is a hermitian coherent sheaf whose
underlying coherent OX-module is locally free. There are natural hermitian structures on
tensor products, exterior powers, and inverse images of hermitian coherent sheaves, and on
the dual of hermitian vector bundles.
Observe also that, if E and F are two hermitian vector bundles over X, then the canonical
isomorphism HomOX (E,F ) ' E∨ ⊗ F allows us to equip HomOX (E,F ) with a structure
of hermitian vector bundle, which makes it canonically isomorphic with E
∨ ⊗ F . For any
section T of HomOX (E,F )C and any x ∈ XΣ(C), the so-defined norm ‖T (x)‖E∨⊗F is the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the C-linear map between the hermitian vector spaces (Ex, ‖.‖E)
and (Fx, ‖.‖F ). Occasionally we shall also use the operator norm of such maps, and when
confusion may arise, we shall denote ‖T (x)‖∞ or ‖T (x)‖∞ the latter, and ‖T (x)‖HS the
former.
1.2.1. Direct image. Let f : Y → X be a finite flat morphism of arithmetic varieties such
that fF : YF → XF is e´tale — or equivalently, such that fΣ : YΣ → XΣ is an e´tale covering
— then, for any hermitian coherent sheaf E over Y, we may consider its direct image f∗E,
namely the hermitian coherent sheaf on X defined by the coherent sheaf f∗E equipped with
the hermitian structure which, for any x ∈ XΣ(C), is given on the fiber
(f∗E)x '
⊕
y∈f−1Σ (x)
Ey
by the direct sum of the hermitian structures on the Ey, y ∈ f−1Σ (x).
1.2.2. For f : Y → X as above and hermitian coherent sheaves E on Y and F on X,
adjunction defines a natural morphism of OY -modules
f∗(f∗E ⊗OX F ) = (f∗f∗E)⊗OY f∗F −→ E ⊗OY f∗F.
By adjunction it induces a canonical isomorphism of OX -modules
f∗(E)⊗OX F ∼−→ f∗(E ⊗OY f∗E)
which is an isometry as a direct consequence of our definitions.
1.2.3. Let
Y ′
f ′−→ X ′
↓h′ ↓h
Y
f−→ X
be a cartesian square of arithmetic varieties. Let E be a hermitian coherent sheaf on Y and
assume that f is as in 1.2.1. By adjunction we obtain a natural morphism of OX -modules
h′∗f∗h∗E = f
′∗h∗h∗E −→ f ′∗E
which induces a canonical isomorphism of OX-modules
f∗h∗E
∼−→ h′∗f ′∗E.
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The latter is an isometry as a direct consequence of our definitions.
1.3. Extensions. We briefly recall some basic facts concerning 1-extensions of sheaves of
modules. For more details and references, we refer the reader to Appendix A.
Let F , G denote OX -modules on a ringed space (X,OX ). An extension of F by G is a
short exact sequence of OX -modules
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0.
A morphism of extensions
(1.2) (α, β, γ) : E1 −→ E2
is given by a commutative diagram
E1 : 0 −→ G1 −→ E1 −→ F1 −→ 0
↓α ↓ β ↓γ
E2 : 0 −→ G2 −→ E2 −→ F2 −→ 0.
Recall that two extensions E1 and E2 of F by G are called isomorphic iff there exists a
morphism (1.2) as above with α = idG and γ = idF .
Given an extension E as above, we consider the boundary map
HomOX (F,F )
∂−→ Ext1OX (F,G)
where ExtpOX (F, . ) denotes the p-th right derived functor of HomOX (F, . ). It is well known
(compare [Wei94, Th. 3.4.3], [Har77, Ex. III 6.1], or Proposition A.4.5) that
(1.3)
{
isomorphism classes of
extensions of F by G
}
−→ Ext1OX (F,G) , [E ] 7→ ∂(idF )
defines a group isomorphism if we equip the left-hand side with the group structure induced
by the Baer sum of extensions. Recall that the Baer sum of two extensions
(1.4) Ej : 0 −→ G ij−→ Ej pj−→ F −→ 0 (j = 1, 2)
is the extension
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
where
(1.5) E =
Ker(p1 − p2 : E1 ⊕ E2−→F )
Im ((i1,−i2) : G−→E1 ⊕ E2) ,
and p and i are given as p(e1, e2) = p1(e1) = p2(e2) and i(g) = (i1(g), 0)) = (0, i2(g)).
2. The arithmetic extension group Êxt
1
X(F,G)
This section is devoted to the basic definitions and properties of arithmetic extensions
and of the corresponding groups of 1-extensions on an arithmetic scheme X. We associate
a canonical differential form Ψ(E , s) with an arithmetic extension (E , s), namely its “second
fundamental form” ∂s. The arithmetic extension group fits into two exact sequences which
are formally similar to corresponding sequences for arithmetic Chow groups. We discuss
functorial properties of our extension groups and relate arithmetic extensions to admissible
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extensions of hermitian coherent sheaves and arithmetic torsors in the sense of Chambert-
Loir and Tschinkel. We also discuss an interpretation of the group of arithmetic extensions
Êxt
1
X(F,G) as suitable group of morphisms in the derived category of OX -modules.
In this section, (R,Σ) denotes an arithmetic ring, K the field of fractions of R, and X
an arithmetic scheme over S := SpecR.
2.1. Basic definitions. Let F and G be OX -modules. An arithmetic extension (E , s) of
F by G is by definition an extension
(2.1) E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
of OX-modules together with an F∞-invariant C∞-splitting
(2.2) s : FC −→ EC
of the associated extension of C∞XΣ-modules
EC : 0 −→ GC iC−→ EC pC−→ FC −→ 0.
There exists a unique map such that the relation
(2.3) IdEC = s ◦ pC + iC ◦ t
holds. It is C∞ and F∞-invariant, and the sections s and t determine each other uniquely.
We sometimes write (E , s, t) to emphasize that t is defined by (2.3).
A morphism between arithmetic extensions (E1, s1, t1) and (E2, s2, t2) is given by a mor-
phism (α, β, γ) : E1 → E2 of extensions such that βC ◦ s1 = s2 ◦ γC holds. Observe that this
condition implies already t2 ◦ βC = αC ◦ t1.
Two arithmetic extensions (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) of F by G are called isomorphic iff there
exists a morphism (α, β, γ) from (E1, s1) to (E2, s2) such that α = idG and γ = idF . Any
such morphism is automatically an isomorphism and defines an isomorphism between the
arithmetic extensions (E1, s1) and (E2, s2). We denote the set of isomorphism classes of
arithmetic extensions of F by G by Êxt
1
X(F,G).
Let (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) be two arithmetic extensions of F by G on X. Let E denote
the algebraic Baer sum of E1 and E2. The C∞-splittings s1 and s2 induce an F∞-invariant
C∞-splittings of E which maps a section f of FC to the class s(f) of (s1(f), s2(f)) in the
quotient (1.5). We obtain an arithmetic extension (E , s) which we call the arithmetic Baer
sum of (E1, s1) and (E2, s2).
It is a straightforward exercise to check that the arithmetic Baer sum defines on Êxt
1
X(F,G)
the structure of an abelian group. Actually, the opposite of the class of (E , s) is the one of
(E˜ ,−s), if we let
E˜ : 0 −→ G i−→ E −p−→ F −→ 0.
Moreover, with the notation of A.4.3, if (E1, s1), . . . , (Ek, sk) are arithmetic extensions over
X, one defines a F∞-invariant C∞-splitting s of E1 + . . .+ Ek by sending a section f of FC
to the class of (s1(f), . . . , sk(f)), and the class of (E1+ . . .+Ek, s) in Êxt
1
X(F,G) is the sum
of the classes [(E1, s1)],. . . ,[(Ek, sk)].
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2.2. The first exact sequence. Let F and G be OX -modules on the arithmetic scheme
X. We consider the group HomOX (F,G) of homomorphisms of OX -modules from F to G
and the space
HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ = {T = (Tσ)σ ∈
⊕
σ∈Σ
HomC∞
Xσ(C)
(Fσ, Gσ) |T σ = Tσ}.
of F∞-invariant C∞-homomorphisms from FC to GC. There is a canonical map
b : HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ −→ Êxt1X(F,G)
which sends any T in HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ to the class of the arithmetic extension (E , s)
where E is the trivial algebraic extension, defined by (2.1) with E := G⊕F and i and p the
obvious injection and projection morphisms, and s is given by s(f) = (T (f), f)).
Theorem 2.2.1. The map b is a group homomorphism. It fits into an exact sequence
(2.4) HomOX (F,G)
ι−→ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ b−→ Êxt1X(F,G) ν−→ Ext1OX (F,G)
z−→ Ext1C∞XΣ (FC, GC)
where ι is the canonical map, ν maps the class of an arithmetic extension (E , s) to the class
of the underlying extension E of OX -modules, and z maps the class of an extension of
OX -modules to the class of the associated extension of C∞XΣ-modules. Furthermore
(2.5) Ext1C∞XΣ
(FC, GC) = 0
if FC is a vector bundle.
Observe that, when this last assumption is satisfied, we may also identify the real vector
space HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ with A0(XR, F
∨ ⊗G).
Proof. We first show that b is a group homomorphism. Consider T1, T2 in HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ ,
and the associated arithmetic extension classes (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) that define b(T1) and
b(T2) respectively. Let (E , s) be the arithmetic Baer sum of (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) With
self-explanatory notation, we get
E1 ⊕ E2 = G⊕ F ⊕G⊕ F.
and obtain an isomorphism
E =
Ker (p1 − p2 : E1 ⊕ E2 −→ F )
Im ((i1,−i2) : G −→ E1 ⊕ E2) −→ G⊕ F.
which maps the class of (g1, f1, g2, f2) to (g1 + g2, f1). This isomorphism defines an iso-
morphism of arithmetic extensions from (E , s) to the arithmetic extension of F by G that
defines b(T1 + T2). Consequently b(T1) + b(T2) and b(T1 + T2) coincide.
Let us check the exactness at Êxt
1
X(F,G). We clearly have ν ◦ b = 0. Conversely, let
cl(E , s) be an arithmetic extension class in the kernel of ν. One can chose an isomorphism
τ : E
∼→ G⊕ F between E and the trivial algebraic extension of F by G. Then the class of
(E , s) is precisely the image of pr1 ◦ τC ◦ s ∈ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ under b.
Let us show that ker b = Im ι. Given T ∈ HomOX (F,G), the map
G⊕ F −→ G⊕ F , (g, f) 7→ (g + T (f), f)
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defines an isomorphism of arithmetic extensions which gives b(0) = b(T ). Hence we have
b ◦ ι = 0. Conversely, let T ∈ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ be in the kernel of b. One gets an
isomorphism between the arithmetic extensions representing b(0) and b(T ) which is given
by a matrix (
1 T˜
0 1
)
.
for some T˜ ∈ HomOX (F,G). It follows that T equals ι(T˜ ), and consequently belongs to the
image of ι.
The image of ν is the kernel of z by the very definition of an arithmetic extension class.
This establishes the exactness at Ext1OX (F,G). Finally (2.5) follows from the existence of
partitions of unity. ¤
Corollary 2.2.2. When X is an affine scheme, F is a vector bundle 4, and G quasi-
coherent, the map b induces an isomorphism of abelian groups
Êxt
1
X (F,G) '
HomC∞XΣ
(F,G)F∞
ι(HomOX (F,G))
.
Indeed, under these assumptions onX and F , the groups Ext1X(F,G) and Ext
1
C∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
vanish.
Example 2.2.3. Let K be a number field. We work over the arithmetic ring OK (as
defined in 1.1.1). Let AK denote the ring of ade`les of K. Let E and F be vector bundles
on S = Spec OK . Consider the vector bundle G = HomOS(E,F ) as a vector group scheme
on S. There is a canonical isomorphism
(2.6) Êxt
1
S(E,F ) = G(K)\G(AK)/K
where
K =
∏
v∈SpecOK
G(OˆK,v)×
∏
v|∞
{0}
is the standard compact subgroup of the commutative group G(AF∞K ). In order to see this,
we observe that Corollary 2.2.2 gives a canonical isomorphism
Êxt
1
S(E,F ) '
[∏
σ HomC(Eσ, Fσ)
]F∞
HomOK (E,F )
= G(OK)\
[∏
σ
Gσ(C)
]F∞
.
Moreover
[∏
σ Gσ(C)
]F∞
may be identified with
∏
v|∞G(Kv), and the canonical map
G(OK)\
[∏
σ
Gσ(C)
]F∞ −→ G(K)\G(AF∞K )/K
is an isomorphism by the strong approximation theorem (see for example [Cas67, Chapter
II.15]).
4i.e. , locally free of finite rank.
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2.3. The second exact sequence. In this paragraph, we consider OX -modules F and G
over X such that F holC and G
hol
C are holomorphic vector bundles over XΣ(C). This is for
instance the case when F and G are coherent OX -modules, and FK and GK are locally free.
We use the notations introduced in 1.1.5, i.e. Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) denotes the subspace of
forms in A0,1(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) which are ∂F∨⊗G-closed. For any arithmetic extension (E , s) of
the OX-modules F by G as in 2.1, the Dolbeault operator
∂E : A
0(XR, E) −→ A0,1(XR, E)
has a matrix representation
(2.7) ∂E =
(
∂G α
0 ∂F
)
with respect to the direct sum decomposition EC ∼= GC⊕FC induced by s, for some form α in
Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨⊗G). In other words, the form α is defined by the equality in A0,1(XR, F∨⊗G):
iC ◦ α = ∂F∨⊗Gs,
or, equivalently, by the following identity, valid for any local C∞ section f of FC over XΣ(C):
∂E(s ◦ f) = s ◦ ∂F f + iC ◦ α ◦ f,
where, with a slight abuse of notation, we have denoted s ◦ . and iC ◦ . the action by
composition of s and iC on sections of FC and EC with form coefficients. If, as before, t is
defined by (2.3), we also have:
∂E∨⊗Gt = −α ◦ pC.
Following the terminology discussed in Appendix A.5.2, we call α the second fundamental
form of the arithmetic extension (E , s). We shall denote it Ψ(E , s).
Let us denote
p : Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨⊗G) −→ H1Dolb(XR, F∨⊗G) := Z0,1∂ (XR, F
∨⊗G)/∂F∨⊗G(A0(XR, F∨⊗G))
the canonical quotient map.
Proposition 2.3.1. There is a well defined group homomorphism
Ψ : Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→ Z0,1∂ (XR, F
∨ ⊗G)
which associates the second fundamental form Ψ(E , s) to the class of an arithmetic extension
(E , s). The map Ψ fits into the commutative diagrams
(2.8)
HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ b−→ Êxt1X(F,G)
‖ ↓ Ψ
A0(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) ∂F∨⊗G−→ Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G).
and
(2.9)
Êxt
1
X(F,G)
Ψ−→ Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G)
↓ ν ↓ p
Ext1OX (F,G)
DolbFR,GR−→ H1Dolb(XR, F∨ ⊗G).
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Proof. Two isomorphic arithmetic extensions yield obviously the same form α. Consider a
morphism T in HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ , and the associated extension (E , s) that defines b(T ).
The identity
∂G(T ◦ f) = ∂Hom(F,G)(T ) ◦ f + T ◦ ∂F f,
valid for any local C∞ section f of FC over XΣ(C), shows that Ψ(E , s) = ∂(T ). This proves
the commutativity of (2.8). We can check locally on XΣ that Ψ is a homomorphism. Hence
it suffices to consider elements in the image of b. In this case the commutativity of (2.8)
implies that Ψ is a homomorphism.
The commutativity of (2.8) follows from the classical fact that the “second fundamental
form” provides a representative in Dolbeault cohomology of the extension class of a 1-
extension of holomorphic vector bundles (cf. [Gri66] and Appendix A, Proposition A.5.3).
¤
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2.1 and Proposition 2.3.1, we have:
Theorem 2.3.2. Let F and G be two OX -modules such that X such that are F holC and GholC
are holomorphic vector bundles. We have an exact sequence
(2.10) HomOX (F,G)
ι−→ H0(XR, F∨ ⊗G) b−→ Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→
(νΨ)−→ Ext1OX (F,G) ⊕ Z0,1∂ (XR, F
∨ ⊗G)
(DolbF∨⊗GR
,−p)
−→ H1Dolb(XR, F∨ ⊗G) −→ 0.
Proof. To establish the exactness at H0(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) and at Êxt1X(F,G), we use Theorem
2.2.1: according to the commutativity of (2.8), we may “replace” HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ by
HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ ∩Ker ∂F∨⊗G = HomOholXΣ (F
hol
C , G
hol
C )
F∞
= H0(XR, F
∨ ⊗G).
The exactness at H1Dolb(XR, F
∨⊗G) is clear. It remains to show exactness at Ext1OX (F,G)⊕
Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G). The fact that the composition of (νΨ) and (DolbF∨⊗GR ,−p) vanishes is
precisely the commutativity of (2.9). Conversely, consider cl(E) in Ext1OX (F,G) and α in
Z0,1
∂
(XR, F
∨ ⊗G) such that
DolbF∨⊗GR(cl(E))− p(α) = 0.
Choose s such that (E , s) becomes an arithmetic extension. Then the commutativity of
(2.9) implies that
Ψ(E , s) = α+ ∂T
for some T ∈ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ , and the commutativity of (2.8) that (cl(E), α) is the
image of cl(E , s) − b(T ). ¤
2.4. Pushout, pullback, and inverse image. Arithmetic extensions have the expected
functorial properties and behave well with respect to the maps ι, b, ν, and Ψ introduced
above.
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2.4.1. Pushout. Let g : G → G′ a morphism of OX -modules on an arithmetic scheme X.
For an arithmetic extension (E , s) of an OX-module F by G, we obtain a pushout diagram
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
↓ g ↓ q ||
E ′ : 0 −→ G′ −→ E′ −→ F −→ 0.
The section s′ = qC◦s turns (E ′, s′) into an arithmetic extension which we denote as g◦(E , s).
We obtain a morphism of arithmetic extensions
(g, q, idF ) : (E , s) −→ (E ′, s′)
which is universal in the sense that every morphism of arithmetic extensions
(α, β, γ) : (E , s) −→ (E ′′, s′′)
with α = g factors uniquely through (g, q, idF ). Our construction defines a canonical Z-
bilinear pairing
Êxt
1
X(F,G) ×HomOX (G,G′) −→ Êxt
1
X(F,G
′) , (α = cl(E , s), g) 7→ g ◦ α = cl(E ′, s′).
The formation of g ◦ α is functorial in g. It is compatible with the maps ι, b, ν, and Ψ in
the sense that we have the equalities
(2.11) ν(g ◦ α) = g ◦ ν(α) , g ◦ b(f) = b(ι(g) ◦ f) , Ψ(g ◦ α) = gC ◦Ψ(α)
for all α, g as above and f in HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ . These are direct consequences of our
definitions.
2.4.2. Pullback. Let h : F ′ → F a morphism of OX -modules on an arithmetic scheme X.
For an arithmetic extension (E , s, t) of F by an OX-module G, we obtain a pullback diagram
E ′ : 0 −→ G −→ E′ −→ F ′ −→ 0
|| ↓ p ↓ h
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0.
The section t′ = t ◦ pC induces a section s′ of EC (as in (2.3)) which turns (E ′, s′, t′) into an
arithmetic extension which we denote as cl(E , s) ◦ h. We obtain a morphism of arithmetic
extensions
(idG, p, h) : (E ′, s′) −→ (E , s)
which is universal in the sense that every morphism of arithmetic extensions
(α, β, γ) : (E ′′, s′′) −→ (E , s)
with γ = h factors uniquely through (idG, p, h). Our construction defines a canonical Z-
bilinear pairing
HomOX (F
′, F )× Êxt1X(F,G) −→ Êxt
1
X(F
′, G) , (h, α = cl(E , s)) 7→ α ◦ h = cl(E ′, s′).
The formation of α ◦ h is functorial in h. It is compatible with the maps ι, b, ν, and Ψ in
the sense that we have the equalities
(2.12) ν(α ◦ h) = ν(α) ◦ h , b(f) ◦ h = b(f ◦ ι(h)) , Ψ(α ◦ h) = Ψ(α) ◦ hC
for all α, h as above and f in HomC∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ . These are again a direct consequences
of our definitions.
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2.4.3. Compatibilities. Given an arithmetic extension (E , s) and morphisms g : G→ G′ and
f : F ′ → F as above, there exists a natural isomorphism
(2.13) (g ◦ (E , s)) ◦ h ∼−→ g ◦ ((E , s) ◦ h).
Given an arithmetic extension (E , s) as in (2.1), there exists a natural isomorphism
(2.14) i ◦ (E , s) ∼−→ (E , s) ◦ p.
Every morphism of arithmetic extensions (α, β, γ) : (E , s) → (E ′, s′) determines a natural
isomorphism
(2.15) α ◦ (E , s) ∼−→ (E ′, s′) ◦ γ.
The isomorphisms (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) are constructed precisely as in the algebraic
case using the universal properties of pushout and pullback (compare for example [ML95,
III.1]).
2.4.4. Inverse image. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of arithmetic varieties. Let F and
G be OX-modules. We assume either that f is flat or that F is a flat OX -module. The
pullback along f defines a canonical homomorphism
f∗ : Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→ Êxt
1
Y (f
∗F, f∗G)
and the formation of f∗ is functorial in f and compatible with ι, b, v and Ψ in the expected
way.
2.4.5. An application. Given an arithmetic extension (E , s) of F by G and a vector bundle
E on the arithmetic scheme X, we obtain a natural arithmetic extension
(E , s)⊗ E := (E ⊗ E, s⊗ idEC).
We obtain an induced map
(2.16) Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→ Êxt
1
X(F ⊗ E,G⊗ E) , cl(E , s) 7→ cl
(
(E , s)⊗ E)
which is easily seen to be a group homomorphism. The pushout and pullback constructions
above allow with the previous remark to construct the following canonical isomorphism.
Proposition 2.4.6. For any OX -modules F , G and any vector bundle E on an arithmetic
variety X, there is a canonical isomorphism
Êxt
1
X(F,G ⊗ E) ∼−→ Êxt
1
X(F ⊗ E∨, G).
which maps the class of an arithmetic extension (M, sM ) of F by G⊗ E to the pushout of
M⊗E∨ along the evaluation (or trace) map idG⊗ ev : G⊗E⊗E∨ → G. The inverse map
sends the class of an arithmetic extension (N , sN ) to the pullback of (N , sN )⊗E along the
canonical morphism idF ⊗ ∆ : F → F ⊗ E∨ ⊗ E, defined by the “identity” section ∆ of
E∨ ⊗ E.
Proof. Let (M, sM ) be an arithmetic extension with underlying algebraic extension
M : 0 −→ G⊗ E −→M p−→ F −→ 0.
Consider the pushout
(N , sN ) =
(
(M, sM )⊗ E∨
) ◦ (idG ⊗ ev)
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with associated morphism f : M ⊗ E∨ → N and section sN = fC ◦ (sM ⊗ idE∨
C
). Define g
as the composition
g = (f ⊗ idE) ◦ (idM ⊗∆) :M−→M ⊗ E∨ ⊗ E −→ N ⊗ E.
We claim that
(2.17) (idG⊗E , g, idF ⊗∆) : (M, sM ) −→ (N , sN )⊗E
is a morphism of arithmetic extensions. It is easily seen that (2.17) is a morphism of the
underlying algebraic extensions. Hence M is the pullback of N ⊗E along idF ⊗∆ and we
obtain an induced section s˜M of MC as in 2.4.2. We have to show that sM equals s˜M . We
conclude from
gC ◦ s˜M ◦ pC = (sN ⊗ idEC) ◦ (idFC ⊗∆C) ◦ pC
= (fC ⊗ idEC) ◦ (sM ⊗ idE∨C×EC) ◦ (idFC ⊗∆C) ◦ pC
= (fC ⊗ idEC) ◦ (idMC ⊗∆C) ◦ sM ◦ pC
= gC ◦ sM ◦ pC
that gC ◦ (s˜M − sM) ◦ pC = 0 which proves our claim. Hence (M, sM ) is the pullback of
(N , sN )⊗E along idF ⊗∆. This proves one half of our proposition. The other half follows
by a dual argument which we leave to the reader. ¤
2.5. Arithmetic extensions as homomorphisms in the derived category. In this
paragraph, we present an interpretation of the arithmetic extension group Êxt
1
X(F,G) in
terms of homological algebra, in the spirit of the well-known identification of the “classical”
extension group Ext1OX (F,G), defined by classes of 1-extensions of OX-modules equipped
with the Baer sum, with the “cohomological” extension group HomD(OX -mod))(F,G[1]) (see
Appendix A.4.4).
We follow the notation and conventions concerning derived categories discussed in Ap-
pendix A.
To any OX -module E is naturally attached the adjunction map
adE : E −→ (ρ∗EC)F∞
with respect to the flat map
ρ = j ◦ κ : (XΣ(C), C∞XΣ) −→ (X,OX )
from 1.1.2. It maps any section e of E over an open subscheme U of X to the (analytic,
hence C∞)-section sC of EC over UΣ(C), which is indeed a section over U of (ρ∗EC)F∞ .
Moreover, for any two OX -modules F and G, the map
Hom C∞XΣ
(FC, GC)
F∞ −→ HomOX
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
)
which maps an F∞-invariant C∞-morphism ϕ : FC → GC to the composition
ϕ˜ : F
adF−→ (ρ∗FC)F∞ ρ∗(ϕ)→ (ρ∗GC)F∞
is an isomorphism. (Its inverse maps a morphism of OX -modules ψ : F → (ρ∗GC)F∞ to the
composition
FC = ρ
∗F
ρ∗(ψ)−→ ρ∗ρ∗GC ad
GC→ GC.)
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Let (E , s) be an arithmetic extension, i.e. , an extension of OX-modules
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F → 0
together with a F∞-invariant C∞-splitting s : FC → EC. Let t : GC → EC be the F∞-
invariant C∞-section of iC such that such that IdEC = s ◦ pC + iC ◦ t. Let us consider the
following diagram of complexes (written horizontally, with morphisms written vertically) of
OX -modules:
(2.18)
F
↑ p
G
i−→ E
↓ IdG ↓ t˜
G
adG−→ (ρ∗GC)F∞
where F , E, and (ρ∗GC)
F∞ sit in degree zero, and G in degree −1. The last two lines are
precisely the cones C(i) and C(adG) of i and adG, and the map p defines a quasi-isomorphism
p : C(i)→ F . Instead of (2.18), we may write as well
F
p←− C(i) (IdG, t˜)−→ C(adG).
This diagram defines a morphism
∂(E,s) := (IdG, t˜) ◦ p−1 : F −→ C(adG)
in the derived category D+(OX -mod) of bounded below complexes of OX -modules. Clearly,
if (E , s) and (E ′, s′) are isomorphic arithmetic extensions of F by G, the associated mor-
phisms ∂(E,s) and ∂(E ′,s′) coincide.
Proposition 2.5.1. For any two OX -modules F and G, the mapping
ĉlF,G : Êxt
1
X(F,G) −→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,C(adG)
)
,
[
(E , s)] 7→ ∂(E,s).
is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
As hinted to above, the map ĉlF,G is an avatar of the classical isomorphism
(2.19) clF,G : Ext
1
OX (F,G)
∼−→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,G[1]
)
, [E ] 7→ ∂E
described in Appendix A.4.4. Recall that, to the class [E ] of a 1-extension of OX -modules
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0,
it associates its “boundary operator” ∂E in HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,G[1]
)
that is defined as fol-
lows. We may consider the diagram of complexes of OX -modules (written horizontally)
(2.20)
F
↑ p
G
i−→ E
↓ −IdG
G
where E and F sit in degree 0, and G in degree −1. Its last two lines are C(i) and G[1],
the upper map defines a quasi-isomorphism p : C(i)→ F, and (2.20) may be also written
F
p←− C(i) (−IdG,0)−→ G[−1].
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Then, by definition, ∂E is the morphism in D
+(OX -mod) defined by this last diagram:
∂E := (−IdG, 0) ◦ p−1 : F → G[1].
Observe that, if we are given twoOX -modules F andG, we may consider the distinguished
triangle in D+(OX -mod) attached to adG:
(2.21) G
adG−→ (ρ∗GC)F∞ α−→ C(adG) β−→ G[1]
— we use the sign conventions discussed in Appendix A.1; thus α (resp. β) is the morphism
defined by Id(ρ∗GC)F∞ (resp. by −IdG) — and apply the functor HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F, .). This
yields the following long exact sequence:
(2.22)
HomD+(OX -mod)(F,G)
adG ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
) α ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F,C(adG))
β ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,G[1]
) adG[1] ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F, (ρ∗GC)F∞ [1]).
We shall show simultaneously that ĉlF,G is an isomorphism and that the exact sequence
(2.22) is naturally isomorphic with the following variant of the long exact sequence in
Theorem 2.2.1:
(2.23) HomOX (F,G)
ι−→ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ b−→ Êxt1X(F,G) ν−→ Ext1OX (F,G)
adG ◦.−→ Ext1OX (FC, (ρ∗GC)F∞).
The exactness of (2.23) follows from Theorem 2.2.1 combined with the following obser-
vation:
Lemma 2.5.2. For any extension of OX -modules
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0,
an F∞-invariant C∞ splitting of EC may be equivalently described by:
• a morphism t in HomC∞XΣ (EC, GC)
F∞ such that t ◦ iC = idGC ;
• a morphism t˜ in HomOX
(
E, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
)
such that t˜ ◦ i = adG;
• a splitting of the extension of OX -modules defined as the pushout of E by adG :
0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
↓ adG ↓ ||
0 −→ (ρ∗GC)F∞ −→ E′ −→ F −→ 0.
Consequently, the homomorphisms
z : Ext1OX (F,G)−→Ext1C∞XΣ (FC, GC)
and
adG ◦ . : Ext1OX (F,G)−→Ext1OX (FC, (ρ∗GC)F∞)
have the same kernel.
¤
Actually, the five lemma shows that Proposition 2.5.1 follows from the long exact se-
quences (2.4) and (2.23), and Lemma 2.5.3 and Proposition 2.5.4 below.
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Lemma 2.5.3. The mapping ĉlF,G in Proposition 2.5.1 is a homomorphism of groups.
Proof. Consider arithmetic extensions (Ej , sj), j = 1, 2 with underlying extensions
Ej : 0 −→ G ij−→ Ej pj−→ F −→ 0,
and F∞-invariant C∞ splittings sj : FC → Ej,C. Let (E , s) denote the arithmetic Baer sum
of (E1, s1) and (E2, s2) as defined in 2.1. We have to show
(2.24) ∂(E,s) = ∂(E1,s1) + ∂(E2,s2).
Consider the following diagrams
(2.25)
G⊕G w−→ ker(E1 ⊕ E2 p1−p2−→ F )
↓ qj ↓ qj
G
ij−→ Ej
for j = 1, 2, and
(2.26)
G⊕G w→ ker(E1 ⊕ E2 p1−p2−→ F )
↓ + ↓ can
G
i−→ E
where qj denotes the j-th projection, w the direct sum i1 ⊕ i2, and ‘can’ the canonical
projection. These diagrams are commutative and induce quasi-isomorphisms
qj : C(w)→ C(ij) and a : C(w)→ C(i).
As before, let us introduce t : GC → EC (resp. tj : GC → Ej,C) such that IdEC =
s ◦ pC + iC ◦ t (resp. IdEj,C = sj ◦ pj,C + ij,C ◦ tj). According to the very definition of the
arithmetic Baer sum,
t ◦ canC = t1 ⊕ t2.
With obvious notation, we have:
∂(E,s) : F
p←− C(i) a←− C(w) a−→ C(i) (IdG, t˜)−→ C(adG)
and
∂(Ej ,sj) : F
pj←− C(ij) qj←− C(w) qj−→ C(i) (idG, t˜j)−→ C(adG).
We finally obtain (2.24) from the straightforward equalities
p1 ◦ q1 = p ◦ a = p2 ◦ q2 : C(w) −→ F
and
(IdG, t˜1) ◦ q1 + (IdG, t˜2) ◦ q2 = (IdG, t˜) ◦ a : C(w) −→ C(adG)
of homomorphisms of complexes of OX -modules. ¤
Recall that the category of OX -modules may be identified with a full subcategory of
its derived category, and that consequently, for any two OX-modules F1 and F2, we may
identify HomOX (F1, F2) and HomD+(OX -mod)(F1, F2).
Besides, as a special instance of the canonical isomorphism clF,G (with (ρ∗GC)
F∞ instead
of G), we may consider the isomorphism
clF,(ρ∗GC)F∞ : Ext
1
OX (F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞)
∼−→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞ [1]
)
.
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Proposition 2.5.4. The following four diagrams are commutative:
(2.27)
HomOX (F,G)
ι−→ HomC∞X (FC, GC)F∞‖ ∼ ↓ T 7→T˜
HomD+(OX -mod)(F,G)
adG ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
)
(2.28)
HomC∞X (FC, GC)
F∞ −b−→ Êxt1X(F,G)
∼ ↓ T 7→T˜ ↓ bclF,G
HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
) α ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F,C(adG))
(2.29)
Êxt
1
X(F,G)
ν−→ Ext1OX (F,G)↓ bclF,G ∼ ↓ clF,G
HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,C(adG)
) β ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F,G[1])
(2.30)
Ext1OX (F,G)
adG ◦.−→ Ext1OX
(
F, (ρ∗GC)
F∞
)
∼ ↓ clF,G ∼ ↓ clF,(ρ∗GC)F∞
HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,G[1]
) adG[1] ◦.−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F, (ρ∗GC)F∞ [1]).
Proof. The commutativity of (2.27) is immediate. Let us check the one of (2.28). Given
T ∈ HomC∞XΣ (FC, GC)
F∞ ,
we equip the trivial extension
E : 0 −→ G (
idG
0 )−→ G⊕ F (0 idF )−→ F −→ 0
with the C∞-splitting defined by
s =
(−T
idFC
)
and t = (idGC T ).
Then t˜ = (adG T˜ ), the arithmetic extension (E , s) admits −b(T ) as class in Êxt
1
X(F,G),
and ∂(E,s) is the morphism in HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,G[1]
)
defined by the diagram:
F
↑ (0 idF )
G
(idG0 )−→ G⊕ F
↓ idG ↓ t˜
G
adG−→ (ρ∗GC)F∞ .
A quasi-inverse of (0 idF ) in this diagram is given by
F
↓ ( 0idF)
G
(idG0 )−→ G⊕ F.
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Consequently ∂(E,s) is also defined by the map of complexes:
F
↓ T˜
G
adG−→ [ρ∗GC]F∞ .
This shows that ĉlF,G(−b(T )) = α ◦ T˜ , as required.
The commutativity of (2.29) is a direct consequence of our definitions and sign conven-
tions.
Finally the diagram (2.30) commutes since pushout on extension groups corresponds
under the isomorphism (2.19) to the natural functoriality of the HomD+(OX -mod) functor in
the second argument (compare Appendix A.4.4). ¤
2.5.5. We give a homological description of the operator Ψ which computes the second
fundamental form.
For any OX -module G and any non-negative integer j, we shall denote
A0,j(−R, G) =
(
ρ∗A
0,j(−, G))F∞
as in 1.1.5. We have in particular A0,0(−R, G) = (ρ∗GC)F∞ , and, for any coherent OX -
module F , HomOX (F,A
0,j(−R, G)) may be identified with A0,j(XR,HomOX (F,G)). The
Dolbeault operator ∂ induces a complex of OX -modules
(A0,.(−R, G), ∂G) : 0 −→ A0,0(−R, G) ∂G−→ A0,1(−R, G) ∂G−→ A0,2(−R, G) ∂G−→ . . . .
The diagram
G
adG−→ A0,0(−R, G)
↓ ∂G
A0,1(−R, G) −∂G−→ A0,2(−R, G) −∂G−→ . . .
defines a morphism of complexes
Ψ′ : C(adG) −→ (σ≥1(A0,.(−R, G), ∂G))[1]
where σ≥1 denotes the naive truncation.
Let F and G be two OX -modules, with F coherent. Then the identification of
A0,1(XR,HomOX (F,G))
and
HomOX (F,A
0,1(−R, G))
defines, by restriction, a canonical isomorphism
(2.31) Z0,1
∂
(
XR,HomOX (F,G)
)
= HomOX
(
F, Ker
(
∂G : A
0,1(−R, G)→ A0,2(−R, G)
))
,
hence a morphism of abelian groups
(2.32) z : Z0,1
∂
(
XR,HomOX (F,G)
) → HomD+(OX−mod)(F, (σ≥1(A0,.(−R, G), ∂G))[1])).
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Lemma 2.5.6. i) The sheaves A0,j( , G) over XΣ(C) are fine. For any k > 0, we have
(2.33) Rkρ∗A
0,j( , G) = 0
and
(2.34) Rkρ∗σ≥1(A
0,.(−R, G), ∂G) = 0.
ii) The morphism z in (2.32) is an isomorphism if F is a vector bundle over X.
Proof. i) The sheaves A0,j(−,C) on the paracompact Hausdorff space XΣ(C) are fine. It
follows that the tensor products A0,j(−, G) are fine. We can compute Rkρ∗A0,j(−, G) as
the sheaf associated with the presheaf
U 7→ Hk((UΣ(C), A0,j( , G)).
The latter groups vanish as fine sheaves are Γ
(
UΣ(C),−
)
-acyclic. This proves (2.33), which
in turn immediately implies (2.34).
ii) To prove that z is an isomorphism when F is a vector bundle, we may replace F by
OX and G by F∨ ⊗G. Hence we may assume that F is OX . To simplify notations, let us
write σ≥1A
0,·(XR, G) for σ≥1(A
0,.(−R, G), ∂G. The Leray spectral sequence
Ej,k2 = H
j
(
X,Rkρ∗σ≥1A
0,·(−, G)) ⇒ Hj+k(XΣ(C), σ≥1A0,·(−, G))
degenerates at E2 by i). Hence
H1
(
X,σ≥1ρ∗A
0,·(−, G)) = H1(XΣ(C), σ≥1A0,·(−, G)),
and consequently,
HomD+(OX−mod)
(OX , (σ≥1A0,.(−R, G))[1]) = H1(X,σ≥1ρ∗A0,·(−, G))F∞
= H1
(
XΣ(C), σ≥1A
0,·(−, G))F∞
= Z0,1
∂
(XΣ(C), GC)
F∞
= Z0,1
∂
(
XR, G
)
as the sheaves A0,·(−, G) are Γ(XΣ(C),−)-acyclic. ¤
Proposition 2.5.7. For any two vector bundles F and G on X, the following diagram is
commutative:
Êxt
1
X(F,G)
Ψ−→ Z0,1
∂
(
XR,HomOX (F,G)
)
↓ bclF,G ∼ ↓ −z
HomD+(OX -mod)
(
F,C(adG)
) Ψ′◦ .−→ HomD+(OX -mod)(F, (σ≥1(A0,.(−R, G), ∂G))[1])
is commutative.
Proof. Let (E , s) be an arithmetic extension and, as before, define t by (2.3). The com-
posite map Ψ′ ◦ ĉlF,G sends the class of (E , s) in Êxt
1
X(F,G) to the morphism Ψ
′ ◦ ∂(E,s) in
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D+(OX -mod), which is defined by the diagram
F
↑ p
G
i−→ E
↓ IdG ↓ t˜
G
adG−→ (ρ∗GC)F∞
↓ ∂G
A0,1(−R, G) −∂G−→ A0,2(−R, G) −∂G−→ . . .
It may also be written as
(2.35) Ψ′ ◦ ∂(E,s) : F p←− C(i)
(IdG,t˜)−→ C(adG) ∂G−→ (σ≥1A0,·(−R, G))[1].
Let us denote α := Ψ(E , s). This is the element of Z0,1
∂
(
XR, F
∨⊗G) characterized by the
relation
∂E(s.f) = s.∂F + iC(α.f),
for any local section f of A0,·(−, FC) over XΣ(C). We also have
(2.36) ∂E∨⊗Gt = −α ◦ pC.
To any section β of A0,j(UR, F ) over some open U in X, we may attach the element
w(β) := (−α(β), s(β))
of degree j in the cone of the morphismA0,·(−R, i) from
(
A0,·(−R, G), ∂G
)
to
(
A0,·(−R, E), ∂E
)
defined by iC. The differential of w(β) in the complex C
(
A0,·(−R, i)
)
is
d(−α.β, s.β) = (−∂G(−α.β), iC(−α.β) + ∂E(s.β))
=
(−α.(∂Fβ), s.(∂F .β)).
Consequently w defines a homomorphism of complexes
w : A0,·(−R, F ) −→ C
(
A0,·(−R, i)
)
,
where, as before, we write A0,·(−R, F ) for (A0,·(−R, F ), ∂F ). It is straightforward that it is
a right inverse of the morphism of complexes
A0,·(−R,p) : C
(
A0,·(−R, i)
) −→ A0,·(−R, F )
deduced from the quasi-isomorphism p : C(i)→ F by considering the associated Dolbeault
complexes.
Observe that — since α is ∂ closed — one defines a morphism of complexes of OX-modules
A : C
(
A0,·(−R, i)
) −→ (σ≥1A0,·(−R, G))[1]
by mapping a sections (γ, δ) of
C
(
A0,·(−R, i)
)k
:= A0,k+1(−R, G)⊕A0,k(−R, E)
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to the section α.p(δ) of A0,k+1(−R, G). Moreover the relation (2.36) shows that the right-
hand square of the following diagram is commutative:
F
p←− C(i) (IdG,t˜)−→ C(adG)
↓ adF ↓ (adG,adE) ↓ ∂G
A0,·(−R, F ) A
0,·(−R,p)←− C(A0,·(−R, i)) −A−→ (σ≥1A0,·(−R, G))[1].
The commutativity of the left-hand square is straightforward.
Finally, together with (2.35) and the relation p ◦ w = IdA0,·(−R,F ), the commutativity of
the last diagram shows the equality of morphisms in D+(OX −mod):
Ψ′ ◦ ∂(E,s) = −A ◦ w ◦ adF .
It is straightforward that this is precisely −z(α). ¤
2.6. Admissible extensions. Let F and G be hermitian coherent sheaves over an arith-
metic scheme X.
Given a hermitian coherent sheaf E on X and an extension
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0,
we write
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
and call E an admissible extension of hermitian coherent sheaves if F and G carry the
induced hermitian metrics from E. In this case, orthogonal projection on the orthogonal
complement of GC in EC determines an F∞-invariant C∞-splitting s⊥ : FC → EC of the
extension EC on XΣ(C), which we shall call the orthogonal splitting of E . Amongst the
splittings of EC over XΣ(C), it is characterized as being fiberwise isometric. In this way,
each admissible extension E determines an arithmetic extension (E , s⊥) of F by G.
Conversely, if
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
is an extension of OX -modules, then any F∞-invariant C∞-splitting s : FC → EC of the
extension EC determines an hermitian structure on E. Namely, the map
ϕ := (iC, s) : GC ⊕ FC 7−→ EC
is a F∞-invariant C∞-isomorphism of vector bundles over XΣ(C), and the hermitian metric
on GC ⊕ FC defined as the orthogonal direct sum of the ones defining G and F may be
transported by ϕ to a F∞-invariant C∞-metric ‖.‖ on E. If we let E := (E, ‖.‖), then
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
is an admissible extension, the orthogonal splitting of which is precisely s.
An isomorphism of admissible extensions E1 and E2 of F by G is, by definition, an
isomorphism from E1 to E2 which induces the identity on F and G. The constructions
above induces a one to one correspondence{
isomorphism classes of admissible
extensions of F by G
}
←→
{
isomorphim classes of arithmetic
extensions of F by G
}
,
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and we obtain a new interpretation of the group Êxt
1
X(F,G) as group of isomorphism
classes of admissible extensions of F by G. The corresponding “admissible Baer sum” of
two admissible extensions
E : 0 −→ G ij−→ Ej pj−→ F −→ 0 , (j = 1, 2)
has the following explicit description. We define a hermitian metric on
ker(p1 − p2 : E1 ⊕ E2 −→ F ) ⊆ E1 ⊕ E2
by the formula
(2.37) ‖(e1, e2)‖2σ = 2(‖e1‖2E1,σ + ‖e2‖
2
E2,σ
)− 3‖p1(e1)‖2F ,σ
for σ in Σ and (e1, e2) a vector in a fiber of E1,σ ⊕E2,σ such that p1(e1) = p2(e2). We equip
the algebraic Baer sum E in (1.4)(=(A.12)) with the quotient metric. It is straightforward
to check that the resulting extension
Ej : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
is admissible. It corresponds to the arithmetic Baer sum. Indeed we have
‖[(s⊥1 (f), s⊥2 (f))]‖E,σ = ‖f‖F ,σ
for any vector f in a fiber of Fσ, if s
⊥
j denotes the orthogonal splitting of Ej.
We leave the details to the interested reader, and just want to emphasize that this cor-
respondence would not hold with E defined as E equipped with the hermitian structure it
naively inherits as a subquotient of the orthogonal direct sum E1 ⊕ E2.
2.7. Arithmetic torsors. Let X be an arithmetic scheme over some arithmetic ring R.
Let G be a connected flat linear group scheme over S = Spec R of finite type. For each σ in
Σ, we fix a maximal compact subgroup Kσ of Gσ(C) such that the family K∞ = (Kσ)σ∈Σ is
invariant under F∞. Chambert-Loir and Tschinkel define an arithmetic (G,K∞)-torsor on
X as a pair (T , s) given by a G-torsor T on X together with a family of sections s = (sσ)σ∈Σ
where sσ is a C∞-section of the Kσ\Gσ(C)-fibration on Xσ(C) obtained as the quotient of
Tσ(C) by the action of Kσ. The set of isomorphism classes of arithmetic (G,K∞)-torsors
on X is denoted by Ĥ1
(
X, (E,K∞)
)
[CLT01, 1.1].
Let V be a vector bundle on S. Let (E , s) be an arithmetic extension over X with
underlying extension
E : 0 −→ f∗V −→ E pi−→ OX −→ 0.
where f : X → S. We consider E, f∗V and OX = Ga as vector group schemes and denote
by 1: X → Ga the section of Ga associated to the unit in OX . The scheme T = pi−1(1) =
E ×Ga X is the V -torsor defined by the splittings of the extension E . The C∞ splitting
s of EC induces a C∞ section of the VC-torsor TC on XC. Let Kσ = {0} be the maximal
compact subgroup of Gσ(C). The pair (T , s) is an arithmetic
(
G,K∞ = (Kσ)σ
)
-torsor and
determines an element in Ĥ1
(
X, (G,K∞)
)
. One checks easily that the construction which
associates
(T = pi−1(1), s) to (E , s) induces an isomorphism of groups:
(2.38) Êxt
1
X(OX , f∗V ) −→ Ĥ1(X, (G,K∞)).
One recovers the first exact sequence 2.2.1 when F = OX and G = f∗V as a special case
of the exact sequence [CLT01, 1.2.1 and 1.2.3], and the adelic description 2.2.3 as a special
case of [CLT01, 1.2.6].
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3. Slopes of hermitian vector bundles and splittings of extensions over
arithmetic curves
Consider an extension
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
of a line bundle F by a line bundle G on a smooth projective geometrically connected curve
C of genus g over a field k. A straightforward application of Serre duality shows that if E
does not split, the following inequality holds:
(3.1) degG− degF ≤ 2g − 2.
Indeed, in this situation, the class of E provides a non-zero element in
Ext1C(F,G) ' H1(C, F∨ ⊗G) ' H0(C, Ω1C/k ⊗ F ⊗G∨)∨.
Hence Ω1C/k ⊗F ⊗G∨ has a non-trivial regular section on C, and its degree is consequently
non-negative; this yields (3.1).
In this section, our aim is primarily to establish an arithmetic analog of the inequality
(3.1), valid for an admissible extension E of hermitian vector bundles F and G of arbitrary
ranks over an “arithmetic curve” S := SpecOK defined by some number field K.
In order to formulate this analog, we need to introduce some quantitative measure for
the non-triviality of an arithmetic extension E : it will be given by its size s(E), defined as
the logarithm of the distance to zero of the corresponding point on the real torus
Êxt
1
S(F,G) =
HomOK (F,G) ⊗Z R
HomOK (F,G)
.
Indeed, the hermitian structures of F and G induce an euclidean norm on the real vector
space HomOK (F,G) ⊗Z R, which may be seen as a flat Riemannian metric on the torus
Êxt
1
S(F,G) and defines a distance on it (see 3.5 infra for the formal definition of s(E)).
Our arithmetic analog of the inequality (3.1) will take the form:
(3.2) µ̂min(G)− µ̂max(F ) + s(E) ≤ log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log
rkKFK · rkKGK
2
.
Here, µ̂max(F ) (resp. µ̂min(G)) denotes the maximal (resp. minimal) normalized slope of F
(resp. of G) (cf. [Stu76], [Gra84], and 3.1, infra), and ∆K the discriminant of the number
field K. Our proof of (3.2) will rely on (i) some upper bound on the Arakelov degree
of a sub-line bundle in the tensor product of two hermitian vector bundles over SpecOK
(Proposition 3.4.1), and (ii) on some “transference” result from the geometry of numbers,
relating minima of an euclidean lattice and of its dual lattice, in the precise form obtained
by Banaszczyk ([Ban93]).
3.1. Arithmetic degree and slopes. We now discuss a few results concerning hermitian
vector bundles on “arithmetic curves” and their arithmetic degree and slopes. We refer
the reader to [Szp85],[Lan88],[Stu76],[Gra84], and [Neu99] for more extensive discussions of
these notions.
Let K be a number field, and Σ the set of its fields embeddings σ : K ↪→ C. Let
L = (L, (‖.‖σ)σ∈Σ) be a hermitian line bundle on the arithmetic curve S = SpecOK . The
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expression
d̂eg L = log #
(
L/OK · s
)−∑
σ∈Σ
log ‖s‖σ
does not depend on the choice of a non-zero section s ∈ Γ(S,L) and defines the arithmetic
degree of L.
For an arbitrary hermitian coherent sheaf E = (E, (‖.‖σ)σ∈Σ) over S with OK -torsion
subsheaf Etors, the quotient E/Etors equipped with (‖.‖σ)σ∈Σ defines a hermitian vector
bundle E/Etors on S. We define the arithmetic degree of the hermitian coherent sheaf E by
the formula [GS91, 2.4.1]
d̂egE = d̂eg (∧maxE/Etors) + log #Etors.
This is also the arithmetic degree d̂eg detE of the determinant line of E.
For every extension of hermitian coherent sheaves on S
0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
which is admissible in the sense of Section 2.6, we have
(3.3) d̂egE = d̂egG+ d̂egF
(see for instance [Lan88, V 2.1]).
It is also convenient to introduce the normalized arithmetic degree of an hermitian co-
herent sheaf E over S, namely
d̂egnE :=
1
[K : Q]
d̂egE.
Then the (normalized) arithmetic slope of an hermitian coherent sheaf E of positive rank
rkE := rkK EK is defined as
(3.4) µ̂(E) =
d̂egn (E)
rkE
=
1
[K : Q]
· d̂eg(E)
rkE
.
We define the maximal slope µ̂max(E) of an hermitian vector bundle E of positive rank
as the maximal arithmetic slope of a subbundle of positive rank in E equipped with the
induced metric, and its minimal slope as
(3.5) µ̂min(E) := −µ̂max(E∨).
Observe that µ̂max(E) (resp. µ̂min(E)) coincides with the maximal (resp. minimal) slope
of a saturated subbundle (resp. of a quotient coherent sheaf) of E, equipped with the
hermitian structure induced by restriction (resp. by quotient) from the one of E.
It is easily seen that, for any hermitian line bundle L on S, we have
µ̂max(E ⊗ L) = µ̂max(E) + d̂egn L
and
µ̂min(E ⊗ L) = µ̂min(E) + d̂egn L,
and that, if F is any hermitian vector bundle of positive rank on S,
µ̂(E ⊗ F ) = µ̂(E) + µ̂(F ),
(3.6) µ̂max(E ⊗ F ) ≥ µ̂max(E) + µ̂max(F ),
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and
(3.7) µ̂min(E ⊗ F ) ≤ µ̂min(E) + µ̂min(F ).
Finally, recall that the normalized degree is invariant under field extension. Namely, if
K ′ is a number field containing K and if
g : S′ := SpecOK ′ −→ S := SpecOK
is the morphism of schemes defined by the inclusion OK ↪→ OK ′ , then for any hermitian
vector bundle E over S, the hermitian vector bundle g∗E over S′ satisfies
d̂egn g
∗E = d̂egnE.
Consequently, when E has positive rank:
µ̂(g∗E) = µ̂(E).
A simple descent argument, using the Harder-Narasimhan filtrations of E and g∗E, shows
that this also holds for the maximal and minimal slopes:
(3.8) µ̂max(g
∗E) = µ̂max(E),
(3.9) µ̂min(g
∗E) = µ̂min(E).
Lemma 3.1.1. Let E be a hermitian vector bundle over S. Let F be an hermitian coherent
subsheaf of E, equipped with the metrics of E, such that the quotient Q of E by F is torsion.
Let I be the annihilator ideal of Q in OK , and let N(I) := #OK/I denote its norm. Then
µ̂min(E) ≤ µ̂min(F ) + 1
[K : Q] · rkE log #Q
≤ µ̂min(F ) + 1
[K : Q]
log #N(I).
Proof. The various coherent sheaves on S we shall consider will be equipped with the
hermitian structures deduced from the one of E by quotient.
Let F ′ be a quotient vector bundle of F such that
µ̂(F ′) = µ̂min(F ),
and let us form the pushout diagram:
0 −→ F −→ E −→ Q −→ 0
↓ ↓ ||
0 −→ F ′ −→ E′ −→ Q −→ 0.
Observe that E′ is a quotient coherent sheaf of E.
As a special case of (3.3) we get:
(3.10) d̂egE′ = d̂egF ′ + log#Q.
Besides, since the OK -module Q is killed by I, and is a quotient of the locally free OK -
module E, we have:
(3.11) log#Q ≤ rkE logN(I).
From (3.10), we get the first of the desired inequalities:
µ̂min(E) ≤ µ̂(E′) = µ̂(F ′) + 1
[K : Q] · rkE log #Q.
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The second one follows from (3.11). ¤
Lemma 3.1.2. For any admissible extension
0 −→ N −→ E −→ Q −→ 0
of hermitian vector bundles of positive ranks over S, the following inequality holds:
(3.12) µ̂max(E) ≥ rkN
1 + rkN
µ̂(N ) +
1
1 + rkN
µ̂max(Q).
Proof. let F be any OK-submodule of positive rank in Q, and F ′ its inverse image in E.
Consider the hermitian vector bundles F and F ′ defined by F and F ′ equipped with the
restrictions of the hermitian metrics of Q and E respectively. We have:
rkF ′ = rkN + rkF
and
d̂egn F
′ = d̂egnN + d̂egn F.
Therefore
µ̂(F ) =
1
rkF
(
d̂egn F
′ − d̂egnN
)
≤ 1
rkF
[
rkF ′ · µ̂max(E)− rkN · µ̂(N)
]
= µ̂max(E) +
rkN
rkF
· (µ̂max(E)− µ̂(N)).
Since rkF ≥ 1 and µ̂max(E)− µ̂(N) ≥ 0, this shows:
µ̂max(Q) ≤ µ̂max(E) + rkN ·
(
µ̂max(E)− µ̂(N)
)
.
This inequality is equivalent to (3.12). ¤
3.2. Euclidean lattices and direct images. By an euclidean lattice, we shall mean a pair
(Γ, ‖.‖) where Γ is a free Z-module of finite rank and ‖.‖ a euclidean norm on ΓR := Γ⊗ZR.
such a norm uniquely extends to an hermitian norm, invariant under complex conjugation,
on ΓC := Γ⊗ZC ' ΓR⊗RC. Accordingly, euclidean lattices may be identified with hermitian
vector bundles over SpecZ, and the classical invariants of the former, such as their successive
minima, may be interpreted as invariant of the latter.
For instance, if V := (V, ‖.‖) is any hermitian vector bundle of positive rank over SpecZ,
the first of its successive minima is by definition:
λ1(V ) := min {‖v‖, v ∈ V \ {0}} .
Recall also that, if covol(V ) denotes the covolume of this euclidean lattice, then
d̂eg V = − log covol(V ).
For any positive integer r, let
vr :=
pir/2
Γ( r2 + 1)
be the volume of the unit euclidean ball in Rr. Minkowski’s First Theorem on euclidean
lattices may be reformulated as follows:
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Proposition 3.2.1. For any hermitian vector bundle V of positive rank r over SpecZ, we
have
(3.13) log λ1(V ) ≤ −µ̂(V )− 1
r
log vr + log 2.
Observe that
ψ(r) := −1
r
log vr + log 2 =
1
r
log Γ(
r
2
+ 1)− 1
2
log
pi
4
considered as a function of r ∈]0,+∞[, is increasing (since log Γ is convex on ]0,+∞[ and
vanishes at 1). Moreover, for any x ∈]0,+∞[, we have
Γ(x+ 1) =
√
2pix
(x
e
)x
eθ(x)/12x,
where θ(x) belongs to ]0, 1[. This shows that, for positive r,
ψ(r) =
1
2
log r − 1
2
log
epi
2
+ ε(r)
where
ε(r) :=
1
2r
log(pir) +
1
6r2
θ(r/2)
goes to 0 when r increases to infinity. Finally, since the unit euclidean ball in Rr contains
the “cube” [−1/√r, 1/√r]r for any positive integer r, we have
vr ≥
(
2√
r
)r
,
and consequently
ψ(r) ≤ 1
2
log r.
Moreover this inequality is strict if r > 1.
If K is a number field and E = (E, (‖.‖σ)σ:K↪→C) an hermitian vector bundle over
SpecOK , we have defined its direct image pi∗E — where pi denotes the morphism pi :
SpecOK → SpecZ — in 1.2.1 as the euclidean lattice (pi∗E, ‖.‖), where pi∗E denotes E
seen as a Z-module, and ‖.‖ the euclidean norm on E ⊗Z R restriction of the hermitian
scalar product 〈., .〉 on E ⊗Z C '
⊕
σ:K↪→CEσ defined by the direct sum of the hermitian
scalar products 〈., .〉σ on the Eσ’s attached to the norms ‖.‖σ . In other words, for any v,w
in pi∗E = E,
〈v,w〉 :=
∑
σ:K↪→C
〈v,w〉σ .
If ∆K denotes the discriminant of the number field K, then the arithmetic degree of pi∗E
is given by:
d̂eg pi∗E = d̂egE − rkOKE
2
log |∆K |.
(see for instance [Neu99, III.7-8] or [BGS94, (2.1.13)]). Consequently, if E has positive rank,
(3.14) µ̂(pi∗E) = µ̂(E)− log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
.
Let ωOK := HomZ(OK ,Z) denote the canonical module, or inverse of the different, of the
number field K. The formula
(3.15) (af)(b) = f(ab)
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defines a OK -module structure on ωOK . It is an invertible OK -module which is generated
up to torsion by the trace map trK/Q : K → Q. It becomes an hermitian line bundle
ωOK := (ωOK , (‖.‖σ)σ:K↪→C) over SpecOK if we equip it with the hermitian norms defined
by ‖trK/Q‖σ = 1. Then the arithmetic degree of ωOK is given by the well-known formula
(3.16) d̂egωOK = log #
(
ωOK/OK · trK/Q
)
= log |∆K |.
Moreover, the hermitian line bundle ωOK satisfies the following duality property:
Proposition 3.2.2. For any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecOK , the Z-linear map
I : E∨ ⊗OK ωOK −→ HomZ(E,Z)
ξ ⊗ λ 7−→ λ ◦ ξ
defines an isometric isomorphism of hermitian vector bundles over SpecZ:
(3.17) pi∗(E
∨ ⊗ ωOK ) ∼−→ (pi∗E)∨.
Proof. To check that I is an isomorphism of Z-modules, we may work locally over SpecZ.
Then we may assume that E is a trivial vector bundle, and the assertion is clear.
Moreover, we have canonical isomorphisms:
(3.18) pi∗(E
∨ ⊗ ωOK )C '
⊕
σ:K↪→C
(E∨σ ⊗C ωOK ,σ)
and
(3.19) (pi∗E)
∨
C ' HomC
( ⊕
σ:K↪→C
Eσ,C
)
'
⊕
σ:K↪→C
E∨σ .
Since ωOK ⊗OK K = K · trK/Q, for any embedding σ ↪→ C, the C-vector space ωOK ,σ is one
dimensional with basis the image trK/Q,σ of trK/Q, and a vector in E
∨
σ ⊗C ωOK ,σ may be
written uniquely as ξ ⊗ trK/Q,σ for some ξ in E∨σ .
For any ξ in E∨, the image of the element ξ ⊗ trK/Q of pi∗(E∨ ⊗ ωOK )C by (3.17) is
(ξσ ⊗ trK/Q,σ)σ, and the image of the element trK/Q ◦ ξ of pi∗E∨ by (3.19) is (ξσ)σ. Indeed,
the C-vector space (pi∗E)C := E ⊗Z C is generated by the image of the inclusion
E ↪→ E ⊗Z C '
⊕
σ:K↪→C
Eσ,
and for any v in E,
(trK/Q ◦ ξ)(v) = trK/Q(ξ((v))
=
∑
σ:K↪→C
σ(ξ(v))
=
∑
σ:K↪→C
ξσ(vσ).
Since pi∗(E
∨⊗ωOK )C is generated, as a C-vector space, by its OK -submodule E∨⊗trK/Q,
this shows that, using the identifications (3.18) and 3.19), the C-linear map
IC : pi∗(E
∨ ⊗ ωOK )C 7−→ (pi∗E)∨C
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maps an arbitrary element (ξ(σ)⊗ trK/Q,σ)σ of pi∗(E∨⊗ωOK)C to (ξ(σ))σ . This makes clear
that IC is an isometry with respect to the hermitian structures defining pi∗(E
∨⊗ωOK ) and
(pi∗E)
∨. ¤
3.3. First minimum, upper degree, and maximum slope. If K is a number field and
E = (E, (‖.‖E,σ)σ:K↪→C) an hermitian vector bundle of positive rank over SpecOK , we may
define its (normalized) upper arithmetic degree ud̂egnE as the maximum of the normalized
degree d̂egn L of a sub-line bundle L of E equipped with the hermitian structure induced
by the one of E. Clearly, in this definition, we may restrict to saturated sub-line bundles.
Moreover, if for any prime ideal p 6= (0) in OK , we denote ‖.‖E,p the p-adic norm on
EKp := E ⊗OK Kp attached to its Op-lattice E ⊗Ok Op, we have:
(3.20) ud̂egnE = − min
v∈EK\{0}
1
[K : Q]
 ∑
p∈SpecOK\{(0)}
log ‖v‖E,p +
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖v‖E,σ
 .
Observe also that, for any hermitian line bundle L over SpecOK ,
(3.21) ud̂egn E ⊗ L = ud̂egnE + d̂egn L.
In this paragraph, we show that, for any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecOK as
above, the differences between µ̂max(E), ud̂egn (E), and − log λ1(pi∗E) may be bounded in
terms of K and rkKEK only. We refer the reader to [Sou97], 1.1-2, and [Bor05] for related
results concerning the successive minima of hermitian vector bundles over SpecOK .
Proposition 3.3.1. Let K be a number field and pi the morphism from SpecOK to SpecZ.
For any hermitian vector bundle E of positive rank r over SpecOK , the following inequalities
hold:
(3.22) ud̂egnE ≤ µ̂max(E),
(3.23) − log λ1(pi∗E) ≤ ud̂egnE −
1
2
log[K : Q],
and
(3.24) µ̂max(E) ≤ − log λ1(pi∗E) + ψ([K : Q] · rkOKE) +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
.
Observe that the compatibility of these three estimates for hermitian vector bundles of
rank one imply the following lower bound on |∆K |, a` la Hermite-Minkowski:
(3.25)
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
≥ log[K : Q]− 2ψ([K : Q]).
The right-hand side of (3.25) is positive if [K : Q] > 1 and has the positive limit log epi2
when [K : Q] goes to infinity.
In the sequel, we shall use the following consequence of (3.24) and (3.23):
(3.26) µ̂max(E) ≤ ud̂egnE −
1
2
log[K : Q] + ψ([K : Q] · rkOKE) +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
.
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Using the inequality
log([K : Q] · rkOKE)− 2ψ([K : Q] · rkE) ≥ 0,
we also obtain a slightly weaker version of (3.26):
(3.27) µ̂max(E) ≤ ud̂egnE +
1
2
log rkE +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
.
Proof. The estimate (3.22) is a trivial consequence of the definitions of ud̂egnE and µ̂max(E).
To prove (3.23), consider a non-zero element v of E(= pi∗E) such that
‖v‖2
pi∗E
=
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖v‖2σ
is minimal, and the rank one sub-bundle L := OK · v of E it generates. We have:
(3.28) − log λ1(pi∗E) = 1
2
log ‖v‖2
pi∗E
= −1
2
log
(
1
[K : Q]
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖v‖2σ
)
− 1
2
log[K : Q],
and
(3.29) − 1
2[K : Q]
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖v‖2σ = d̂egn L ≤ ud̂egnE.
The inequality (3.23) follows from (3.28), (3.29), and the convexity of the function − log.
To prove (3.24), consider an arbitrary sub-vector bundle F of positive rank in E. Clearly,
(3.30) λ1(pi∗E) ≤ λ1(pi∗F ).
Moreover, Minkowski’s theorem (3.13) shows that
(3.31) log λ1(pi∗F ) ≤ −µ̂(pi∗F ) + ψ([K : Q] · rkOKF ).
Using (3.14) and the fact that ψ is increasing, this shows:
(3.32) log λ1(pi∗F ) ≤ −µ̂(F ) + log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
+ ψ([K : Q] · rkOKE).
The estimate (3.24) follows from (3.30) and (3.32). ¤
Actually, the proof above establishes a stronger form of (3.23). Namely, it shows that, if
v is an element of E \ {0} such that ‖v‖pi∗E is minimal, then
− log λ1(pi∗E) = − log ‖v‖pi∗E ≤ ud̂egnOK · v −
1
2
log[K : Q]
≤ ud̂egnE −
1
2
log[K : Q].
(3.33)
When E has rank one, (3.24) may be written:
(3.34) d̂egn (E) ≤ − log ‖v‖pi∗E + ψ([K : Q]) +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
,
and the conjunction of (3.33) and (3.34) may be seen as a “quantitative version” of the
fundamental theorems of Dirichlet about the rings of algebraic integers — the finiteness of
the ideal class group, and the “unit theorem”.
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Indeed, these theorems easily lead to (3.34), with
ψ([K : Q]) +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
replaced by a constant depending on K only: if E is the trivial line bundle over OK , this follows
from the unit theorem; the general case follows using the finiteness of the ideal class group.
Conversely, (3.33) and (3.34) easily imply these two theorems (compare [Szp85]). To show this,
let us define
A(K) := −1
2
log[K : Q] + ψ([K : Q]) +
log |∆K |
2 [K : Q]
and
B(K) = [K : Q] ·A(K).
(One might observe that A(K) ≤ (log |∆K |)/(2[K : Q]) and B(K) ≤ (log |∆K |)/2.) If, for every
p ∈ SpecOK \ {(0)}, we denote np the p-adic valuation of v as a section of E, we get from (3.33)
and (3.5):∑
p
np logNp = d̂egE − d̂egOK · v ≤ [K : Q](d̂egE + log ‖v‖pi∗E −
1
2
log[K : Q])
≤ B(K).
In other words, the divisor
div v :=
∑
p
npp
of v belongs to the finite set of effective divisors on SpecOK :
D :=
{∑
p
npp | np ≥ 0 ∧
∑
p
np logNp ≤ B(K)
}
.
This already shows that any element of the ideal class group ClK := Pic(SpecOK) of K is the
class of some divisor in D — in particular, ClK is finite.
Moreover, if L is any hermitian line bundle over SpecOK such that L = OK and d̂egL = 0,
then we may consider the hermitian line bundles L
⊗n
, n ∈ N, and choose non-zero elements vn
in L⊗n ' OK such that ‖vn‖pi∗L⊗n is minimal. Since the divisors div vn lie in the finite set D,
there exists an increasing sequence (ni) in N such that the divisors div vni coincide. Then the
elements ui := v
−1
n0
· vni of L⊗(ni−n0) ' OK are units of OK , and their norms ‖ui‖pi∗L⊗(ni−n0)
stay bounded when i goes to infinity. If we let tσ := log ‖1‖−1
L,σ
for any embedding σ : K ↪→ C,
and mi := ni − n0, this shows that the sequences (log |σ(ui)| − mi.tσ)i are bounded from above.
Since
∑
σ:K↪→C log |σ(ui)| and
∑
σ:K↪→C tσ vanish, these sequences are also bounded from below, and
consequently, for any embedding σ : K ↪→ C,
lim
i→+∞
1
mi
log |σ(ui)| = tσ.
As any family (tσ)σ:K↪→C of [K : Q] real numbers satisfying tσ = tσ and
∑
σ tσ = 0 arises in this
construction, this implies Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
3.4. The upper degree of a tensor product.
Proposition 3.4.1. For any two hermitian vector bundles F and G of positive rank over
SpecOK , we have:
(3.35) ud̂egn (F ⊗G∨) ≤ µ̂max(F )− µ̂min(G)
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and
(3.36) ud̂egn (F ⊗G) ≤ µ̂max(F ) + µ̂max(G).
Observe that, from this proposition and the comparison of the upper degree and the
maximal slope in Proposition 3.3.1, we derive estimates on the maximum and minimum
slopes of tensor products which complement (3.6) and (3.7), namely:
(3.37) µ̂max(E ⊗ F ) ≤ µ̂max(E) + µ̂max(F ) + 1
2
log(rkE · rkF ) + log |∆K |
2[K : Q]
,
and
(3.38) µ̂min(E ⊗ F ) ≥ µ̂min(E) + µ̂min(F )− 1
2
log(rkE · rkF )− log |∆K |
2[K : Q]
.
Actually, it is possible to establish similar estimates where the term
1
2
log(rkE · rkF ) + log |∆K |
2[K : Q]
is replaced by a constant depending on rkE and rkF only (see [Bos96], Propositions A.4
and A.5, and also [Gra01], appendix), which however is larger than this term when K = Q.
Proof. According to the expression (3.24) of µ̂min in term of µ̂max, its is enough to establish
(3.35). The expression (3.20) for the upper degree shows that, to achieve this, we need to
prove that any non-zero element φ of (F ⊗G∨)K ' HomK(GK , FK) satisfies
(3.39)
− 1
[K : Q]
 ∑
p∈SpecOK\{(0)}
log ‖φ‖F⊗G∨,p +
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖φ‖
F⊗G
∨
,σ
 ≤ µ̂max(F )− µ̂min(G).
For any such φ, let I ⊂ F (resp. J ⊂ G) be the saturated subbundle of F (resp. of G)
such that IK = Im(φ) (resp. JK = Ker(φ)), and consider the canonical factorization of φ:
GK
φ−→ FK
↓ ↑
(G/J)K
φ˜−→ IK .
By construction, φ˜ is an isomorphism of K-vector spaces. We shall denote r the rank of φ
and φ˜; it is also the rank of I and of G/J .
The determinant det φ˜ of φ˜may be seen as a non-zero meromorphic section of (ΛrG/J)∨⊗
ΛrI over SpecOK . As such, it has a well defined valuation vp(det φ˜) at every p in SpecOK \
{(0)}, which vanishes for almost every p. We may equip G/J and I with the hermitian
structures defined by quotient and restriction from the ones of G and F . Then we have:
−d̂egG/J + d̂eg I = d̂eg ΛrG/J∨ ⊗ ΛrI
=
∑
p
vp(det φ˜) logN(p)−
∑
σ
log ‖det φ˜‖
ΛrG/J
∨
⊗ΛrI,σ
.
(3.40)
Observe that, if vp(φ) denotes the valuation at p of φ seen as a meromorphic section of
F ⊗G∨ over SpecOK , we have:
vp(det φ˜) ≥ rvp(φ),
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or, equivalently:
(3.41) − log ‖det φ˜‖ΛrG/J∨⊗ΛrI,p ≥ −r log ‖φ‖F⊗G∨,p.
This is a straightforward consequence of the theory of elementary divisors applied to φKp :
GKp → FKp .
Similarly, for any embedding σ : K ↪→ C, by considering the polar decomposition of φσ
we see that
‖det φ˜‖
ΛrG/J
∨
⊗ΛrI,σ
≤ ‖φ‖r
F⊗G
∨
,σ
,
or, equivalently,
(3.42) − log ‖det φ˜‖
ΛrG/J
∨
⊗ΛrI,σ
≥ −r log ‖φ‖
F⊗G
∨
,σ
.
From, (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42), we deduce:
−
∑
p∈SpecOK\{(0)}
log ‖φ‖F⊗G∨,p −
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖φ‖
F⊗G
∨
,σ
≤ −µ̂(G/J) + µ̂(I).
Since µ̂(G/J) ≥ µ̂min(G) and µ̂(I) ≤ µ̂max(F ), this proves (3.39).
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3.5. The size of an arithmetic extension.
3.5.1. Definition of the size. Consider a number field K with ring of integers OK and
denote the spectrum of OK by S. Let F and G two vector bundles on the arithmetic curve
S, defined by projective OK -modules we shall also F and G. The morphism
b : pi∗(F
∨ ⊗G)R = HomOK (F,G) ⊗Z R −→ Êxt
1
S (F,G)
induces an isomorphism of abelian groups (compare Corollary 2.2.2):
(3.43) Êxt
1
S (F,G) '
HomOK (F,G)⊗Z R
HomOK (F,G)
Moreover, as an abelian group, the right-hand side of (3.43) may be identified with the real
torus
pi∗(F
∨ ⊗G)R
pi∗(F∨ ⊗G) .
From the hermitian structures on F and G, we deduce an hermitian structure on F
∨⊗G,
that is, for every field embedding σ : K ↪→ C, an hermitian structure on the C-vector space
(F∨ ⊗G)σ ' HomC(Fσ, Gσ).
It is given by the “Hilbert-Schmidt” hermitian scalar product 〈., .〉σ , defined by
〈T1, T2〉σ := tr(T ∗2 T1)
for any T1, T2 ∈ HomC(Fσ , Gσ), where the adjoint T ∗2 is taken with respect to the hermitian
norms ‖.‖F ,σ and ‖.‖G,σ on Fσ and Gσ .
We may use these metrics to define the size of an arithmetic extension (E , s) over S with
underlying algebraic extension
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0.
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Namely, we define the size of (the class cl (E , s) in Êxt1S (F,G) of) the arithmetic extension
(E , s) as
(3.44) s(E , s) := log inf
{√
1
[K : Q]
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖hσ‖2
F
∨
⊗G,σ
∣∣∣∣∣(hσ) ∈
[⊕
σ HomC(Fσ , Gσ)
]F∞
∧ b((hσ)) = cl(E , s)
}
.
It takes values in R ∪ {−∞} and the equality s(E , s) = −∞ holds if and only cl (E , s)
vanishes. Clearly, the size of (E , s) is the logarithm of the distance from 0 to cl (E , s) in the
real torus
Êxt
1
S (F,G) =
pi∗(F
∨ ⊗G)R
pi∗(F∨ ⊗G)
equipped with the translation invariant Riemannian metric defined by the euclidean norm
[K : Q]−1/2‖.‖
pi∗(F
∨
⊗G)
on pi∗(F
∨ ⊗ G)R. Moreover, the infimum in the right-hand side of
(3.44) is actually a minimum.
Let us emphasize that, to define the size s(E , s), we need to have chosen hermitian
structures on F and G. It will be therefore more appropriate to call (3.44) the size of (E , s)
with respect to F and G and to denote it
sF ,G(E , s)
when some ambiguity may arise.
3.5.2. Size of admissible extensions. We define the size s(E) of an admissible extension
(3.45) E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
of hermitian vector bundles over S as the size with respect to F and G of its class in
Êxt
1
S (F,G). If
s⊥ ∈ HomOK (F,E) ⊗Z R ' [
⊕
σ:K↪→C
Hom(Fσ , Eσ)]
F∞
denotes the orthogonal splitting of (3.45), we have:
s(E) = logmin
{
[K : Q]−1/2 · ‖s− s⊥‖
pi∗(F
∨
⊗G)
∣∣∣ s : F → E an OK -linear splitting of E}.
Let us consider the set TrivOK (E) of trivializations of E over SpecOK , namely of OK -
modules isomorphisms
ϕ : E
∼−→ G⊕ F
such that pr2 ◦ φ = p and φ ◦ i = (IdG, 0F ). The map which sends ϕ ∈ TrivOK (E) to
ϕ−1 ◦ (0, IdF ) ∈ HomOK (F,G) defines a bijection from TrivOK (E) onto the set of splittings
of the extension E of OK -modules. In particular, TrivOK (E) is non-empty, and becomes a
torsor under the abelian group HomOK (F,G) thanks to the action defined by letting, for
any ψ in HomOK (F,G) and any ϕ in TrivOK (E):
ψ + ϕ := i ◦ ψ ◦ p+ ϕ.
For any ϕ in TrivOK (E), the difference
s⊥ − ((ϕ−1 ◦ (0, IdF ))σ) ∈ [
⊕
σ:K↪→C
Hom(Fσ , Eσ)]
F∞
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factorizes through the morphism (iσ) ∈ [
⊕
σ:K↪→CHom(Gσ, Eσ)]
F∞ , and consequently may
be considered as an element of [
⊕
σ:K↪→CHom(Fσ, Gσ)]
F∞ . Moreover its image under the
map
b : [
⊕
σ:K↪→C
Hom(Fσ , Gσ)]
F∞ → Êxt1S(F,G)
is precisely the class [E ] of the admissible extension E .
In the sequel, for any embedding σ ↪→ C, the C-vector spaces Eσ, Fσ, andGσ are equipped
with the hermitian structures defining E, F and G, and Fσ⊕Gσ with the direct sum of the
hermitian structures of Fσ and Gσ .We shall also denote ‖.‖∞,σ (resp. ‖.‖HS,σ) the operator
norm (resp. the Hilbert-Schmidt norm) on C-linear maps between some of the hermitian
spaces Eσ, Fσ , Gσ , or Fσ ⊕Gσ. Finally we define
θσ : Eσ ' Fσ ⊕Gσ
as the orthogonal trivialization over C of the extension Eσ of C-vector spaces. By definition,
it is unitary when Eσ and Fσ ⊕Gσ are equipped with the above hermitian structures, and
we have:
s⊥ = (θ−1σ ◦ (0, IdFσ )).
Proposition 3.5.3. 1) The map
β : TrivOK (E) −→ b−1([E ])
ϕ 7−→ s⊥ − ((ϕ−1 ◦ (0, IdF ))σ)
is a bijection.
2) For any ϕ in TrivOK (E), the norms of (ϕσ) and of its image (hσ) := β(ϕ) satisfy the
relations:
‖ϕσ‖2HS,σ = ‖ϕ−1σ ‖2HS,σ = rkE + ‖hσ‖2HS,σ,
‖ϕσ − θσ‖2HS,σ = ‖ϕ−1σ − θ−1σ ‖2HS,σ = ‖hσ‖2HS,σ,
and
‖ϕσ − θσ‖∞,σ = ‖ϕ−1σ − θ−1σ ‖∞,σ ≤ ‖hσ‖∞,σ ≤ ‖hσ‖HS,σ.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the definitions and of the following elemen-
tary lemma:
Lemma 3.5.4. Let p and q be non-negative integers, and n := p+ q. For any matrix A in
Mp,q(C), the matrix
A˜ :=
(
Ip A
0 Iq
)
belongs to GLn(C), its inverse is
A˜−1 :=
(
Ip −A
0 Iq
)
,
and the Hilbert-Schmidt and operator norms of A, A˜, and A˜−1 satisfy:
‖A˜‖2HS = ‖A˜−1‖2HS = n+ ‖A‖2HS ,
‖A˜− In‖2HS = ‖A˜−1 − In‖2HS = ‖A‖2HS ,
and
‖A˜− In‖∞ = ‖A˜−1 − In‖∞ ≤ ‖A‖∞ ≤ ‖A‖HS .
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Corollary 3.5.5. For any ϕ in TrivOK (E), we have:
[K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
‖ϕσ − θσ‖2HS,σ = [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
‖ϕ−1σ − θ−1σ ‖2HS,σ
= [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
‖hσ‖2HS,σ.
(3.46)
When ϕ runs over TrivOK (E), this quantity achieves exp(2s(E)) as minimal value. Moreover
any ϕ ∈ TrivOK (E) which achieves it also satisfies:
[K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
‖ϕσ − θσ‖2∞,σ = [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
‖ϕ−1σ − θ−1σ ‖2∞,σ
≤ exp(2s(E)).
(3.47)
Observe that, from any admissible extension over SpecOK as above
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0,
we derive an other one by duality:
E∨ : 0 −→ F∨ p
t
−→ E∨ it−→ G∨ −→ 0.
The sets of trivializations of E and E∨ are in bijection via the map
TrivOK (E) −→ TrivOK (E∨)
ϕ 7−→ (ϕt)−1.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.5.3, we derive:
Corollary 3.5.6. For any admissible extension E over SpecOK , we have:
s(E∨) = s(E).
Proposition 3.5.7. For any admissible extension E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0 over
SpecOK such that m := min(rkF, rkG) is positive, there exists a submodule F ′ of the
OK-module E satisfying E = F ′ ⊕G and
d̂egn F
′ ≥ d̂egn F −
m
2
log(1 + e2s(E)/m).
As usual, F
′
denotes the hermitian vector bundle over SpecOK defined by F ′ equipped
with the restriction of the hermitian structure of E.
Proof. Actually the image F ′ := s(F ) of any splitting s of E over OK such that
s(E) = log([K : Q]−1/2 · ‖s− s⊥‖
pi∗(F
∨
⊗G)
)
satisfies the above conditions. This follows from the concavity of the logarithm, combined
with the following simple consequence of the polar decomposition of linear maps between
finite dimensional hermitian vector spaces:
Lemma 3.5.8. Let p and q be positive integers, n := p + q, and m := min(p, q). For any
matrix S in Mp,q(C), the matrix
S˜ :=
(
S
Iq
)
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in Mn,q(C) defines a C-linear map from C
q to Cn whose (operator) norm of the q-th exterior
power satisfy the following upper bound:
log ‖ ∧q S˜‖2 ≤ m log(1 + ‖S‖2HS/m),
when Cq, Cn, and there q-th exterior powers are equipped with their standard hermitian
structures.
¤
3.6. Size and operations on extensions. As observed in 2.4, the description (3.43) of the
group Êxt
1
S (F,G) is compatible with various functorial operations on arithmetic extensions.
This allows us to study the behavior of sizes of extensions under these operations.
3.6.1. Pushout and Pullback. For instance, if F ′ and G′ are hermitian vector bundles over
SpecOK , and if
α : F ′ −→ F and β : G −→ G′
are morphisms of OK -modules, we easily get, for any extension class e in Êxt
1
S (F,G):
(3.48) sF ′,G(e ◦ α) ≤ sF ,G(e) + log maxσ:K↪→C ‖α‖
∞
σ ,
and
(3.49) sF ,G′(β ◦ e) ≤ sF ,G(e) + log maxσ:K↪→C ‖β‖
∞
σ ,
where ‖.‖∞σ denotes the operator norm on HomC(F ′σ , Fσ) (resp. on HomC(Gσ , G′σ)) deduced
from the hermitian norms ‖.‖F ′,σ and ‖.‖F ,σ (resp. from ‖.‖G,σ and ‖.‖G′,σ). Applied to
F ′ = F and G′ = G, (3.48) and (3.49) give a control on the variation of sF,G(e) when the
hermitian structures on F and G are modified.
3.6.2. Inverse image. Consider now K ′ a number field containing K and
g : S′ = Spec OK ′ −→ S = Spec OK
the associated morphism of arithmetic curves. Define F ′ := g∗F and G′ := g∗G. Then the
pullback morphism
(3.50) g∗ : Êxt
1
S(F,G) −→ Êxt
1
S′(F
′, G′)
gets identified with the morphism of real tori
(
⊕
σ:K↪→CHomC(Fσ, Gσ))
F∞
HomOK (F,G)
−→
(⊕
σ′:K ′↪→CHomC(F
′
σ′ , G
′
σ′)
)F∞
HomOK′ (F
′, G′)
deduced from the diagram
(3.51)
HomOK (F,G) −−−−→ HomOK′ (F ′, G′)yι yι
(
⊕
σ:K↪→CHomC(Fσ , Gσ))
F∞ −−−−→ (⊕σ′:K ′↪→CHomC(F ′σ′ , G′σ′))F∞ ,
where the upper horizontal arrow is the “extension of scalars” from OK to OK ′ , and the
lower one, the “diagonal” R-linear map
(Tσ)σ:K↪→C 7−→ (Tσ′
|K
)σ′:K ′↪→C.
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Observe that an OK ′-linear map T ′ : F ′ → G′ descends to an OK -linear map T : F → G
iff the K ′-linear map T ′K ′ : F
′
K ′ → G′K ′ descends to a K-linear map TK : FK → GK .
Together with the separability of K ′ over K, this shows that the diagram (3.51) is cartesian.
Moreover, its upper horizontal arrow is an isometry, in the sense that, for any (Tσ)σ:K↪→C
in
⊕
σ:K↪→CHomC(Fσ, Gσ),
[K ′ : Q]−1
∑
σ′:K ′↪→C
‖Tσ′
|K
‖2
F ′
∨
⊗G′,σ′
= [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:K↪→C
‖Tσ‖2F∨⊗G,σ.
From these remarks, we get:
Proposition 3.6.3. With the above notation, the base change morphism (3.50) is injective,
and for any e in Êxt
1
S(F,G), we have:
(3.52) sF ′,G′(g
∗e) ≤ sF ,G(e).
By considering a geometric analogue of the above notion of size, concerning extensions
of vector bundles over a smooth projective curve over a field, one is led to wonder whether
the inequality (3.52) would not actually be an equality (see 5.1 infra). We shall investigate
this issue more closely in Section 5 below.
3.7. Covering radius and size of admissible extensions. Recall that, if Γ is a lat-
tice and B a convex, symmetric body in some finite dimensional real vector space V , the
corresponding inhomogeneous minimum, or covering radius, is defined as5
ρ(Γ, B) := min{r ∈ R∗+ | Γ + rB = V }.
In particular, if E = (E, ‖.‖) is an hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ — or equivalently
an euclidean lattice — we may consider the covering radius attached to the lattice E and
to the unit ball BE := {v ∈ ER | ‖v‖ ≤ 1} in ER. We shall denote it ρ(E).
This invariant of euclidean lattices is relevant for estimating the sizes of arithmetic ex-
tensions over arithmetic curves. Indeed, by the very definitions of these sizes and of the
covering radius of an euclidean lattice, we have:
Proposition 3.7.1. For any number field K and any two hermitian vector bundles F and
G over S := SpecOK , we have6:
(3.53) max
{
s(E)
∣∣∣ E admissible extension
of F by G
}
= log
(
[K : Q]−1/2 · ρ(pi∗(F∨ ⊗G))
)
.
The so-called “transference theorems” of the geometry of numbers relate minima of var-
ious kinds attached to some lattice to minima of the dual lattice. To get upper bounds on
sizes of arithmetic extensions, we shall use the following transference result of Banaszczyk
([Ban93, Theorem 2.2]):
Theorem 3.7.2. For any hermitian vector bundle E of rank n over SpecZ, we have:
(3.54) ρ(E) · λ1(E∨) ≤ n
2
.
5In [Ban93], it is denoted µ(Γ, B). We depart from this notation to avoid confusion with slopes.
6As before, we denote pi the morphism from SpecOK to SpecZ.
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The covering radius of an hermitian vector bundle E of positive rank n over SpecZ
satisfies also the following elementary lower bounds:
(3.55) ρ(E) · λ1(E∨) ≥ 1
2
and
(3.56) vnρ(E)
n ≥ covol(E).
Indeed, (3.55) follows from the surjectivity of the map
ER/E −→ R/Z
[v] 7−→ ξ(v) mod 1 ,
where ξ ∈ E∨ \ {0} is an element of minimal norm, and (3.56) from the surjectivity of the
composition
BE ↪→ ER −→ ER/E.
Let us us emphasize that, as pointed out in [Ban93], p. 633, Banaszczyk’s upper bound
(3.54) is basically optimal. Indeed, as explained in [MH80] (Chapter II, Theorem 9.5), by
using Siegel’s formula on integral quadratic forms in a given genus, Conway and Thompson
have shown that one may construct a sequence CTn of rank n euclidean lattices, n ∈ N,
such that there exist (symmetric) isometric isomorphisms
(3.57) CT n ' CT∨n ,
and their first minima satisfy
(3.58) λ1(CT n) ≥
√
n
2pie
(1 + o(1)) as n goes to infinity.
From (3.57), it follows that
covol(CT n) = 1,
and, by (3.56), that
(3.59) ρ(CT n) ≥ v−
1
n
n ∼
√
n
2pie
(1 + o(1)) as n goes to infinity.
Finally,
(3.60) ρ(CT n)λ1(CT
∨
n) = ρ(CTn)λ1(CT n) ∼
n
2pie
(1 + o(1)) as n goes to infinity,
and for the euclidean lattices CT n, Banaszczyk’s transference upper bound (3.54) is an
equality up to a bounded multiplicative factor.
With the notation of Proposition (3.7.1), when F and G have positive rank,we obtain
from Banaszczyk’s upper bound (3.54):
(3.61) log ρ(pi∗(F
∨ ⊗G)) ≤ − log λ1(pi∗(F∨ ⊗G)∨) + log(1
2
· [K : Q] · rkF · rkG).
Moreover, using successively Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.3.1 and (3.21), we derive:
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− log λ1(pi∗(F∨ ⊗G)∨) = − log λ1(pi∗(F ⊗G∨ ⊗ ωK))
≤ ud̂egn (F ⊗G∨ ⊗ ωK)−
1
2
log[K : Q]
= ud̂egn (F ⊗G∨) + d̂egn ωK −
1
2
log[K : Q].
(3.62)
From (3.53), (3.61), and (3.62), using (3.16) and Proposition 3.4.1, we finally obtain the
upper bound on sizes of arithmetic extensions announced in (3.2):
Theorem 3.7.3. For any number field K, for any two hermitian vector bundles F and G
of positive rank over S := SpecOK , and for any admissible extension E of F by G, we have:
s(E) ≤ ud̂egn (F ⊗G∨) +
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log
rkF · rkG
2
≤ µ̂max(F )− µ̂min(G) + log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log
rkF · rkG
2
.
(3.63)
Observe that, when S is SpecZ and F the trivial hermitian line bundle, the first upper
bound in (3.63) is equivalent (by taking the logarithm) to Banaszczyk’s bound (3.54). In
particular, when moreover G = CTn, it becomes an equality, up to a bounded additive
error term. Observe also that the right hand side of the second upper bound is invariant
by unramified extension of the number field K.
Similarly, the lower bounds (3.55) and (3.56) lead to lower bounds on the maximal size
of admissible extensions of F by G. We leave this to the interested reader.
3.8. The geometric case I. The results in the previous sections admit (simpler) analogs
in the geometric case where the number field K is replaced by the function field k(C) defined
by a smooth projective geometrically connected curve C over a field k, and hermitian vector
bundles over SpecOK by vector bundles over C.
Recall that the slope of a such vector bundle E of positive rank is defined as the quotient
(3.64) µ(E) :=
degE
rkE
,
its maximal slope µmax(E) as the maximum of the slope of a subvector bundle of positive
rank in E, and its minimal slope as
µmin(E) := −µmax(E∨).
We may also introduce the upper degree of E:
udeg(E) := max{degL |L sub-line bundle of E}.
For any line bundle M on C, we have:
(3.65) udeg(E ⊗M) = udeg(E) + degM.
Observe that we are considering “un-normalized” slopes: their behavior under some base
extension involves the degree of the latter. Namely, if C ′ is another smooth projective
geometrically connected curve C over k, and f : C ′ → C a dominant k-morphism, then
deg f∗E = deg f · degE,
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and consequently,
µ(f∗E) = deg f · µ(E).
The maximal and minimal slopes satisfy similar formulae when f is a separable morphism
(in particular when char(k) = 0).
A (simplified) variant of the proof of Proposition 3.4.1 establishes:
Proposition 3.8.1. For any two vector bundles F and G of positive rank over C, we have:
(3.66) udeg(F ⊗G∨) ≤ µmax(F )− µmin(G).
and
(3.67) udeg(F ⊗G) ≤ µmax(F ) + µmax(G).
In characteristic zero, (3.67) and consequently (3.66) follows form the trivial upper bound
udeg(F ⊗G) ≤ µmax(F ⊗G)
combined with the equality
µmax(F ⊗G) = µmax(F ) + µmax(G),
which is nothing but a reformulation of the classical fact that the tensor product of two
semi-stable vector bundles is semi-stable. However, in positive characteristic, this equality
does not hold in general.
Using Proposition 3.8.1, we may establish a generalization of the upper bound (3.1)
concerning non-trivial extensions of vector bundles of positive ranks over C:
Proposition 3.8.2. Let g denote the genus of C. For any extension
E : 0 −→ G −→ E −→ F −→ 0
of vector bundles of positive ranks over C which does not split, we have:
µmin(G)− µmax(F ) ≤ 2g − 2.
Proof. The class of E provides a non-zero element in
Ext1C(F,G) ' H1(C, F∨ ⊗G) ' H0(C, Ω1C/k ⊗ F ⊗G∨)∨.
Hence Ω1C/k ⊗ F ⊗ G∨ has a non-trivial regular section on C, and its upper degree is
consequently non-negative. As (3.65) and Proposition (3.8.1) show that
udeg(Ω1C/k ⊗ F ⊗G∨) = udeg(F ⊗G∨) + 2g − 2 ≤ µmax(F )− µmin(G) + 2g − 2,
this proves (3.8.2). ¤
3.9. The geometric case II. It turns out that the geometric analogues of our arithmetic
results discussed in the previous sections possess some “refined versions” that more closely
parallel our investigation of the arithmetic case, where archimedean places of number fields
play a special role.
To formulate it, let C be as above a smooth geometrically connected projective curve
over some field k, and let
D =
∑
P∈|D|
nP .P
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be an effective divisor on C with non-empty support |D|, and let C˙ be the affine curve
C \ |D|.
The function field K := k(C) = k(C˙) is a geometric analogue of a number field — in this
analogy, the curve C˙ plays the role of the affine scheme SpecOK where K is a number field,
and the points of |D| of its archimedean places. Moreover a vector bundle over C (resp., its
restriction E˙ to C˙) is the counterpart of an hermitian vector bundle (E, (‖.‖σ)σ:K→C) (resp.
of the vector bundle E) over SpecOK . In this section, we want to extend this dictionary
by describing the analogues, in this geometric setting, of our arithmetic extension groups
and of the size function on them.
For any closed point P of C, let OˆC,P the completion of the local ring OC,P of C at P,
mP its maximal ideal, and KˆP its field of fractions.
It is natural to define an analogue of the arithmetic extension group over an arithmetic
curve by mimicking its description in Proposition 2.2.2. Namely, ifF and G are two vector
bundles over C, and F˙ and G˙ their restrictions to C˙, we let
(3.68) Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) :=
⊕
P∈|D|HomC˙(F˙ , G˙)⊗O(C˙) KˆP
ι(HomC˙(F˙ , G˙))
,
where
ι : HomC˙(F˙ , G˙) −→
⊕
P∈|D|
HomC˙(F˙ , G˙)⊗O(C˙) KˆP
denotes the diagonal embedding, defined by
ι(x) := (x⊗ 1KˆP )P∈|D|.
Observe that its image is discrete in
⊕
P∈|D|HomC˙(F˙ , G˙) ⊗O(C˙) KˆP equipped with the
product topology deduced from the mP -adic topologies on the finite dimensional KˆP -vector
spaces
HomC˙(F˙ , G˙)⊗O(C˙) KˆP ' (Fˇ ⊗G)K ⊗K KˆP ' (Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P KˆP .
Consequently the quotient topology on the abelian group Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) is separated and
complete.
Besides, a neighbourhood basis of zero in Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) equipped with this topology is
formed by the images in Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) of the subgroups
(3.69)
⊕
P∈|D|
(Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P mN.nPP , N ∈ N
of ⊕
P∈|D|
(Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P KˆP ,
and the quotient of Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) by the image of (3.69) may be identified with⊕
P∈|D|(Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P KˆP
ι(HomC˙(F˙ , G˙)) +
⊕
P∈|D|(Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P mN.nPP
.
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In turn, this space is canonically isomorphic to
H1(C, Fˇ ⊗G(−N.D)) ' Ext1C(F,G(−N.D)).
This follows from the long exact sequence of cohomology groups associated to the “local-
ization” short exact sequence of sheaves of OC-modules:
(3.70) 0 −→ Fˇ ⊗G(−N.D) −→ j∗j∗(Fˇ ⊗G)⊕
⊕
P∈|D|
iP∗((Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P mN.nPP )
−→
⊕
P∈|D|
iP∗((Fˇ ⊗G)OX,P ⊗OX,P KˆP ) −→ 0,
where j (resp. iP ) denotes the open (resp. closed) immersion C˙ ↪→ C (resp. {P} ↪→ C).
Finally, the topological group Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) is canonically isomorphic to the projective
limit
lim
←−
N∈Z
Ext1C(F,G(−N.D))
of the finite dimensional k-vector spaces Ext1C(F,G(−N.D)) equipped with the discrete
topology. In particular, it is a linearly compact topological k-vector space. (This is similar
to the compactness of Êxt
1
SpecOK (F,G) in the number field case.)
For any integer N ∈ Z, let
piN : Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) ' lim←−
M∈Z
Ext1C(F,G(−M.D)) −→ Ext1C(F,G(−N.D))
be the projection on the N -th component. To define a geometric counterpart of the size of
arithmetic extensions, we let, for every e ∈ Êxt1C˙(F˙ , G˙):
sF,G(e) := − inf{N ∈ Z | piN (e) 6= 0}.
It is straightforward that it is an element of Z∪{−∞}, finite for any e 6= 0, and that Propo-
sition 3.8.2 applied to the vector bundles F and G(−N.D) yields the following geometric
analogue of Theorem 3.7.3:
(3.71) degD.sF,G(e) ≤ µmax(F )− µmin(G) + 2g − 2,
when F and G have positive rank7.
4. Sizes of admissible extensions: explicit computations and an application
to reduction theory
In this section, we want to show how evaluating the size of admissible extensions is
related to basic questions in the geometry of lattices. Firstly we compute it explicitly in
some elementary examples — notably in the most basic case of extension of hermitian line
bundles over SpecZ. Then we consider the size of the restriction of the universal admissible
extension over P1Z at rational points in P
(Q) (' P1(Z)) and relate it to the usual logarithmic
height of these points, and to the geometry of the Ford circles8 in the upper half-plane.
Finally, using the upper bound (3.2) on the sizes of admissible extensions over SpecOK ,
7The occurrence of degD in the right hand side of (3.71) is related to the use of “non-normalized” slopes
(3.64) instead of normalized slopes (3.4) in the arithmetic case.
8Namely, the horocycles image of { Im z = 1} under the action of SL2(Z).
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we derive the existence of some “almost-splitting” for any hermitian vector bundle E over
SpecOK , namely the existence of n := rkE hermitian lines bundles L1, . . . , Ln, and of an
isomorphism of OK -modules
φ : E
∼−→
n⊕
i=1
Li
such that the archimedean norms of φ and φ−1 (defined by means of the hermitian metrics
on E and
⊕n
i=1 Li) are bounded in terms of K and n only. When K = Q, this is basically
the main result of the classical reduction theory of positive quadratic forms. For general
number fields K, our method yields explicit bounds on the norms of φ and φ−1, which
improve on the qualitative results which may be derived from the general reduction theory
for reductive algebraic groups over number fields.
4.1. Some explicit computations of size. We discuss various examples of admissible
extensions over arithmetic curves, the sizes of which can be “explicitly” computed.
Example 4.1.1. For any positive integer n, the morphism of OK -modules
p : On+1K −→ OK
(xi)0≤i≤n 7−→
∑n
i=0 xi
defines an admissible extension:
An,K : 0 −→ ker p −→ OS⊕(n+1) p−→ Ln,S −→ 0,
where OS⊕(n+1) denotes the trivial hermitian vector bundle of rank n+1 over S, and Ln,S
the hermitian line bundle (OK , (‖.‖n,σ)σ:K↪→C)) defined by the hermitian metrics:
‖1‖n,σ := 1√
n+ 1
.
This admissible extension is the base change to S of the admissible extension over SpecZ
defining the root lattice An (see 5.6 below).
The orthogonal splitting s⊥ of An,K satisfies
s⊥σ (1) = (
1
n+ 1
, . . . ,
1
n+ 1
) for every embedding σ : L ↪→ C.
An algebraic splitting s of An,K over OK is given by
s(1) := (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Since the euclidean norm of
s⊥σ (1)− s(1) = (−
n
n+ 1
,
1
n+ 1
, . . . ,
1
n+ 1
)
is
√
n/n+ 1, and ‖1‖n,σ = 1/
√
n+ 1, this shows that
s(An,K) ≤ 1
2
log n.
It is easy to check that this inequality is an equality when K = Q. Our results on the
invariance of size by base change in section 5.4 below will show that, for any number field
K,
s(An,K) = 1
2
log n.
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Example 4.1.2. Let S = SpecZ, and let F and G be hermitian line bundles. We may
choose generators f and g for F and G over Z; they are well defined up-to-sign, and
determine a group isomorphism:
Êxt
1
S (F,G) −→ Êxt
1
SpecZ(Z,Z) ' R/Z
e 7−→ e˜ := g−1 ◦ e ◦ f−1.
Then, if we let
δ : R/Z −→ [0, 1/2]
[x] 7−→ mink∈Z |x− k| (= |x| if |x| ≤ 1/2),
the size of an extension class e ∈ Êxt1S (F,G) may be expressed as
sF ,G(e) = log δ(e˜) + log ‖g‖ − log ‖f‖
= log δ(e˜) + d̂egF − d̂egG.(4.1)
This clearly implies (3.2) in this special situation.
Example 4.1.3. Let E be an hermitian vector bundle over S := SpecZ. Consider the
attached projective space over S:
pi : P(E) := Proj Sym(E) −→ S,
and the tautological exact sequence of vector bundles over P(E):
0 −→ V −→ pi∗E −→ OE(1) −→ 0.
We may equip V (resp. OE(1)) with the induced (resp. quotient) hermitian structure
deduced from pi∗E. In such a way, we define the tautological admissible extension over
P(E):
(4.2) E : 0 −→ V −→ pi∗E −→ OE(1) −→ 0.
The function
P(E)(Q) ' P(E)(Z) −→ [−∞,+∞[
P 7−→ s(P ∗E)
may be described as follows.
For any P ∈ P(E)(Z), the line bundle P ∗OE(1) over SpecZ is trivial, and P ∗E is isomor-
phic to an admissible extension of the form
(4.3) 0 −→ ker a −→ E a−→ (Z, ‖.‖P ) −→ 0,
where a denotes a surjective morphism in E∨ := HomZ(E,Z), and ‖.‖P the quotient norm
on ZR ' R. Let a˜ denote the image of a by the isomorphism E∨R ' ER determined by the
euclidean structure ‖.‖E on ER. The orthogonal splitting s⊥ : R→ ER of (4.3) satisfies
s⊥(1) =
a˜
‖a˜‖2
E
,
and therefore
‖1‖P = ‖s⊥(1)‖E = ‖a˜‖−1E .
Consequently,
(4.4) s(P ∗E) = logmin
{
‖m− ‖a˜‖−2
E
a˜‖E · ‖a˜‖E , m ∈ E such that a(m) = 1
}
.
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Observe that, for any v ∈ ER,
‖v‖2
E
· ‖a˜‖2
E
= 〈v, a˜〉2
E
+ ‖v ∧ a˜‖2
Λ2E
.
For any m in E such that a(m) = 1, the vector m − ‖a˜‖−2
E
a˜ is orthogonal to a˜, and the
identity above shows that
‖m− ‖a˜‖−2
E
a˜‖E · ‖a˜‖E = ‖m ∧ a˜‖Λ2E .
This shows that the expression (4.4) for the size of P ∗E may also be written:
(4.5) s(P ∗E) = logmin{‖m ∧ a˜‖Λ2E , m ∈ E such that a(m) = 1} .
4.2. Universal extensions and heights over P1Z. Let us specialize the previous example
4.1.3 to the situation where E is the trivial hermitian vector bundle of rank 2 over SpecZ.
In other words, E = (E, ‖.‖) where ‖.‖ denotes the “standard” hermitian metric on Z2⊗C =
C2, and P(E) is the “projective line” P1Z.
For any P in P(E)(Q) = P1(Q), we may choose homogeneous coordinates (a0 : a1)
such that a0 and a1 are coprime integers, and m0 and m1 be coprime integers such that
a0m0 + a1m1 = 1. Then the class in R/Z of
m0a1 −m1a0
a20 + a
2
1
depends only on P , and the discussion above applied to a = (a0, a1) and a˜ =
(
a0
a1
)
shows
that
s(P ∗E) = log δ
(
m0a1 −m1a0
a20 + a
2
1
)
+ log(a20 + a
2
1).
Observe that the second term in the right-hand side is the height of P with respect to
OE(1):
log
√
a20 + a
2
1 = hOE(1)(P ) := d̂egP
∗OE(1) = −d̂egP ∗V .
Therefore, if we let
s(P ) :=
[
m0a1 −m1a0
a20 + a
2
1
]
(∈ R/Z),
we have
(4.6) s(P ∗E) = log δ(s(P )) + 2hOE(1)(P ).
The matrix
γ :=
(
a1 −m0
a0 m1
)
belongs to SL2(Z)and we have
9
γ · ∞ = a1
a0
.
The inverse matrix of γ,
γ−1 :=
(
m1 m0
−a0 a1
)
,
9We let SL2(Z) act on P
1(Q) = Q ∪ {∞} and the upper half-plane by the usual formula ( a bc d ) · z :=
(az + b)/(cz + d).
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satisfies:
Re(γ−1 · i) = m0a1 −m1a0
a20 + a
2
1
.
Consequently, the map s : P1(Q) → R/Z admits the following description in terms of the
actions of Γ := SL2(Z) on P
1(Q) and the upper half-plane: if
Γ∞ := {γ ∈ Γ | γ · ∞ =∞} = {( ² n0 ² ) , ² = ±1, n ∈ Z} ,
then the map s is characterized by the commutativity of the following diagram:
(4.7)
[γ] 7−→ γ · ∞
[γ] Γ/Γ∞
∼−→ P1(Q)y y ys
[ Re (γ−1 · i)] R/Z = R/Z.
Proposition 4.2.1. With the above notation, for any P ∈ P1(Z), the extension class of the
admissible extension P ∗E vanishes iff P is 0 := (1 : 0) or ∞ := (0 : 1).
Moreover, for any P in P1(Z) \ {0,∞}, we have:
(4.8) −1
2
log 2 + hOE(1)(P ) ≤ s(P ∗E) ≤ − log 2 + 2hOE(1)(P ).
Proof. As above, let us choose a0 and a1 prime together such that P = (a0 : a1).
To establish the first assertion, observe that the following conditions are successively
equivalent:
- the admissible extension P ∗E is split;
- there exists (m0,m1) in Z
2 such that a0m0 + a1m1 = 1 and m0a1 −m1a0 = 0;
- there exists k ∈ Z such that (m0,m1) = k(a0, a1) and a0m0 + a1m1 = 1;
- a20 + a
2
1 = 1;
- (a0, a1) belongs to {(1, 0), (−1, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1)}.
The second estimate in (4.8) follows from (4.6), since the values of δ lie in [0, 1/2].
To derive the first one, without loss of generality, we may assume a0 and a1 positive.
Let us choose b0 and b1 two integers satisfying a0b1 − a1b0 = 1 such that b0 is non-negative
and minimal, or equivalently, in {0, . . . , a0 − 1}. Then a0b1 = 1 + a1b0 is positive and
≤ 1+a1(a0−1) ≤ a0a1. Consequently b1 belongs to {1, . . . , a1}, and the following inequality
holds:
0 ≤ b0
a0
≤ a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
<
b1
a1
≤ 1.
If b0 6= 0 and b1 6= a1, this implies
1
a0
≤ a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
≤ 1− 1
a1
,
and consequently,
δ
(
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
)
≥ min( 1
a0
,
1
a1
) ≥ 1√
a20 + a
2
1
.
If b0 = 0, then a0b1 = 1, and necessarily a0 = b1 = 1, hence
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a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
=
a1
a21 + 1
.
This is a number in [0, 1/2], and
δ
(
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
)
=
a1
a21 + 1
≥ 1√
2
√
a21 + 1
=
1√
2
√
a20 + a
2
1
.
If b1 = a1, then a1(b0 − a0) = −1, and necessarily a1 = 1 and b0 − a0 = −1. Then
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
=
a0(a0 − 1) + 1
a20 + 1
= 1− a0
a20 + 1
.
Since a0/(a
2
0 + 1) belongs to [0, 1/2], we obtain:
δ
(
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
)
=
a0
a20 + 1
≥ 1√
2
√
a20 + a
2
1
.
We have shown that the lower bound
δ
(
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
)
≥ 1√
2
√
a20 + a
2
1
always holds. This may also be written
log s(P ) ≥ −hOE(1)(P )−
1
2
log 2,
and, according to (4.6), is equivalent to the first inequality in (4.8). ¤
Observe also that the estimates (4.8) are basically optimal.
Indeed, if for any positive integer n, we let Pn := (1 : n), then
hOE(1)(Pn) = log
√
n2 + 1 = log n+O(1/n2),
and, since
(
1 1
n n+1
)
belongs to SL2(Z), we have
s(Pn) =
n2 + n+ 1
n2 + 1
=
n
n2 + 1
mod Z
and
s(P ∗E)− 2hOE(1)(Pn) = log
n
n2 + 1
= − log n+O(1/n2).
In particular, if F denotes the filter of complements in P1(Q) of finite subsets, we have:
lim inf
F
(
s(P ∗E)− hOE(1)(P )
)
≤ 0.
Moreover, the interpretation of s given by the diagram (4.7) shows that s(P1(Q)) is dense
in R/Z. Indeed, the closure of Γ · i in P1(C) contains the limit set P1(R) for the action of
Γ in P1(C); therefore, Re (Γ · i) is dense in R. This implies that the set of values of
s(P ∗E)− 2hOE(1)(P ) = log δ(s(P ))
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when P runs over P1(Q) is dense in log δ(R/Z) = [−∞,− log 2]. In particular, with F as
above,
lim sup
F
(
s(P ∗)E − 2hOE(1)(P )
)
≥ − log 2.
4.2.2. A geometric interpretation by means of Ford circles. It may be worth noting that the
function s : P1(Q) 7→ R/Z in terms of which we have expressed s(P ∗E) admits a geometric
interpretation by means of the so-called Ford circles.10
Recall these are circles C(q) in the upper half-plane {Re z ≥ 0} in C associated to rational
numbers q ∈ Q: if q = b/a, where a and b are integers which are prime together, C(q) is
defined as the circle of center q + i/2a2 and radius 1/2a2. It meets tangentially the line R
at q. It is convenient to define also C(∞) as the subset (i+R)∪ {∞} in P1(C) = C∪ {∞}.
Then, for any q ∈ P1(Q), C(q) \ {q} is an horocycle in the Poincare´ upper half-plane, and
a straightforward computation shows that, for any γ in SL2(Z),
γ · C(q) = C(γ · q).
This easily implies that for any two distinct points q0 = b0/a0 and q1 = b1/a1 in P
1(Q)
— with a0 and b0 (resp. a1 and b1) prime together — the “circles” C(q0) and C(q1) are
disjoint if |a0b1− a1b0| 6= 1, and are externally tangent if |a0b1− a1b0| = 1. Moreover, when
the latter possibility arises, the abscissa of their tangency point is
a0b0 + a1b1
a20 + a
2
1
(see Figure 1).
a0b0+a1b1
a2
0
+a2
1
1
2a20
b1
a1
b0
a0
1
2a21
Figure 1. The tangency point of two adjacent Ford circles
10These circles also appear in the literature under the names of Farey or Speiser circles. We refer the
reader to [For38] and [Rad64], chapter 6, for more information and references about their properties.
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Consequently, for any P in P1(Q) \ {0,∞}, its image s(P ) in R/Z may be constructed
as follows. Let a0 and a1 be two integers prime together such that P = (a0 : a1), and let
C(q0) and C(q1) be two tangent Ford circles such that q0 < q1, attached to rational points
q0 = b0/a0 and q1 = b1/a1 with b0 (resp. b1) an integer prime to a0 (resp. a1). Denote by
ε the sign of a0a1. Then ε.s(P ) is the abscissa of the tangency point of C(q0) and C(q1) in
R/Z. Observe that this construction makes geometrically obvious the density of s(P1(Q))
in R/Z.
4.3. An application to reduction theory. In this section, we want to discuss the relation
between the classical reduction theory and our results concerning extensions of hermitian
vector bundles over arithmetic curves and their sizes (see for instance [vdW56] and [Bor69]
for classical expositions and references, and [LLS90] for more recent applications to lattice
geometry ).
In one direction, observe that, prior to Banaszczyk’s contribution — which is based on
properties of “Gaussian-like” measures on lattices ([Ban95], Section1) — transference results
similar to Theorem 3.7.2 were classically established by means of reduction theory (see for
instance [LLS90], Sections 3 and 5).
Conversely, using our basic upper bound on sizes in Theorem 3.7.3, we are going to
establish the following
Theorem 4.3.1. For any number field K and any positive integer n, there exists a constant
r(n,K) satisfying the following property: for every hermitian vector bundle E of rank n over
SpecOK , there exist hermitian line bundles L1, . . . , Ln, and an isomorphism of OK-modules
φ : E
∼−→
n⊕
i=1
Li
such that, for any embedding σ : K ↪→ C,
(4.9) log ‖φσ‖∞E,Lni=1 Li,σ ≤ r(n,K) and log ‖φ
−1
σ ‖∞Ln
i=1 Li,E,σ
≤ r(n,K).
As above ‖.‖∞
E,
Ln
i=1 Li,σ
(resp. ‖.‖∞Ln
i=1 Li,E,σ
) denotes the operator norm on the space
HomC(Eσ,
⊕n
i=1 Li,σ) (resp. on HomC(
⊕n
i=1 Li,σ, (Eσ)) deduced from the hermitian norms
‖.‖E,σ and ‖.‖Lni=1 Li,σ.
When K = Q, this follows from the classical reduction theory of quadratic forms of
Lagrange, Gauß (n = 2), Hermite, and Korkin-Zolotarev (n arbitrary). For arbitrary
number fields, Proposition (4.9) follows from the general theory of fundamental domains for
arithmetic groups (for instance, from [Bor69], The´ore`me 13.1, applied to the Weil restriction
from K to Q of GLn,K).
An effective control of the constants r(n,K) does not seem to follow simply from results
in the literature, except when K = Q (in which case the best available estimates would
follow from the results in [LLS90] concerning bases of euclidean lattices which are “Korkin-
Zolotarev reduced”). An interesting feature of the proof below is the explicit values of
r(n,K) it provides for arbitrary number fields.
Actually we will establish a significantly more precise version of Theorem 4.3.1. Before
we state it, we need to introduce some preliminary definitions.
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Consider an hermitian vector bundle E of rank n over S := SpecOK as above, and a
complete flag
E• : E0 = {0} ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En−1 ⊂ En = E,
namely a filtration by saturated OK -submodules of ranks rkEi = i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. To these
data, we may attach the vector bundle of rank n over S
GrE• :=
⊕
1≤i≤n
Ei/Ei−1.
We define a splitting over OK of the flag E• as an isomorphism of OK -modules
ϕ : E
∼−→ GrE•
such that, for any k ∈ {0, . . . , n},
ϕ(Ek) =
⊕
1≤i≤k
(Ei/Ei−1).
For any such splitting ϕ and any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the inverse image
(4.10) Li := ϕ
−1((Ei/Ei−1))
is a direct summand of rank 1 in E such that
Ei = Ei−1 ⊕ Li.
Conversely any family (Li)1≤i≤n of OK -submodules of E that satisfies these conditions
is deduced by the above construction from a unique splitting ϕ of E• over OK . Observe
also that to any complete flag E• in E is attached by duality a complete flag E
⊥
• :=
((E/En−i)
∨)0≤i≤n in E
∨, and that this construction establishes a one-to-one correspondence
between complete flags in E and E∨.
For any hermitian vector bundle E as above, we may perform the following inductive
construction of a complete flag E•: we let E0 := {0}, and for any integer i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1},
we choose Ei+1 as a (necessarily saturated) OK -submodule of rank i + 1 in E containing
Ei that satisfies
d̂egnEi+1/Ei = ud̂egn E/Ei.
We shall call a complete flag E• obtained by the above construction a reduced complete
flag associated to E. This terminology is meant to emphasize the analogy with classical
reduction theory a` la Hermite-Korkin-Zolotarev. Actually, when S = SpecZ, if (b1, . . . , bn)
is a basis of the euclidean lattice E which is “Korkin-Zolotarev reduced” (see for instance
[LLS90], Section 2), then the complete flag (
⊕
1≤i≤k Zbi)0≤k≤n of E is reduced in our sense.
We may now state a refined version of Theorem 4.3.1.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let K be a number field, and let (c(n,K))n>0 be a sequences in R+ that
satisfy, for any n > 0,
(4.11) c(n,K) ≥ 1
2n
∑
1≤i≤n−1
log(1 + |∆K |4/[K:Q](n − 1)2)
For any hermitian vector bundle E of positive rank n over SpecOK and any complete
flag E• in E such that the dual flag E
⊥
• is a reduced flag of E
∨
, there exists a splitting over
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OK of E• such that the associated OK-submodules (Li)1≤i≤n satisfy
(4.12) δ(E;L1, . . . , Ln) := µ̂(E)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
d̂egn Li ≤ c(n,K).
Moreover, the archimedean operator norms of the tautological “sum map”
Σ :
⊕
1≤i≤n
Li
∼−→ E
and of its inverse, computed with respect to the hermitian structures of
⊕
1≤i≤n Li and E,
satisfy the following bounds:
(4.13) ‖Σ‖σ ≤
√
n for any embedding σ : K ↪→ C,
and
(4.14) [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:k↪→C
log ‖Σ−1‖σ ≤ n− 1
2
log n+ n.c(n,K).
Condition (4.11) is satisfied by
c(n,K) := 2
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+
1
n
log n!,
and consequently also by
(4.15) c(n,K) := 2
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log n.
Observe that, for any family (Li)1≤i≤n of OK-submodules of rank 1 in E such that EK
is the direct sum
⊕
1≤i≤n Li,K , we may attach the real number
δ(E;L1, . . . , Ln) := µ̂(E)− 1
n
n∑
i=1
d̂egn Li.
It is easily checked to be non-negative and to vanish iff the tautological “sum map” defines
an isomorphism of hermitian vector bundles from
⊕
1≤i≤n Li to E.
WhenK = Q and (b1, . . . , bn) is a Z-basis of the euclidean lattice E, then δ(E;Zb1, . . . ,Zbn)
is the logarithm of the “orthogonality defect”
∏
1≤i≤n ‖bi‖ /covol(E) of the basis (b1, . . . , bn)
(compare [LLS90], p.336). Lagarias and his coworkers establish in loc. cit. that the sub-
modules Li := Z.bi generated by the vectors of a Korkin-Zolotarev reduced base (b1, . . . , bn)
of E satisfy the upper bound (4.12) with, in place of c(n,Q), a function of n which, like
c(n,Q), grows like log n+O(1) when n goes to infinity.
The existence of a splitting of E• such that the associated family (Li)1≤i≤n satisfies (4.12)
follows by induction on n from Corollary 3.5.6, Proposition 3.5.7, and the following lemma
applied to the dual of E and the submodule (E/En−1)
∨ of rank 1 in E∨:
Lemma 4.3.3. Let E be an hermitian vector bundle of rank n > 1, and L a saturated
OK-submodule of rank 1 in E such that d̂egn L (= µ̂(L)) equals ud̂egn E.
We have:
(4.16) ud̂egn E/L− d̂egn L ≤ log 2 +
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
.
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Moreover the size of the admissible extension
(4.17) E : 0 −→ L −→ E −→ E/L −→ 0
satisfies
(4.18) s(E) ≤ 2log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log(n− 1).
Proof. Consider a saturated OK -submodule M of rank 1 in E/L such that
(4.19) d̂egnM = ud̂egnE/L,
and let p be its inverse image in E. It a saturated OK-submodule of rank 2 in E, which
contains L and defines an admissible extension over SpecOK :
0 −→ L −→ P −→M −→ 0.
In particular,
(4.20) d̂egn P = d̂egn L+ d̂egnM.
Moreover, by the very definition of L, the inequalities
d̂egn L ≤ ud̂egn P ≤ ud̂egn E
are equalities. Together with ((3.27), this shows that:
(4.21) d̂egn L = ud̂egn P ≥ µ̂(P )−
1
2
log 2− log |∆K |
2[K : Q]
.
Inequality (4.16) follows from (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21).
According to the upper bound (3.63) in Theorem 3.7.3 on the size of E , we have:
(4.22) s(E) ≤ ud̂egn (E/L⊗ L∨) +
log |∆K |
[K : Q]
+ log
(
(n− 1)/2).
Inequality (4.17) follows from (4.22), ((4.16), and the equality
ud̂egn (E/L⊗ L∨) = ud̂egn (E/L)− d̂egn L,
which is a straightforward consequence of (3.21).
¤
The upper bound (4.13) on the archimedean norms of Σ is obvious. The upper bounds
(4.14) on its inverse map then follow from the next observation applied to Σ.
Lemma 4.3.4. For any two hermitian vector bundles E1 and E2 of positive rank n over
SpecOK and any isomorphism of OK-modules ψ : E1 ∼→ E2, we have:
(4.23) [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖ψ−1‖E2,E1,σ
= [K : Q]−1
∑
σ:K↪→C
(log ‖ ∧n−1 ψ‖∧n−1E1,∧n−1E2,σ − log ‖ ∧n ψ‖∧nE1,∧nE2,σ)
≤ (n− 1)[K : Q]−1
∑
σ:K↪→C
log ‖ψ‖E1,E2,σ + n(µ̂(E2)− µ̂(E1)).
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Theorem 4.3.2 — or rather a variant, involving different constants — may also be deduced
by induction from Lemma 4.3.3 by means of the bounds (3.46) and (3.47) on the norms
of trivializations of admissible extensions. The above proof, which emphasizes the role
of the invariant δ(E;L1, . . . , Ln) attached to a linearly independent n-tuple of rank one
subbundles, is computationally simpler.
5. Invariance of the size under base change and Voronoi cells of euclidean
lattices
An intriguing issue is the invariance property of the size under base changes SpecOK ′ →
SpecOK associated to extensions of number fields K ↪→ K ′. It seems plausible that, defined
with the precise normalization we introduce in paragraph 3.5 below, the size is invariant by
any such base change, at least when K = Q. In this section, we establish various results
which support this expectation.
5.1. A geometric consideration. Let C and C ′ be two projective curves, smooth and
geometrically connected over some field k, and let f : C ′ → C be a finite (or equivalently
dominant) k-morphism.
Proposition 5.1.1. When the degree deg f of f is prime to the characteristic exponent of
k (for instance, when k is a field of characteristic zero), then, for any vector bundle E over
C, the k-linear map
(5.1) f∗ : H1(C,E) −→ H1(C ′, f∗E)
is injective.
Proof. Since the morphism f is affine and E is locally free, we have a canonical isomorphism
H1(C ′, f∗E) ' H1(C,E ⊗ f∗OC′)
and the map (5.1) may be identified with the one deduced from the canonical morphism of
OC -modules
(5.2) OC −→ f∗OC′
by applying the functors E ⊗ . and H1(E, .). Under the above hypothesis, the morphism
(5.2) is split by the morphism of OC -modules:
(5.3)
1
deg f
Trf : f∗OC′ −→ OC ,
where Trf denotes the “naive” trace morphism
11 from f∗OC′ to OC .
Applied to (5.3), the functors E ⊗ . and H1(C, .) produce a splitting of (5.1). ¤
However, when the characteristic p of k is positive and divides deg f , the pullback map (5.1) may
not be injective. Consider for instance any smooth projective, geometrically connected curve C over
k and the (relative) Frobenius morphism
F : C −→ C(p).
Then
F ∗ : H1(C(p),OC(p)) −→ H1(C,OC)
11For any U open in C, the map Trf |U : f∗OC′(U) = OC′(f
−1(U)) → OC(U) is defined as the trace
on the OC(U)-algebra OC′(f
−1(U)), which is a finitely generated projective OC(U)-module since f is finite
and flat.
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is injective iff the Hasse-Witt matrix of C is invertible. (This does not hold for instance when C is
a supersingular elliptic curve.)
Actually, when p divides deg f , (5.1) may not be injective even when f is separable, as demon-
strated by the following observation, applied to an ordinary elliptic curve and its quotient by an
e´tale subgroup of order p:
Lemma 5.1.2. If E and E′ are two elliptic curves over a field k of positive characteristic p and if
f : E′ → E is a separable k-isogeny of degree divisible by p, then the pullback map:
f∗ : H1(E,OE) −→ H1(E′,OE′)
vanishes.
Proof. Consider the “trace -map”
tf : H
1(E′,OE′) ' H1(E, f∗OE′) −→ H1(E,OE)
induced by the morphism of OE-modules
Trf : f∗OE′ −→ OE .
Using Serre duality, it may be identified with the transpose of f acting by pullback on regular
1-forms:
f∗Ω1 : Ω
1(E) −→ Ω1(E′).
Since f is separable, f∗Ω1 and consequently tf are isomorphisms. Besides, we have:
tf ◦ f∗ = deg f.IdH1(E,OE).
Since p divides deg f , this vanishes, and consequently f∗ vanishes too. ¤
Consider now D a non-zero effective divisor on C, D′ := f∗(D) its inverse image in C ′,
and the affine curves C˙ := C \ |D| and C˙ ′ := C ′ \ |D′|. Let also F and G be two vector
bundles on C, F˙ and G˙ their restrictions to C˙, F ′ and G′ their pullback to C ′, and F˙ ′ and
G˙′ the restrictions of the latter to C˙ ′, or equivalently, the pullback of F˙ and G˙ by f|C˙′ . With
the notation of Section 3.9, pulling back extensions by f defines a natural k-linear map:
f∗ : Êxt
1
C˙(F˙ , G˙) −→ Êxt
1
C˙′(F˙
′, G˙′).
By applying Proposition 5.1.1 to the vector bundles E := Fˇ ⊗G(−N.D), N ∈ Z, we obtain:
Corollary 5.1.3. When the degree of f is prime to the characteristic exponent of k, then,
for any e ∈ Êxt1C˙(F˙ , G˙),
sF ′,G′(f
∗(e)) = sF,G(e).
5.2. Size and base change. We give two equivalent formulation of the problem of the
invariance of size under base change.
5.2.1. The condition P(K ′/K, E). As before, consider a number field K, a number field
K ′ containing K, and
g : S′ = Spec OK ′ −→ S = Spec OK
the associated morphism of arithmetic curves. Let us also denote by pi (resp. pi′) the
morphism from SpecOK (resp. SpecOK ′) to SpecZ.
Problem 1. Let F and G be two hermitian vector bundles over S. Is it true that, for any
extension class e in Êxt
1
S (F,G), the inequality
sg∗F,g∗G g
∗(e) ≤ sF,G (e)
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is indeed an equality ?
Let E be an hermitian vector bundle over S. The map of “extension of scalars” from OK
to OK ′
E −→ E ⊗OK OK ′
v 7−→ v ⊗ 1,
seen as a Z-linear map, defines a morphism of S-vector bundles
∆ : pi∗E −→ pi′∗g∗E.
This is also the morphism deduced from the natural morphism
δ : E −→ g∗g∗E
by taking its direct image by pi.
The linear maps
δσ : Eσ −→ (g∗g∗E)σ
(where σ denote an embedding of K in C) and
∆ = ∆R : (pi∗E)R ' E ⊗Z R −→ (pi′∗g∗E)R ' E ⊗OK OK ′ ⊗Z R
are isometric up to a factor [K ′ : K]1/2 when we equip these vector spaces with the norms
defining respectively the hermitian structures of E, g∗g
∗E, pi∗E, and pi
′
∗g
∗E. Namely, for
any v (resp. w) in Eσ (resp. (pi∗E)R), we have:
(5.4) ‖δσ(v)‖g∗g∗E,σ = [K ′ : K]1/2‖v‖E,σ (resp. ‖∆(w)‖pi′∗g∗E = [K
′ : K]1/2‖w‖pi∗E .)
Problem 2. With the notation above, is it true that, for any w ∈ (pi∗E)R, the inequality
(5.5) min
β∈g∗E
‖∆(w) − β‖pi′∗g∗E ≤ minα∈E ‖∆(w) −∆(α)‖pi′∗g∗E = [K
′ : K]1/2min
α∈E
‖w − α‖pi∗E
is actually an equality ?
These two problems are equivalent. More precisely, Problem 1 for some pair (F,G) of
hermitian vector bundles is equivalent to Problem 2 for E = F
∨ ⊗G.
We shall say that Condition P(K ′/K, E) holds when Problem 2 has an affirmative an-
swer.
Observe that, as a straightforward consequence of definitions, this condition satisfies the
following compatibility with the operation of direct sum:
Lemma 5.2.2. For any finite family (Ei)i∈I of hermitian vector bundles over SpecOK ,
the condition P(K ′/K,
⊕
i∈I Ei) holds iff the condition P(K
′/K, Ei) holds for any i ∈ I.
The following property also is immediate:
Lemma 5.2.3. Let E := (E, (‖.‖σ)σ:K↪→C be an hermitian vector bundle over SpecOK , and
λ a positive real number, and let us consider E
′
:= (E, (λ‖.‖σ)σ:K↪→C. Then P(K ′/K, E)
holds iff P(K ′/K, E
′
) holds.
Lemma 5.2.4. Let L/K and K ′/K be two extensions of number fields which are disjoint
(i.e. L′ = L ⊗K K ′ is again a number field) and have coprime discriminant ideals. Let h
denote the natural map from Spec OL to Spec OK . Let E be an hermitian vector bundle
over Spec OL. Then P(K ′/K, h∗E) implies P(L′/L, E).
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Proof. The condition on discriminants assures that the middle square in the commutative
diagram
SpecZ
τ ′← SpecOL′ g
′
−→ SpecOL τ−→ SpecZ
‖ ↓ h′ ↓ h ‖
SpecZ
pi′← SpecOK ′ g−→ SpecOK pi−→ SpecZ
is cartesian (see for example [Neu99, I 2.11]). The base change isomorphism g∗h∗E
∼→
h′∗g
′∗E is an isometry by 1.2.3. For each element w ∈ (τ∗E)R = (pi∗h∗E)R, we get
min
β∈g′∗E
‖∆(w) − β‖τ ′∗g′∗E = minβ∈g∗h∗E ‖∆(w) − β‖pi′∗g∗h∗E.
The condition P(K ′/K, h∗E) implies that the last term equals
[K ′ : K]1/2min
α∈E
‖w − α‖pi∗h∗E = [L′ : L]1/2minα∈E ‖w − α‖τ∗E .
Hence P(L′/L, E) holds. ¤
5.3. The condition P(K ′/K, E) and Voronoi cells. Let us now turn to a reformulation
of condition P(K ′/K, E) involving the geometry of Voronoi cells of euclidean lattices.
Recall that the Voronoi cell V(F ) of an euclidean lattice F := (F, ‖.‖) consists of those
points of FR that are at least as close to the origin as to any element e in F :
V(F ) := {x ∈ FR | ‖x‖ ≤ ‖x− e‖ for all e ∈ F}.
If 〈., .〉 denotes the euclidean scalar product on FR associated to ‖.‖, the condition
(5.6) ‖x‖ ≤ ‖x− e‖
may also be expressed as
(5.7) 〈x− e
2
, e〉 ≤ 0.
This shows that the Voronoi cell V(F ) is a compact, convex, symmetric neighborhood of
the origin. Actually, it is defined by a finite number of the conditions (5.7). In other words,
it is a polytope, and consequently posses a finite number of extremal points, its vertices.
Moreover, we have:
(5.8) FR =
⋃
e∈F
(e+ V(F )).
Lemma 5.3.1. With the above notation, condition P(K ′/K, E) holds iff, for any vertex P
of V(pi∗E) and any β ∈ g∗E, the following equivalent conditions holds:
(5.9) ‖∆(P )− β‖pi′∗g∗E ≥ ‖∆(P )‖pi′∗g∗E (= [K
′ : K]1/2‖P‖pi∗E);
(5.10) 2〈∆(P ), β〉pi′∗g∗E ≤ ‖β‖
2
pi′∗g
∗E
.
Proof. For any P in (pi∗E)R (= E⊗R), the inequalities (5.9) and (5.10) are equivalent (this
is the special case of the equivalence of (5.6) and (5.7) when ‖.‖ = ‖.‖pi′∗g∗E, v = ∆(P ), and
e = β).
Since (pi∗E)R is the union of the translates of V(pi∗E) by elements of pi∗E (= E), the
validity of (5.5) for all v ∈ (pi∗E)R is equivalent to its validity when v is a point P of
V(pi∗E). Consequently, P(K ′/K, E) holds iff (5.9), or (5.10), holds for any P in V(pi∗E)
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and any β in g∗E. Observe finally that, for any given β, (5.10) holds for all P in the
polytope V(pi∗E) iff it holds for its extremal points. ¤
Observe that (5.10) is fulfilled as soon as
‖β‖pi′∗g∗E ≥ 2‖∆(P )‖pi′∗g∗E (= 2[K
′ : K]1/2‖P‖pi∗E).
Consequently, Lemma 5.3.1 reduces the proof of P(K ′/K, E) to checking the finite set of
inequalities (5.10) for P a vertex of V(pi∗E) and β a point in g∗E such that ‖β‖pi′∗g∗E is at
most
2[K ′ : K]1/2 max
P∈V(pi∗E)
‖P‖pi∗E = 2[K ′ : K]1/2ρ(pi∗E).
This shows that there are algorithms that would theoretically enable one to check the
validity of P(K ′/K, E) for any “explicitly given” K, K ′, and E. However, one should be
aware that determining the vertices of the Voronoi cell of a euclidean lattice is a “hard”
problem.
5.4. Base change from euclidean lattices. Let L be a number field, and E an her-
mitian vector bundle over SpecZ. Lemma 5.3.1 may be used to reformulate the condition
P(K ′/K, E) for K = Q and K ′ = L.
Indeed, for any embedding σ : L ↪→ C, we may define
σE := idE ⊗ σ : g∗E = E ⊗Z OL −→ EC = E ⊗Z C
e⊗ λ 7−→ e⊗ σ(λ).
Then the morphism of Z-modules
(σE)σ:L↪→C : g
∗E 7−→ E(SpecL)(C)C = ⊕σ:L↪→CEC
extends to an isomorphism of C-vector spaces:
g∗E
∼−→ E(SpecL)(C)C ,
and condition (5.10) may be written
(5.11) 2
∑
σ:L↪→C
Re〈P, σE(β)〉E ≤
∑
σ:L↪→C
‖σE(β)‖2E .
We shall establish that this holds for any vertex P of V(E) and any β in E ⊗Z OL — in
other words that condition P(L/Q, E) holds — for various special lattices.
Our proof will rely on the following observation:
Lemma 5.4.1. For any number field L and any element α of its ring of integers OL, we
have: ∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2 −
∑
σ:L↪→C
Reσ(α) ≥
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2 −
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)| ≥ 0.
Proof. We may assume that α 6= 0. Then∏
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)| = |NL/Q(α)| ≥ 1,
and therefore
(5.12)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)| ≥ 1.
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Moreover, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
(5.13)
( ∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|
)2
≤ [K : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2.
The second inequality in Lemma 5.4.1 follows from (5.12) and (5.13). The first one is
obvious.
¤
Proposition 5.4.2. For any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecZ which is a direct sum
of hermitian line bundles, condition P(L/Q, E) holds for any number field L.
Proof. Proposition 5.2.2 shows that we may suppose that E has rank one.
Let e0 denote a generator of the rank one free Z-module E. Then the Voronoi cell of E
is the ”interval”
V(E) = [−1/2, 1/2] · e0,
and its vertices P are the points e0/2 and −e0/2. The elements β of E⊗OL may be written
e0 ⊗α with α ∈ OL, and condition (5.11) reduces to the inequality in Lemma 5.4.1 applied
to α and −α. ¤
The last proposition leads to ask the following:
Question 5.4.3. Is it true that condition P(L/Q, E) holds for any hermitian vector bundle
E over SpecZ and any number field L ?
A positive answer would imply that the size of any admissible extension over SpecZ is
invariant by the base change from Z to OL for any number field L.
In the next sections, we shall prove the following theorem which, together with Proposi-
tion 5.4.2, points towards a positive answer to question 5.4.3.
Theorem 5.4.4. For any hermitian vector bundle E over Spec Z and any number field L,
the condition P (L/Q, E) holds in the following cases:
i) If L/Q is an abelian extension.
ii) If E is a root lattice.
iii) If E is a lattice of Voronoi’s first kind.
Proof. Case i) is treated in Section 5.5. Recall that an integral euclidean lattice E over Spec
Z is called a root lattice if E is generated by its subset {e ∈ E | ‖e‖2 ∈ {1, 2}}. The proof
of ii) is given in Section 5.6. The definition of a lattice of Voronoi’s first kind is recalled in
the appendix. The proof of iii) can be found in Section 5.7. ¤
5.4.5. An application of reduction theory. Observe that, by combining Proposition 5.4.2
and our “reduction” Theorem 4.3.1, we obtain that Question 5.4.3 has a positive answer up
to an additive error term bounded in terms of the ranks of the considered hermitian vector
bundles:
Proposition 5.4.6. There exist non-negative real numbers s(n), n ∈ N, which satisfy the
following property.
Let E be an hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ, and n its rank. Let L be a number
field, and g the unique morphism SpecOL → SpecZ, .
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For any w ∈ ER, the following inequalities hold
(5.14) e−s(n)[L : Q]1/2min
α∈E
‖w − α‖E ≤ minβ∈g∗E ‖∆(w)− β‖g∗g∗E ≤ [L : Q]
1/2min
α∈E
‖w − α‖E
Proof. The second inequality in (5.14) is clear, and, according to Proposition 5.4.2, is an
equality when E is an orthogonal direct sum of hermitian line bundles over SpecZ.
Let E0 be such a direct sum and ϕ : E → E0 an isomorphism of Z-modules, and denote
∆0 : E0 → g∗E0 := E0 ⊗ZOL the map .⊗ 1, and ‖ϕ‖∞ (resp.
∥∥ϕ−1∥∥
∞
) the operator norm
of ϕC, or equivalently of ϕR (resp. of its inverse). Then, for any w in E0,R, we have
min
α∈E
‖w − α‖E ≤
∥∥ϕ−1∥∥
∞
min
α0∈E0
‖ϕR(w)− α0‖E0
and
‖ϕ‖−1∞ min
β0∈g∗E0
‖∆0(ϕR(w)) − β0‖g∗g∗E0 ≤ minβ∈g∗E ‖∆(w)− β‖g∗g∗E .
Besides, since E0 is an orthogonal direct sum of hermitian line bundles, we have:
min
β0∈g∗E0
‖∆0(ϕR(w)) − β0‖g∗g∗E0 = [L : Q]1/2 minα0∈E0 ‖ϕR(w) − α0‖E0 .
Consequently,
‖ϕ‖−1∞
∥∥ϕ−1∥∥−1
∞
min
α∈E
‖w − α‖E ≤ minβ∈g∗E ‖∆(w) − β‖g∗E .
To complete the proof, just recall that, as shown in Theorem 4.3.1, we may find E0 and
ϕ as above with ‖ϕ‖∞ and
∥∥ϕ−1∥∥
∞
bounded in terms of n alone.
¤
The above proof establishes that, with the notation of Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.2,
Proposition 5.4.6 holds with
s(n) = 2r(n,Q),
or
s(n) = n(
1
2
log n+ c(n,Q)).
Using for instance (4.15), we may take:
s(n) =
3
2
n log n.
Using the numbers s(n), n ∈ N, from the previous proposition, we get:
Corollary 5.4.7. Let L be any number field, and let g be the unique morphism SpecOL →
SpecZ. For any two hermitian vector bundles F and G over S := SpecZ, and any extension
class e in Êxt
1
S (F,G), we have:
sF ,G (e)− s(rkF · rkG) ≤ sg∗F ,g∗G (g∗(e)) ≤ sF,G (e).
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5.5. Cyclotomic base change. Let V be an hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ and ²
a non-zero-vector in V . We shall say that ² is V-small in V if, for every hermitian vector
bundle E over SpecZ, the map
∆ : ER −→ ER ⊗R VR
v 7−→ v ⊗ ²
satisfies the following compatibility conditions with the Voronoi cells of E and E ⊗ V :
(5.15) ∆(V(E)) ⊂ V(E ⊗ V ).
Observe that, for any v ∈ ER,
‖∆(v)‖E⊗V = ‖v ⊗ ²‖E⊗V = ‖²‖V · ‖v‖E
and that ∆(E) ⊂ E ⊗ V. Therefore
(5.16) min
β∈E⊗V
‖∆(v)− β‖E⊗V ≤ ‖²‖V ·minα∈E ‖v − α‖E ,
and condition (5.15) holds iff this inequality is actually an equality. Observe also that (5.16)
precisely means that
(5.17) ∆−1(V(E ⊗ V )) ⊂ V(E),
and that consequently (5.15) is equivalent to
(5.18) ∆−1(V(E ⊗ V )) = V(E).
Lemma 5.5.1. 1) For any euclidean norm ‖.‖ on R, the element 1 is V-small (Z, ‖.‖).
2) If ² is V-small in V , then, for any hermitian vector bundle W , ² ⊕ 0 is V-small in
V ⊕W .
3) Let V be a free Z-module of finite rank, ² a non-zero element in V , and ‖.‖ and ‖.‖′
two euclidean norms on VR, and let us assume that
‖.‖ ≤ ‖.‖′ and ‖²‖ = ‖²‖′.
Then, if ² is V-small in V := (V, ‖.‖), it is V-small in V ′ := (V, ‖.‖′).
4) If ² (resp. ²′) is V-small in V (resp. V ′), then ²⊗ ²′ is V-small in V ⊗ V ′.
Proof. Assertions 1), 2), and 4) are straightforward consequences of the definition of V-small
vectors. To prove 3), observe that, since ‖.‖ ≤ ‖.‖′, for any hermitian vector bundle E over
SpecZ, we have ‖.‖E⊗V ≤ ‖.‖E⊗V ′ . This is clear by decomposing VR as a direct sum of
rank-one R-vector spaces which is orthogonal with respect to both ‖.‖ and ‖.‖′. ¤
Let L be a number field, pi the morphism from SpecOL to SpecZ, and pi∗OL the direct
image of the trivial hermitian line bundle over SpecOL. For any hermitian vector bundle E
over SpecZ, we have a canonical isomorphism of hermitian vector bundles over SpecZ
E ⊗ pi∗OL ' pi∗pi∗E,
under which the canonical map
E ↪→ pi∗pi∗E ' E ⊗Z OL
gets identified to v 7→ v ⊗ 1 by 1.2.2.
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Consequently, Condition P(L/Q, E) holds for any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecZ
iff 1 is V-small in pi∗OL.
For any positive integer n, let ζn := e
2pii/n and Kn := Q(ζn) the number field generated
by the n-th roots of unity. Its ring of integers OKn is
Z[ζn] =
ϕ(n)−1⊕
i=0
Z · ζin.
We shall denote pin the morphism from SpecOKn to SpecZ. Observe that, for any two
elements x and y in OKn , their scalar product with respect to the euclidean structure of
pin∗OKn is
(5.19) 〈x, y〉pin∗OKn =
∑
σ:Kn↪→C
σ(x)σ(y) = TrKn/Qxy.
In particular, for any pair of integers (i, j),
(5.20) 〈ζin, ζjn〉pin∗OKn =
∑
d∈(Z/nZ)∗
ζd(i−j)n .
Proposition 5.5.2. For any positive integer n, 1 is a V-small vector in pin∗OKn .
Thanks to the theorem of Kronecker-Weber, this establishes that Condition P(L/Q, E)
holds for any abelian extension L of Q and any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecZ.
Using Lemma 5.2.4, we also obtain that, for any number field L and any positive integer
n prime to the absolute discriminant of L, the cyclotomic extension Ln := L(ζn) satisfies
P(Ln/L, E) for any hermitian vector bundle E over SpecL.
The proof will rely on some auxiliary results if Kitaoka ([Kit93], Section 7.1 and Theo-
rem 7.1.3), which he established when investigating minimal vectors in tensor products of
euclidean lattices.
When n = pk is a prime power, Proposition (5.5.2) follows from the following two lemma:
Lemma 5.5.3. For any prime number p, 1 is V-small in pi∗OKp .
Lemma 5.5.4. ([Kit93], p. 196, Lemma 7.1.7) For any prime number p and any positive
integer k, consider the Z-submodule
Epk :=
pk−1−1⊕
i=0
Z · ζipk
in Z[ζpk ] = OKpk , and let Epk be the hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ defined by Epk
equipped with the restriction of the euclidean structure of pi∗OK
pk
.
The vectors in the basis (ζi
pk
)0≤i≤pk−1−1 of Epk,R are pairwise orthogonal with respect to
this euclidean structure.
Moreover the morphism of Z-modules
ψp,k : Epk ⊗ Z[ζp] −→ Z[ζpk ]
which maps a⊗ b to ab defines an isomorphism of hermitian vector bundles over SpecZ:
(5.21) Epk ⊗ pip∗OKp ∼−→ pipk∗OKpk .
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Indeed, according to Lemma 5.5.1, 1) and 2), the first assertion in Lemma 5.5.4 shows
that 1 is a V-small vector in Epk . Using Lemma 5.5.3 and Lemma 5.5.1, 4), we deduce that
1⊗1 is V-small in Epk⊗pip∗OKp . Since ψp,k maps 1⊗1 to 1, the second assertion in Lemma
(5.5.4) finally establishes that 1 is V-small in pipk∗OKpk .
Taking the above two lemma for granted, Proposition 5.5.2 then follows — by writing n
as a product of prime powers — from Lemma 5.5.1, 4), and from
Lemma 5.5.5. ([Kit93], p. 197, Proof of Theorem 7.1.3) Let n1 and n2 be two positive
integers that are prime together, and let n := n1 · n2.
The morphism of rings
(5.22)
Z[ζn1]⊗ Z[ζn2 ] −→ Z[ζn]
a⊗ b 7−→ ab
is an isomorphism and defines an isomorphism of hermitian vector bundles over SpecZ:
pin1∗OKn1 ⊗ pin2∗OKn2 ' pin∗OKn .
Proof of the Lemma. That the morphism ψp,k in Lemma 5.5.4 is an isomorphism is
straightforward by considering the bases (ζi
pk
)0≤i≤pk−1−1 of Epk , (ζ
i
p)0≤i≤p−2 of Z[ζp], and
(ζi
pk
)0≤i≤(p−1)pk−1−1) of Z[ζpk ]. Moreover, from (5.20), one obtain that, for any pair of inte-
gers (i, j),
(5.23)
〈ζi
pk
, ζj
pk
〉pi
pk∗
OK
pk
= (p − 1)pk−1 if i = j mod pk
= −pk−1 if i = j mod pk−1 and i 6= j mod pk
= 0 if i = j mod pk−1.
This establishes in particular the first assertion in Lemma 5.5.4. The isometry property
(5.21) of ψp,k also is easily derived from (5.23) and its special case where k = 0, which
shows that
(5.24)
〈ζip, ζjp〉pip∗OKp = (p− 1) if i = j mod p
= −1 if i 6= j mod p.
Similarly, by considering the bases (ζin1)0≤i<φ(n1) of Z[ζn1 ], (ζ
i
n2)0≤i<φ(n2) of Z[ζn2], and
(ζin)0≤i<φ(n) of Z[ζn], one proves that the morphism (5.22) is an isomorphism. Its compat-
ibility with the euclidean structures on pin1∗OKn1 , pin2∗OKn2 , and pin∗OKn directly follows
from the expressions (5.19) for the associated scalar products.
Let us finally establish Lemma 5.5.3. Let E be any hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ
and v an element of V(E). To prove that v⊗ 1 belongs to V(E⊗pip∗OKp), we need to show
that, for any β in E ⊗OKp ,
(5.25) ‖v ⊗ 1− β‖E⊗pip∗OKp ≥ ‖v ⊗ 1‖E⊗pip∗OKp .
To achieve this, observe that a vector u in ER ⊗R OKp may be uniquely written as
u =
p−2∑
i=0
ui ⊗ ζip,
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where u0,. . . ,up−2 are some vectors in ER. Moreover, we have (compare [Kit93], p. 196):
‖u‖2
E⊗pip∗OKp
=
∑
0≤i,j≤p−2
〈ζip, ζjp〉pip∗OKp · 〈ui, uj〉E
= (p − 1) · ∑
0≤i≤p−2
‖ui‖2E −
∑
0≤i6=j≤p−2
〈ui, uj〉E
(
according to (5.24)
)
=
∑
0≤i≤p−2
‖ui‖2E +
∑
0≤i<j≤p−2
‖ui − uj‖2E
by an elementary computation.
In particular, we get:
‖v ⊗ 1‖2
E⊗pip∗OKp
= (p− 1)‖v‖2
E
,
and, if β0, . . . , βp−2 are the elements of E such that
β =
p−2∑
i=0
βi ⊗ ζip,
we also have:
‖v⊗1−β‖2
E⊗pip∗OKp
= ‖v−β0‖2E+
∑
1≤i≤p−2
‖βi‖2E+
∑
0<j≤p−2
‖v−β0+βj‖2E+
∑
1≤i6=j≤p−2
‖βi−βj‖2E .
Since v belongs to the Voronoi cell V(E), the p− 1 terms
‖v − β0‖2E , ‖v − β0 + β1‖2E , . . . , ‖v − β0 + βp−2‖2E
are all ≥ ‖v‖2
E
. This establishes (5.25). ¤
5.6. Base change from root lattices. The aim of this section is to establish the following:
Proposition 5.6.1. If E is the hermitian vector bundle over SpecZ defined by any one of
the root lattices An (n ≥ 1), Dn (n ≥ 4), E6, E7, or E8, then condition P(L/Q, E) holds
for any number field L.
The definitions of these root lattices are recalled in the proof below. We refer the reader
to [Mar03], chapter 4, for more informations concerning them. Let us only recall that,
according to a theorem of Witt ([Wit41]), the integral lattices12 which are generated by
vectors of square norms 1 or 2 are precisely the orthogonal sums of lattices isometric to
one of the lattices (Z, |.|), An (n ≥ 1), Dn (n ≥ 4), E6, E7, or E8. Hence Proposition 5.6.1,
Proposition 5.4.2, and Lemma 5.2.2 yield a proof of Theorem 5.4.4 ii).
Our proof of Proposition 5.6.1 relies on the description of the vertices of the Voronoi cell of such
euclidean lattices E appearing in the work of Conway and Sloane ([CS99] Chapter 21, and [CS91]):
these vertices are the images under the Weyl group associated to the root lattice of a “small” set
of vertices F(E), whose coordinates are explicitly given in loc. cit.. Observe that, to prove that
P(L/Q, E) holds, it is enough to establish the validity of (5.9) (or equivalently of (5.10) or (5.11))
for any P in F(E) and any β in E ⊗Z OL. Indeed the action of the Weyl group extends, by base
change, to an isometric action on g∗E.
To check these conditions, we shall use Lemma 5.4.1 and the following related inequalities, valid
for any number field L:
12i.e., the euclidean lattices (Γ, ‖.‖) such that the scalar product of any two vectors in Γ is an integer.
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(i) For any non-zero α in OL,
(5.26)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α)|2 ≥ 1.
This follows for instance from (5.12) and (5.13).
(ii) For any α 6= 1/2 in 12OL,
(5.27)
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(α)|2 − Reσ(α)) ≥ 0,
and
(5.28)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(α) − 1/3|2 ≥ 1/9.
The lower bound (5.27) follows from (5.26) applied to 2α− 1. To prove (5.28), observe that, for any
embedding σ : L ↪→ C,
4|σ(α) − 1
3
|2 = |σ(2α− 1) + 1
3
|2
= |σ(2α− 1)|2 + 2
3
Reσ(2α− 1) + 1
9
≥ |σ(2α− 1)|2 − 2
3
|σ(2α− 1)|+ 1
9
= |σ(2α− 1)|2 − |σ(2α− 1)|+ 1
3
|σ(2α− 1)|+ 1
9
,
and apply Lemma 5.4.1 and (5.12) to 2α− 1.
For any two elements a and b of some set E and any two positive integers i and j, we shall denote
(a×i, b×j) := (a, . . . , a︸ ︷︷ ︸
i times
, b, . . . , b︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
) (∈ E i+j).
Proof for An. The lattice An is the lattice Z
n+1 ∩An,R in the hyperplane
An,R := {(xk)0≤k≤n ∈ Rn+1 |
n∑
k=0
xk = 0}
of Rn+1 equipped with the standard euclidean norm. The corresponding hermitian vector bundle
over SpecZ coincides with the hermitian vector bundle ker p considered in Example 4.1.1 above
when S = SpecZ.
According to [CS99] Chapter 21,3.B, or [CS91], section 4, the vertices of the Voronoi cell of the
root lattice An are the images under its Weyl group of the following n points in An,R:
[i] :=
((
j
n+ 1
)×i
,
(
− i
n+ 1
)×j)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, j := n+ 1− i.
By considering the conditions (5.11) with P = [i], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we are reduced to proving the following
Lemma 5.6.2. Let L be a number field, i an integer in {1, . . . , n}, and j := n+ 1− i.
For any (βk)0≤k≤n in On+1L such that
∑n
k=0 βk = 0, we have:
(5.29) 2
∑
σ:L↪→C
 ∑
0≤k≤i−1
j
n+ 1
Reσ(βk)−
∑
i≤k≤n
i
n+ 1
Reσ(βk)
 ≤ ∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
0≤k≤n
|σ(βk|2.
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To prove this lemma, observe that, for any embedding σ : L ↪→ C,∑
σ:L↪→C
Reσ(βk) = 0.
Consequently the left-hand side of (5.29) is equal to:
2
∑
σ:L↪→C
(
j
n+ 1
+
i
n+ 1
) ∑
0≤k≤i−1
Reσ(βk) = 2
∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
0≤k≤i−1
Reσ(βk)
=
∑
σ:L↪→C
 ∑
0≤k≤i−1
Reσ(βk)−
∑
i≤k≤n
Reσ(βk)
 .
The inequality (5.29) now follows from Lemma (5.4.1) applied to α in
{β0, . . . , βi−1,−βi, . . . ,−βn}.
¤
Proof for Dn. The lattice Dn is the sublattice of index 2 in the lattice Z
n of Rn equipped with the
standard euclidean norm consisting of vectors (x1, . . . , xn) for which the xi are integers with an even
sum.
According to [CS99] Chapter 21, 3.C, and [CS91], section 6, the vertices of the Voronoi cell of Dn
are the images under its Weyl group of the points ((1/2)×n) and (1, 0×(n−1)) in Rn. By considering
the condition (5.11) (resp. (5.9) with P = ((1/2)×n) (resp. with P = (1, 0×(n−1))), we are reduced
to proving:
Lemma 5.6.3. Let L be a number field. For any (βk)1≤k≤n in OnL such that
∑n
k=1 βk belongs to
2OL, the following inequalities hold:
(5.30) 2
∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
1≤k≤n
1
2
Reσ(βk) ≤
∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
1≤k≤n
|σ(βk)|2,
and
(5.31)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(β1)− 1|2 + 1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
2≤k≤n
|σ(βk)|2 ≥ 1.
The first inequality (5.30) directly follows from Lemma (5.4.1). To prove (5.31), observe that
that at least one of the algebraic integers β1 − 1, β2, . . . , βn is not zero, and use (5.26). ¤
Proof for E8. The lattice E8 is the lattice in R
n equipped with the standard euclidean norm consisting
of the vectors (x1, . . . , x8) for which the xi are all in Z or all in 1/2 + Z, and have an even sum.
According to [CS91], section 8, the vertices of the Voronoi cell of E8 are the images under its
Weyl group of the points ((0)×7, 1) and ((1/3)×7,−1/3) in R8. By considering the condition (5.9)
with P = ((0)×7, 1) and with P = ((1/3)×7,−1/3), we are reduced to proving:
Lemma 5.6.4. Let L be a number field. If β1, . . . , β8 in
1
2OL have the same class γ in (12OL)/OL
and if their sum β1 + . . .+ β8 belongs to 2OL, then the following inequalities hold:
(5.32)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
 ∑
1≤k≤7
|σ(βk)|2 + |σ(β8)− 1|2
 ≥ 1,
and
(5.33)
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
 ∑
1≤k≤7
|σ(βk)− 1/3|2 + |σ(β8) + 1/3|2
 ≥ 8/9.
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When γ 6= [0], each of the expressions
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(βk)|2, 1 ≤ k ≤ 7
and
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(β8)− 1|2
is ≥ 1/4, by (5.26) applied to α in {2β1, . . . , 2β7, 2β8 − 2}, and (5.32) follows. When γ = [0], these
expressions are ≥ 1, unless βk = 0 (when 1 ≤ k ≤ 7), or β8 = 1. Since β1 + . . .+ β8 6= 1, the vector
(β1, . . . , β8) does not coincide with ((0)
×7, 1), and at least one of them is ≥ 1, which implies (5.32).
If β1, . . . , β7 and −β8 are all distinct from 1/2, then (5.33) directly follows from (5.28). Otherwise,
γ is [1/2], and the vector (βk)1≤k≤8 − (1/2)×8 belongs to D8 ⊗ OL. The validity of P(L/Q, D8),
applied to v = ((1/3)×7,−1/3)− (1/2)×8, shows that the left-hand side of (5.33) is greater or equal
to the minimum of the expression
(5.34)
∑
1≤k≤7
(αk − 1/3)2 + (α8 + 1/3)2
when (αk)1≤k≤8 varies in D8 + (1/2)
×8. This minimum is clearly greater or equal than the one
of (5.34) when (αk)1≤k≤8 varies in E8 — which is ‖((1/3)×7,−1/3)‖2 = 8/9 since ((1/3)×7,−1/3)
belongs to the Voronoi cell of E8. ¤
Proof for E7. The lattice E7 may be realized as the lattice E8 ∩ E7,R in the hyperplane
E7,R := {(xk)1≤k≤8 ∈ R8 |
8∑
k=1
xk = 0}
of R8 equipped with the standard euclidean.
According to [CS91], section 9, the vertices of the Voronoi cell of E7 are the images under its Weyl
group of the points (7/8, (−1/8)×7) and ((3/4)×2, (−1/4)×6) in E7,R. By considering the condition
(5.11) with P = (7/8, (−1/8)×7) and P = ((3/4)×2, (−1/4)×6), we are reduced to proving:
Lemma 5.6.5. Let L be a number field. If β1, . . . , β8 in
1
2OL have the same class γ in (12OL)/OL
and if β1 + . . .+ β8 = 0, then the following inequalities hold:
(5.35)
∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(β1)|2 − 7
4
Reσ(β1)) +
∑
2≤k≤8
(|σ(βk)|2 + 1
4
Reσ(βk))
 ≥ 0,
and
(5.36)
∑
σ:L↪→C
 ∑
1≤k≤2
(|σ(βk)|2 − 3
2
Reσ(βk) +
∑
3≤k≤8
(|σ(βk)|2 + 1
2
Reσ(βk))
 ≥ 0.
Observe that, with the notation of the proof for An with n = 8, we have
(7/8, (−1/8)×7) = [1],
and
((3/4)×2, (−1/4)×6) = [2].
Therefore the computation in the proof of Lemma 5.6.2, with n = 8, shows that (5.35) and (5.36)
may also be written
(5.37)
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(β1)|2 − Reσ(β1)) +
∑
2≤k≤8
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(βk)|2 + Reσ(βk)) ≥ 0,
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and
(5.38)
∑
1≤k≤2
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(βk)|2 − Reσ(βk)) +
∑
3≤k≤8
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(βk)|2 + Reσ(βk)) ≥ 0.
These inequalities directly follow from (5.27) when γ 6= [1/2].
If γ = [1/2], we may introduce
(5.39) (β˜k)1≤k≤8 := (βk)1≤k≤8 − ((1/2)×4, (−1/2)×4)).
Then β˜1, . . . , β˜8 belong to OL, and their sum vanishes. Moreover, expressed in terms of β˜1, . . . , β˜8,
(5.37) takes the form:
(5.40)
∑
1≤k≤8
1
[L : Q]
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(β˜k)|2 − ²k Reσ(β˜k)) + 1 ≥ 0,
where ²k := 1 if k ∈ {1, 5, 6, 7, 8} and ²k := −1 if k ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Similarly, (5.38) is equivalent to:
(5.41)
∑
1≤k≤8
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(β˜k)|2 − ²′k Reσ(β˜k)) ≥ 0,
where ²′k := 1 if k ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8} and ²′k := −1 if k ∈ {3, 4}.
The inequalities (5.40) and (5.41) directly follow from Lemma 5.4.1. ¤
Proof for E6. The lattice E6 may be realized as the lattice E8 ∩E6,R in the codimension 2 subspace
E6,R := {(xk)1≤k≤8 ∈ R8 | x1 + x8 = x2 + . . .+ x7 = 0}
of R8 equipped with the standard euclidean norm.
According to [CS91], section 10, the vertices of the Voronoi cell of E6 are the images under its
Weyl group of the point (0, (2/3)×2, (−1/3)×4, 0) in E6,R. By considering the condition (5.11) with
P = (0, (2/3)×2, (−1/3)×4, 0), we are reduced to proving:
Lemma 5.6.6. Let L be a number field. If β1, . . . , β8 in
1
2OL have the same class γ in (12OL)/OL
and if β1 + β8 = 0, and β2 + . . .+ β6 = 0, then the following inequality holds:
(5.42)∑
σ:L↪→C
|σ(β1)|2) + ∑
2≤k≤3
(|σ(βk)|2 − 4
3
Reσ(βk)) +
∑
4≤k≤7
(|σ(βk)|2 + 2
3
Reσ(βk)) + |σ(β8)|2
 ≥ 0.
Again the computation in the proof of Lemma 5.6.2, now with n = 8, i = 2 and j = 4, allows us
to replace (5.42) by the equivalent condition:
(5.43)
∑
1≤k≤8
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(βk)|2 − ηk Reσ(βk)) ≥ 0,
where η1 = η8 := 0, η2 = η3 := 1, and η4 = η5 = η6 = η7 = −1. According to (5.27), this holds if
βk 6= ηk/2 for 2 ≤ k ≤ 7, in particular when γ 6= [1/2].
When γ = [1/2], we introduce again β˜1, . . . , β˜8 defined by (5.39). They belong to OL, the sum
β˜2 + . . .+ β˜7 vanishes, and (5.43) takes the form:
(5.44)
∑
1≤k≤8
∑
σ:L↪→C
(|σ(βk)|2 − η′k Reσ(βk)) ≥ 0,
where η′k := 1 if k ∈ {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} and η′k := −1 if k ∈ {1, 4}. Finally, (5.44) follows from Lemma
5.4.1 applied to α = η′kβ˜k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 8. ¤
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5.7. Base change from lattices of Voronoi’s first kind. From the description of the
Voronoi cell of V (p), p ∈ (R∗+)n(n+1)2 in the appendix, we may easily derive:
Proposition 5.7.1. If E is the hermitian vector bundle over Spec Z defined by an euclidean
lattice of Voronoi’s first kind, then the condition P(L/Q, E) holds for any number field L.
Proof. A straightforward perturbation argument shows that we may restrict to the case
where E possesses a strictly obtuse superbase, that is, to the case where E = V (p) for some
p ∈ (R∗+)n(n+1)2 , where n := rkE. According to Proposition B.3.4 every vector of V(V (p))
is of the form sA for some A ∈ S(n). Moreover, for any such
A =
{{i1, . . . , in}, {i2, . . . , in}, . . . , {in}}
and any (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1 if we let
x :=
n∑
k=0
xk vik ,
then Lemma B.3.3 shows that
(5.45)
‖x‖2
V (p)
− 2 〈sA, x〉V (p) = ‖x− sA‖2V (p) − ‖sA‖2V (p)
=
∑
0≤k<`≤n
piki`
[
(x` − xk)2 − (x` − xk)
]
.
For any complex embedding σ : L→ C of some number field L, consider
σV (p) : V (p)⊗ L −→ V (p)C = V (p)⊗ C
e⊗ λ 7−→ e⊗ σ(λ).
As observed in Lemma 5.3.1, to complete the proof of the Proposition it is enough to check
that, for any β ∈ V (p)⊗Z OL,
(5.46)
∑
σ:L↪→C
[∥∥σV (p) (β)‖2V (p) − 2 Re 〈sA, σV (p) (β)〉V (p)] ≥ 0.
Any such β may be written
β =
n∑
k=0
vik ⊗ βk
for some (β0, . . . , βn) ∈ On+1L , and then (5.45) shows that the left-hand side of (5.45) is
equal to ∑
σ:L↪→C
∑
0≤k<`≤n
piki`
[∣∣σ(βk − β`)∣∣2 − Re σ(β` − βk)].
This is indeed non-negative by Lemma 5.4.1. ¤
Appendix A. Extension groups
In this Appendix, we discuss various definitions of extension groups of sheaves of modules
(notably, of groups of 1-extensions) which are used in this paper. We pay some special
attention to the sign issues which arise in defining canonical isomorphisms between various
constructions of extension groups.
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A.1. Notation and sign conventions. When dealing with categories of complexes in
abelian categories and their derived categories, we follow the same conventions, notably
concerning signs, as in [BBM82], [Ill96], and [Con00]. (The reader should be aware that
these conventions do not agree with the ones in some classical references such that [Har66],
[Del73], or [Wei94].)
We refer to [Con00], sections 1.2-3, for a thorough discussion of signs issues, and we just
specify some basic definitions where some ambiguity may arise.
If X = (Xk)k∈Z is a complex (with cohomological grading) in some abelian category C,
then, for any integer i, X[i] is the complex defined by
X[i]k := Xk+i and dX[i] = (−1)idX .
For any map of complexes f• : X• → Y •, the map of complexes f•[i] : X[i]• → Y [i]• is
defined to be fk+i in degree i. The isomorphisms
(A.1) Hk(X[i]) ' Hk+i(X)
are defined without the intervention of signs.
A triangle in some category of complexes (such as the usual category of complexes C(C)
in some abelian category C, or the category K(C) of such complexes with morphisms up to
homotopy, or its derived category D(C)) is a sequence of morphisms of complexes of the
form
X → Y → Z → X[1].
The cone C(f) of a morphism of complexes f : X → Y is defined by
C(f)k := (X[1] ⊕ Y )k = Xk+1 ⊕ Y k and dC(f)(x, y) := (−dX(x), f(x) + dY (y)).
The standard triangle associated to f is:
X
f−→ Y i−→ C(f) p−→ X[1],
where i : Y → C(f) is the natural injection, and p : C(f) → X[1] the opposite of the
natural projection.
A distinguished triangle is a triangle isomorphic to such a standard triangle. For instance,
a short exact sequence of complexes
E : 0 −→ X f−→ Y g−→ Z −→ 0
determines a distinguished triangle
X
f−→ Y g−→ Z ∂E−→ X[1]
in D(C), where ∂E is defined as the composite of p : C(f) → X[1] with the inverse of the
quasi-isomorphism q : C(f)→ Z given by g on Y and 0 on X[1]:
∂E : Z
q←− C(f) p−→ X[1].
Observe that, using these sign conventions, for any integer i, the map between cohomology
groups determined by ∂E :
H i(∂E ) : H
i(Z) −→ H i(X[1]) ' H i+1(X)
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coincides with the usual13 boundary map in the long exact sequence of cohomology groups
associated to E .
For any two complexes X and Y in C, and any integer i, we let:
ExtiC(X,Y ) := HomD(C)(X,Y [i]).
If Z is again a complex in C, and j an integer, the composition of two elements
f ∈ ExtiC(X,Y ) and g ∈ ExtjC(Y,Z)
is the element
g ◦ f ∈ Exti+jC (X,Z)
defined by composing the arrows
f : X −→ Y [i] and g[i] : Y [i] −→ Z[i+ j]
in D(C).
A.2. Extension groups of sheaves of modules. Let X be any topological space, equip-
ped with a sheaf A of commutative rings. Let A−mod be the abelian category of sheaves
of A-modules over X and D+(A−mod), the derived category of bounded below complexes
of A-modules. It is a full triangulated subcategory of D(A −mod), the derived category
of complexes of A-modules. Moreover, since the abelian category A−mod admits enough
injectives, the derived category D+(A − mod) is equivalent to the category of bounded
below complexes of injectives sheaves of A-modules over X, with morphisms the homotopy
classes of morphisms of complexes.
Any object in A−mod may be seen as a complex concentrated in degree 0. Accordingly,
for any two objects E and F in A−mod, the associated extension groups are defined as
ExtiA(E,F ) := HomD+(A−mod)(E,F [i]), for any i ∈ N.
For any resolution
(A.2) 0→ F → F 0 → F 1 → . . .→ F i → F i+1 → . . .
of F by injective sheaves of A-modules, these are the cohomology group of the complex of
abelian groups deduced from
0→ F 0 → F 1 → . . .→ F i → F i+1 → . . .
by applying the functor HomA(E, .).
When A is the constant sheaf ZX , A−mod is the category of sheaves of abelian groups
on X, and for any such sheaf F and any integer i ∈ N, the extension group ExtiZX (ZX , F )
coincides with the i-th cohomology group H i(X,F ), by the very definition of the latter.
More generally, for any sheaf of ring A over X, the injective objects in A−mod are flabby
sheaves of abelian groups, and, for any F in A −mod, the extension group ExtiA(A, F )
coincides with the cohomology group H i(X,F ) of F considered as a sheaf of abelian groups.
If the sheaf of A-modules E is locally free of finite rank, and if
Eˇ := HomA(E,A)
13namely, defined without intervention of signs, as in [ML95], II.4, or [Wei94], 1.3 : the graph of Hi(∂E)
is the image in Hi(Z)×Hi+1(X) of
{(z, x) ∈ Zi ×Xi+1 | dZ(z) = 0 and ∃y ∈ Y
i, gi(y) = z and dY (y) = f(x)}.
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denotes the dual sheaf, the functorial isomorphism of sheaf of A-modules
(A.3) Eˇ ⊗A G ∼−→ HomA(E,G),
where G denotes any sheaf in A−mod, leads to isomorphisms of extension groups
(A.4) ExtiA(A, Eˇ ⊗A F ) ∼−→ ExtiA(E,F ),
defined by applying (A.3) to any resolution (A.2), and taking global sections and cohomology
groups. Finally, for any two sheaves of A-modules E and F, with E locally free of finite
rank, we get canonical isomorphisms
(A.5) ExtiA(E,F )
∼−→ H i(X, Eˇ ⊗A F ).
A.3. Extension groups of quasi-coherent sheaves of modules over schemes. When
X := (X,A) is a scheme, we may consider the full subcategory OX − qc of the category
OX −mod of sheaves of OX := A-modules over X defined by the quasicoherent sheaves.
When X is the affine scheme SpecA defined by some commutative ring A, the functor
Γ(X, .) realizes an equivalence of category between OX −qc and the category of A-modules.
When the scheme X is quasi-compact and quasi-separated (e.g. , when X is noetherian),
the category OX − qc has enough injectives. If indeed X is noetherian, the inclusion
functor from OX − qc to OX −mod preserves injectives, and its extension, as a functor
of triangulated category from D+(OX − qc) to D+(OX − mod) is fully faithful and its
essential image is the subcategory of D+(OX −mod) defined by bounded below complexes
in OX −mod with quasi-coherent cohomology (see for instance [Har66], II.7, [Ill71], section
3, and [TT90], Appendix B).
We shall frequently use the following consequence of the above full faithfulness: for any
two quasicoherent sheaves E and F on a noetherian scheme X , the morphism of abelian
groups
HomD+(OX−qc)(E,F [i]) −→ HomD+(OX−mod)(E,F [i])
is an isomorphism for any integer i. In other words, the extension groups
ExtiOX−qc(E,F ) := HomD+(OX−qc)(E,F [i])
computed in the abelian category of quasicoherent sheaves of OX -modules over X coincide
with the extension groups ExtiOX (E,F ) computed in the category of all sheaves of OX -
modules.
In particular, when X is the affine scheme SpecA defined by some noetherian com-
mutative ring A, the extension group ExtiOX (E,F ) may be identified with the A-module
ExtiA(Γ(X,E),Γ(X,F )), computed in the abelian category of A-modules.
A.4. Groups of 1-extensions. In this section, (X,A) denotes as above a topological space
equipped with a sheaf A of commutative ring, and A−mod the abelian category of sheaves
of A-modules over X. Actually, the constructions we shall now describe would still make
sense with the category A−mod replaced by a general abelian category, satisfying suitable
smallness assumptions.
Let us indicate that the approach to Ext1 groups in terms of 1-extensions described
below — which directly inspired our definition of the arithmetic extension group in terms of
admissible extension of hermitian vector bundles — originates in the papers of Baer [Bae34]
and Eilenberg–MacLane [EM42]. See [ML95], p.103, notes of Chapter III, for additional
historical references.
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A.4.1. 1-extensions. Let F and G be two objects in A−mod. A 1-extension in A−mod (or
shortly, when no confusion may arise, an extension) E of F by G is a short exact sequence
in A−mod of the form
(A.6) E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0.
A morphism of extensions from the extension E to a second one
(A.7) E ′ : 0 −→ G i′−→ E′ p
′
−→ F −→ 0
is a morphism of A-modules
f : E −→ E′
such that the diagram
0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
|| ↓ f ||
0 −→ G i′−→ E′ p
′
−→ F −→ 0.
is commutative. Such a morphism of extensions, if it exists, is an isomorphism. Moreover
the isomorphism classes of extensions of F by G constitute a set, which we shall denote
Ext1A(F,G). The previous observation shows that any two extensions of F by G related by
a morphism of extensions define the same element in Ext1A(F,G).
An extension (A.6) of F by G is said to be split or trivial if it is isomorphic to the
extension
0 −→ G (
idG
0 )−→ G⊕ F (0,idF )−→ F −→ 0,
or, equivalently, if p admits a left inverse, or if i admits a right inverse in A−mod.
A.4.2. Pullback and pushout. Let E an extension of F by G in A −mod as above (A.6)
and u : F ′ −→ F a morphism in A−mod. From E and u, we may define the A-module
E′ := Ker(E ⊕ F ′ (p,−u)−→ F )
and construct a cartesian diagram
(A.8)
(e, f ′) 7−→ f ′
(e, f ′) E′
p˜−→ F ′y yu˜ yu
e E
p−→ F,
a morphism i˜ : G → E′ in A−mod defined by i˜(g) := (i(g), 0), and an extension E ◦ u of
F ′ by G:
E ◦ u : 0 −→ G i˜−→ E′ p˜−→ F ′ −→ 0
By construction, the diagram
(A.9)
0 −→ G i˜−→ E′ p˜−→ F ′ −→ 0
|| ↓ u˜ ↓ u
0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
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is commutative, and its right-hand square is cartesian. The pair formed by the extension
E ◦u and the morphism u˜ are characterized by these properties, and defines the pullback of
E by u.
For instance, the diagram
(A.10)
0 −→ G (
idG
0 )−→ G⊕ E p˜−→ F −→ 0
|| ↓ (i,idE) ↓ p
0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
establishes that the pullback E ◦ p is a split extension.
Symmetrically, if v : G −→ G′ is a morphism in A−mod, we may define the A-module
E′ := Coker(G
( i−v)−→ E ⊕G′)
and construct a cocartesian diagram:
(A.11)
G
i−→ E eyv y v˜ y
G′
i˜−→ E′ [(e, 0)]
g′ 7−→ [(0, g′)],
a morphism p˜ : E′ → F in A−mod defined by p˜([(e, g′)]) := p(e), and an extension v ◦ E
of F by G′:
v ◦ E : 0 −→ G′ i˜−→ E′ p˜−→ F −→ 0.
By construction, the diagram
0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
↓ v ↓ v˜ ||
0 −→ G′ i˜−→ E′ p˜−→ F −→ 0
is commutative, and its left-hand square is cocartesian. The pair formed by the extension
v ◦ E and the morphism v˜ are characterized by these properties, and defines the pushout of
E by v.
The constructions of pullback and pushout of extensions satisfy associativity properties.
Namely, with the above notation, the extensions v ◦ (E ◦ u) and (v ◦ E) ◦ u of F ′ by G′ are
canonically isomorphic. Moreover, if u′ : F ′′ → F ′ (resp. v′ : G′ → G′′) is another morphism
in A−mod, the extensions (E ◦ u) ◦ u′ and E ◦ (u ◦ u′) (resp. v′ ◦ (v ◦ E) and (v′ ◦ v) ◦ E)
are canonically isomorphic. This follows from the above characterization of pullback and
pushforward extensions, and legitimates the notation v ◦ E ◦ u, E ◦ u ◦ u′, and v′ ◦ v ◦ E for
these extensions.
A.4.3. Baer sum. The Baer sum of two extensions of F by G in A−mod
E1 : 0 −→ G i1−→ E1 p1−→ F −→ 0 and E2 : 0 −→ G i2−→ E2 p2−→ F −→ 0
is the extension
E1 + E2 : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
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where
(A.12) E =
Ker((p1,−p2) : E1 ⊕ E2−→F )
Im (
( i1
−i2
)
: G−→E1 ⊕ E2)
,
and p and i are given by
p[(e1, e2)] = p1(e1) = p2(e2) and i(g) = [(i1(g), 0))] = [(0, i2(g))].
This construction defines a composition law + on Ext1A(F,G). One easily checks that
(Ext1A(F,G),+) is a commutative group in which the opposite of the class of an extension
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
is the class of
E˜ : 0 −→ G i−→ E −p−→ F −→ 0.
Actually, for any integer k ≥ 1 and any k extensions E1, . . . Ek of F by G in A−mod,
Ej : 0 −→ G ij−→ Ej pj−→ F −→ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
the sum of their classes in Ext1A(F,G) is the class of their Baer sum, which is defined as
(A.13) E1 + · · ·+ Ek := ΣkG ◦ (E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ek) ◦∆kF ,
where
ΣkG : G
⊕k −→ G
denotes the “sum” morphism, and where
E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ek : 0 −→ G⊕k i1⊕...⊕ik−→ E1 ⊕ . . .⊕ Ek p1⊕...⊕pk−→ F⊕k −→ 0
is the direct sum of the extensions Ek, . . . Ek, and
∆kF : F −→ F⊕k
the diagonal embedding of F into F⊕k. This definition is easily seen to coincide with the
previous one when k = 2. In general, for any integer l such that 1 < l < k, one sees that the
extensions (E1+ · · ·+ El)+ (El+ · · ·+ Ek) and E1+ · · ·+ Ek are isomorphic. This establishes
in particular the associativity of the Baer sum.
Using this expression for the Baer sum, it is straightforward to derive that it is compatible
with composition. Namely, if u : F ′ → F is a morphism in A − mod, the extensions
(E1+ . . .+Ek)◦u and E1 ◦u+ . . .+Ek ◦u are canonically isomorphic. Similarly, if v : G→ G′
s a morphism in A−mod, the extensions v ◦ (E1 + . . . + Ek) and v ◦ E1 + . . . + v ◦ Ek are
canonically isomorphic.
A.4.4. Ext1 and Ext1. Consider a 1-extension
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0
inA−mod as above. It may be seen as an exact sequence of complexes inA−mod (by iden-
tifying E, F, and G with complexes concentrated in degree 0), and defines a distinguished
triangle
G
i−→ E p−→ F ∂E−→ G[1]
in D(A−mod) by the construction recalled in A.1.
The arrow ∂E in
HomD(A−mod)(F,G[1]) =: Ext
1
A(F,G)
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will be denoted cl(E).
Its definition boils down to the following. From E , we construct the cone of i — which simply is the
complex in A−mod
C(i) := [. . . −→ 0 −→ G
i
−→ E −→ 0 −→ . . .],
where G (resp. E) is placed in degree −1 (resp. 0) — and two morphisms of complexes of A-modules,
p : C(i) −→ F,
defined by p from E to F both placed in degree 0, and
q : C(i) −→ G[1],
defined by the identity morphism of G, placed in degree −1. By the exactness of E , p is a quasi-isomorphism
and defines an isomorphism
p : C(i)
∼
−→ E in D(A−mod).
Then we have
cl(E) = ∂E := −q ◦ p
−1 ∈ Ext1A(F,G) := HomD(A−mod)(F,G[1]).
In this way, one defines a map
cl : Ext1A(F,G) −→ Ext1A(F,G).
Observe that, if u : F ′ −→ F is a morphism in A−mod, then, from the diagram (A.9)
defining E ◦ u, we derive a map of complexes
u˜ : C (˜i):=[ ...−→ 0−→G
i˜
−→E′−→ 0−→ ... ]−→C(i) := [ ...−→ 0−→G
i
−→E−→ 0−→ ... ]
defined by idG (resp. u˜) in degree −1 (resp. 0), and a commutative diagram of complexes
F ′
p˜←− C (˜i) q˜−→ G
↓ u ↓ u ||
F
p←− C(i) q−→ G.
This shows that ∂E◦u = ∂E ◦ u, or in other terms, the equality cl(E ◦ u) = cl(E) ◦ u in
Ext1A(F,G).
Similarly, one shows that, for any morphism v : G −→ G′ in A−mod, we have cl(v◦E) =
v ◦ cl(E).
Using the definition (A.13) of the Baer sum, it follows that the map cl is indeed a
morphism of abelian groups.
Observe also that the class in Ext1A(F,G) of the extension E lies in the kernel of cl
precisely when ∂E vanishes, that is when E splits. (Indeed, the vanishing of ∂E implies that
the map p∗ : HomA(F,E) → HomA(F,F ) is onto. Any element in p−1∗ (idF ) then defines a
splitting of E .) Consequently, the group morphism cl is injective.
Conversely, let F and G be any two objects in A−mod, and let
ι : G ↪→ I
be a monomorphism from G to an injective object in A−mod. Together with the quotient
map
pi : I −→ Cokerι,
this monomorphism defines an extension
I : 0 −→ G ι−→ I pi−→ Cokerι −→ 0
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in Ext1A(Cokerι,G). The long exact sequence of Ext
.
A(F, .)’s deduced from I starts as follows:
0−→HomA(F,G)
ι∗−→HomA(F,I)
pi∗−→HomA(F,Cokerι)
∂
−→Ext1A(F,G)−→Ext
1
A(F,I)= {0}.
In particular, the boundary map
∂ : HomA(F,Coker ι) −→ Ext1A(F,G)
induces an isomorphism of abelian groups
jι : Coker pi∗
∼−→ Ext1A(F,G).
Since ∂ coincides with the composition with cl(I) ∈ Ext1A(Cokerι,G), the isomorphism jι
maps the class in Cokerpi∗ of an element u ∈ HomA(F, I) to
(A.14) cl(I) ◦ u = cl(I ◦ u).
Besides, as the 1-extension I ◦ pi is split (cf.A.4.2 above), one may define a morphism of
abelian groups
j′ι : Coker pi∗
∼−→ Ext1A(F,G)
by sending the class in Coker pi∗ of an element u ∈ HomA(F, I) to the class of I ◦ u, and
(A.14) asserts that this morphism satisfies
cl ◦ j′ι = jι.
This shows that the map cl is onto — actually this constructs an inverse of cl — and
concludes the proof of the following:
Proposition A.4.5. The map
cl : Ext1A(F,G) −→ Ext1A(F,G)
is an isomorphism from the group Ext1A(F,G) equipped with the Baer sum onto the “coho-
mological” extension group Ext1A(F,G).
A.5. Extension groups of holomorphic vector bundles. Let X be a paracompact
complex analytic manifold, and OX the sheaf of C-analytic functions on X.
A.5.1. Dolbeault isomorphisms. For any OX -module F , we obtain a quasi-isomorphism of
complexes of OX -modules
(A.15) DolbF : F −→ Dolb(F ) := (F ⊗OX A0,.X , ∂F )
— the Dolbeault resolution of F — by applying the functor F ⊗OX . to the Dolbeault
resolution
0→ OX ↪→ A0,0X
∂→ A0,1X → · · · → A0,iX
∂→ A0,i+1X → · · ·
of the sheaf OX of holomorphic functions on X. This construction is functorial and natural:
to any morphism of OX-modules φ : F1 → F2, we may attach the morphism of Dolbeault
complexes:
Dolb(φ) := φ⊗OX IdA0,.X := Dolb(F1) −→ Dolb(F2),
which fits into a commutative diagram:
F1
DolbF1−→ Dolb(F1)
↓ φ ↓ Dolb(φ)
F2
DolbF2−→ Dolb(F2).
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Actually, the functor Dolb may be defined on bounded below complexes of OX -modules,
and is exact (by the flatness of A0,.X over OX ; cf. 1.1.2).
The sheaves F ⊗OX A0,iX are sheaves of A0,0X -modules, hence acyclic. Consequently the co-
homology groups H i(X,Dolb(F )) may be identified with the Dolbeault cohomology groups
H iDolb(X,F ), defined as the cohomology groups of the complex of C-vector spaces:
0→Γ(X,F⊗OXA
0,0
X )
∂F→ Γ(X,F⊗OXA
0,1
X )→ ...→Γ(X,F⊗OXA
0,i
X )
∂F→ Γ(X,F⊗OXA
0,i+1
X )→ ... .
Thanks to this identification, the isomorphisms of C-vector spaces
H i(X,F ) −→ H i(X,Dolb(F ))
deduced from the quasi-isomorphism (A.15) define the Dolbeault isomorphisms:
DolbF : H
i(X,F ) −→ H iDolb(X,F ).
More generally, let E be a locally free OX -module of finite rank (or, equivalently, the
sheaf of C-analytic sections of some C-analytic vector bundle over X). Then, for any OX -
module F, the composition of the isomorphism (A.5) (where A = OX) and DolbEˇ⊗F defines
an isomorphism of C-vector spaces
DolbE,F : Ext
i
OX (E,F )
∼−→ H iDolb(X, Eˇ ⊗ F ),
which coincides with DolbF when E = OX .
A.5.2. Second fundamental form. Consider a short exact sequence of C-analytic vector bun-
dles over X, or equivalently, of locally free OX -modules of finite rank:
E : 0 −→ G i−→ E p−→ F −→ 0.
Let s be a C∞-splitting of E , namely a C∞-section of p. We may see it as an element of
Γ(X, Fˇ ⊗OX E ⊗OX A0,0X ) ' HomA0,0X (F ⊗OX A
0,0
X , E ⊗OX A0,0X ),
and consider its image by the Dolbeault operator
∂Fˇ⊗E s ∈ Γ(X, Fˇ ⊗OX E ⊗OX A0,1X ) ' HomA0,0X (F ⊗OX A
0,0
X , E ⊗OX A0,1X ).
The relation p ◦ s = idE implies that (p ⊗OX idA0,1)∂Fˇ⊗Es vanishes. Consequently there
exists a unique α in
Γ(X, Fˇ ⊗OX G⊗OX A0,0X ) ' HomA0,0X (F ⊗OX A
0,0
X , G⊗OX A0,0X )
such that
∂Fˇ⊗E s = (i⊗OX idA0,1X )α.
Moreover s, and therefore α, is ∂-closed, namely ∂Fˇ⊗G α vanishes in Γ(X, Fˇ⊗OXG⊗OXA0,0X ).
When s is the orthogonal splitting of E deduced from some C∞-hermitian metric ‖.‖
on E, the (0, 1)-form α with coefficients in Fˇ ⊗ G is the adjoint of the so-called second
fundamental form associated to the extension of hermitian vector bundles on X defined by
E and ‖.‖ (cf. [Gri66], VI.3; see also [Gri69], 2.d-e, and [GH78], pp. 72-73). In our more
general context, we shall call the (0, 1)-form α itself the second fundamental form attached
to the extension E and its C∞-splitting s.
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Recall that the extension E of analytic vector bundles over X defines a class cl(E) in
Ext1OX (F,G), and that the ∂Fˇ⊗G-closed (0, 1)-form α in A
0,1(X, Fˇ ⊗G) := Γ(X, Fˇ ⊗G⊗OX
A0,1X ) defines a class [α] in H
1
Dolb(X, Fˇ ⊗G).
The following proposition is classical (see for instance [Gri66], Proposition p.422), up to
the precise determination of the sign.
Proposition A.5.3. With the above notation, the following equality holds in the Dolbeault
cohomology group H1Dolb(X, Fˇ ⊗G):
DolbF,G(cl(E)) = [α].
In other words, the image of cl(E) under the composition of canonical isomorphisms
Ext1OX (F,G) = HomD(OX−mod)(F,G[1])' HomD(OX−mod)(F,Dolb(G)[1])
' HomD(OX−mod)(OX , Fˇ ⊗OX Dolb(G)[1])
' HomD(OX−mod)(OX ,Dolb(Fˇ ⊗OX G)[1])
' H1Dolb(X, Fˇ ⊗OX G)
which defines DolbF,G coincides with the class of α. This follows from the following two
straightforward lemmas:
Lemma A.5.4. By applying the functor Dolb to E, we obtain an exact sequence of complexes
of sheaves of OX -modules:
Dolb(E) : 0 −→ Dolb(G) Dolb(i)−→ Dolb(E) Dolb(p)−→ Dolb(F ) −→ 0.
Moreover the cone C(Dolb(p)) may be identified with Dolb(C(p)), and the following diagram
is commutative:
∂E : F
p←− C(i) (−IdG,0)−→ G[1]
↓ DolbF ↓ DolbC(i) ↓ DolbG[1]
∂Dolb(E) : Dolb(F )
Dolb(p)←− C(Dolb(i)) (−IdDolb(G),0)−→ Dolb(G)[1].
Lemma A.5.5. One defines a morphism of complexes of OX -modules
w : Dolb(F )→ C(Dolb(i))
that is a right inverse of Dolb(p) by letting, for any local section β of Dolb(F )i := F⊗OXA0,iX ,
w(β) := (−α.β, s.β).
Indeed Lemma A.5.4 and A.5.5 show that the image in HomD(OX−mod)(F,Dolb(G)[1])
of cl(E) is defined by the composition:
F
DolbF−→ Dolb(F ) w−→ C(Dolb(i)) (−IdDolb(G),0)−→ Dolb(G)[1].
It is immediate that it corresponds in H1Dolb(X, Fˇ ⊗OX G) to the class of α.
Appendix B. Lattices of Voronoi’s first kind
B.1. Selling parameters. We recall the definition of lattices of Voronoi’s first kind and
their associated Selling parameters.
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B.1.1. Definitions. Let E =
(
E, ‖ · ‖) be an euclidean lattice, of positive rank n. It is said
to be a lattice of Voronoi’s first kind if it possesses what Conway and Sloane ([CS92, §2])
call an obtuse superbase, namely if there exists a n + 1-tuple (v0, . . . , vn) of vectors in E
such that
i) (v1, . . . , vn) is a Z-basis of E, and
v0 + · · ·+ vn = 0
(this is a superbase);
ii) for any (i, j) ∈ {0, . . . , n}2, i 6= j,
(B.1) pij := −vi · vj ≥ 0
(the angle of the vectors vi and vj is obtuse).
When the inequalities (B.1) are strict, the superbase (v0, . . . , vn) is called strictly obtuse.
Observe that, for any superbase (v0, . . . , vn) of E, the n(n+ 1)/2-coefficients
pij = pji, 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
defined by (B.1) uniquely determine the euclidean structure of E. Indeed, for any i ∈
{0, . . . , n} we have
‖vi‖2 = −vi ·
∑
0≤k≤n
k 6=i
vk =
∑
0≤k≤n
k 6=i
pik,
and consequently, for any (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1,
(B.2)
∥∥∥ n∑
i=0
xivi
∥∥2 = ∑
0≤i<j≤n
pij(xi − xj)2.
This formula goes back to Selling [Sel74], at least when n = 3, and the coefficients
(pij) 0≤i<j≤n
will be called the Selling parameters attached to the superbase (v0, . . . , vn).
Selling’s formula (B.2) shows in particular that a superbase (v0, . . . , vn) of an euclidean
lattice E = (E, ‖ · ‖) is obtuse iff the quadratic form ‖ · ‖2 on ER expressed in the base
(v1, . . . , vn), takes the form
n∑
k=1
λkX
2
k +
∑
1≤i<j≤n
λij(Xi −Xj)2
for some λi, λij in R+ or equivalently, iff the matrix (aij)1≤i,j≤n := (vi · vj)1≤i,j≤n of this
quadratic form satisfies
n∑
j=1
aij ≥ 0 for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and
aij = aji ≤ 0 if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
(Indeed, with the above notation,
pij = λij = −aij if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
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and
p0i = λi =
n∑
j=1
aij .)
These quadratic forms are precisely the ones in the domain associated by Voronoi to the
“forme parfaite principale”
(B.3) ϕ :=
∑
1≤i≤j≤n
XiXj
(cf. [Vor08, 29]).
Observe also that an euclidean lattice E of rank n is of Voronoi’s first kind iff there exists
a basis (ξ1, . . . , ξn) of the Z-module E
∨ and a family
(pij)0≤i<j≤n ∈ R
1
2
·n(n+1)
+
such that, for any x ∈ ER,
(B.4) ‖x‖2 =
∑
0≤i<j≤n
pij
(
ξi(x)− ξj(x)
)2
where ξ0 := 0. Indeed this identity is equivalent to the fact that the superbase (v0, v1, . . . , vn)
of E, defined by the dual basis (v1, . . . , vn) of (ξ1, . . . , ξn) and v0 := −v1 − · · · − vn,
satisfies (B.2). Any Z-basis (ξ1, . . . , ξn) of E
∨ satisfying (B.4) will be said to be adapted
to the euclidean lattice E of Voronoi’s first kind and the (unique) family (pij) 0≤i<j≤n the
associated Selling parameters.
For any subset S of
{
(i, j), 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n}, let γ(S) be the (non-oriented) graph whose
set of vertices is {0, . . . , n}, with an edge between any i and j such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n iff
(i, j) ∈ S. The following lemma is left as an easy exercise for the reader:
Lemma B.1.2. Let E be an euclidean lattice of Voronoi’s first kind, (ξ1, . . . , ξn) an adapted
Z-basis of E∨ and (pij)0≤i<j≤n the corresponding Selling parameters, defined by (B.4) where
ξ0 := 0.
1) If the euclidean lattice E is indecomposable — namely, if it is not (isomorphic to) the
direct sum of two euclidean lattices of positive rank — then the graph γ(S) attached to
S :=
{
(i, j)
∣∣pij 6= 0}
is connected.
2) For any subset S′ of
{
(i, j), 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n} such that γ(S′) is connected, we have
E∨ =
∑
(i,j)∈S′
Z(ξi − ξj).
B.2. Examples. We now describe remarkable classes of euclidean lattices which are and
which are not of Voronoi’s first kind.
B.2.1. Any euclidean lattice of rank 2 is of Voronoi’s first kind. Indeed, if (v1, v2) is a base
of such a lattice which is obtuse (i.e., such that v1 · v2 ≤ 0) and reduced in the sense of
Lagrange (i.e., which satisfies ‖v1‖ ≤ ‖v2‖ ≤ ‖v2±v1‖ ), then the superbase (−v1−v2, v1, v2)
is obtuse.
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B.2.2. Any euclidean lattice of rank 3 is of Voronoi’s fist kind. This is a classical result
of Selling [Sel74], which has been reproved by Voronoi [Vor08, 33] as a consequence of his
theory of “Voronoi’s reduction” associated to perfect forms. A direct argument appears in
[CS92], and may be concisely reformulated as follows.
To any superbasis (v0, v1, v2, v3) of an euclidean lattice of rank 3, we may attach
(B.5)
N(v0, v1, v2, v3) :=
∑
S⊂{0,1,2,3}
‖ ∑
k∈S
vk‖2
= 2
[‖v1‖2 + ‖v2‖2 + ‖v3‖2 + ‖v1 + v2‖2 + ‖v2 + v3‖2
+‖v3 + v1‖2 + ‖v1 + v2 + v3‖2
]
.
If we let, as above, pij := −vi · vj if 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 3, a straightforward computation shows
that:
N(v0, v1, v2, v3) = 8
∑
0≤i<j≤3
pij.
There exists a superbasis (v0, v1, v2, v3) such that N(v0, v1, v2, v3) is minimal — this follows
from its very definition (B.5) — and any such “minimal” superbasis is obtuse. Indeed, if
some pij, say p01, were negative, then the superbasis
(v′0, v
′
1, v
′
2, v
′
3) := (−v0, v1, v0 + v2, v0 + v3)
would satisfy
N(v′0, v
′
1, v
′
2, v
′
3)−N(v0, v1, v2, v3) = 2
(‖ − v0 + v1‖2 − ‖v0 + v1‖2)
= 8 p01 < 0.
A similar argument shows that a superbase (v0, v1, v2) of an euclidean lattice of rank 2
is obtuse if it minimizes ‖v0‖2 + ‖v1‖2 + ‖v2‖2.
B.2.3. For any positive integer n, the euclidean lattice An, defined in section 5.6, admits
an obtuse superbase defined by
vi := ei − ei+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
where (e0, . . . , en) is the standard basis of Z
n+1 and en+1 := e0.
The dual euclidean lattice A∗n may be identified with the lattice in the real vector space
A∗n,R := An,R =
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1
∣∣ n∑
k=0
xk = 0
}
,
equipped with the restriction of the standard euclidean scalar product on Rn+1, that is
defined by
A∗n :=
{
x ∈ An,R | ∀ y ∈ An, x · y ∈ Z
}
=
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1
∣∣ n∑
k=0
xk = 0 and
∀ (i, j) ∈ {0, . . . , n}2, xj − xi ∈ Z
}
.
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One easily checks that the vectors
vi := ei − 1
n+ 1
n+1∑
k=0
ek , (0 ≤ i ≤ n),
constitute a superbase of A∗n. It is strictly obtuse, since vi · vj = −1/(n + 1) if i 6= j.
This shows that An and A
∗
n are euclidean lattices of Voronoi’s first kind. This property
of A∗n also follows from Voronoi’s theory [Vor08]. Indeed, as observed above, an euclidean
lattice E is of Voronoi’s first kind iff it is isometric to a lattice (Zn, ‖·‖Ψ) where ‖·‖Ψ := Ψ1/2
is the euclidean norm on Rn defined by a quadratic form Ψ on Rn in the polyhedral domain
associated by Voronoi’s “reduction of the first kind” ([Vor08, 15]) to the perfect form ϕ
defined in (B.3). The euclidean lattice (Zn, ‖ · ‖ϕ), up to a scaling, is isomorphic to An.
(Indeed the isomorphism
pr : An ↪→ Zn+1 −→ Zn
(xi)0≤i≤n 7−→ (xi)1≤i≤n
satisfies ‖x‖2An = 2 ‖pr R(x)‖2ϕ for any x ∈ An,R.) As the perfect lattice An — or equivalently,
the perfect form ϕ — is extreme 14, it is eutactic, i.e. the adjoint form15 ϕ˜ belongs to the
interior of the polyhedral domain attached to ϕ (cf. [Vor08, 17] and [Cox51]). Since, up to
a scaling, (Zn, ‖ · ‖eϕ) is isometric to A∗n, this establishes again that A∗n is of Voronoi’s first
kind. Actually, the fact the ϕ˜ lies in the interior of the domain attached to ϕ shows that
A∗n admits a strictly obtuse superbase.
Since the Voronoi domains attached to two non-proportional perfect forms on Rn meet
only along a common face ([Vor08, 20]), we see similarly that the only extreme form Ψ on
Rn whose adjoint form Ψ˜ belongs to the domain of ϕ is ϕ itself, or a multiple of ϕ. In other
words, if an euclidean lattice E of rank n is extreme and if its dual E∨ is of Voronoi’s first
kind, then, up to a scaling, E is isometric to An.
In particular, the dual root lattices D∗n(n ≥ 4), E∗6 , E∗7 and E∗8 are not of Voronoi’s first
kind. Consequently the euclidean lattice E8 (resp. Dn) which is isometric to E
∗
8 (resp. to
D∗n, up to a scaling) is not of Voronoi’s first kind.
B.2.4. From Voronoi’s theory, one may also derive some “upper bound” on automorphism
groups of euclidean lattices of Voronoi’s first kind:
Proposition B.2.5. Let E be an euclidean lattice of rank n, of Voronoi’s first kind, and
let (ξ1, . . . , ξn) be a Z-basis of E adapted to E.
If the (finite) automorphism group G := AutE of E acts irreducibly on ER, then there
exists λ ∈ R∗+ and a subset S of
{
(i, j), 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n} such that, for any x ∈ ER,
‖x‖2 = λ
∑
(i,j)∈S
(
ξi(x)− ξj(x)
)2
,
where as above ξ0 := 0. Moreover, the contragredient action of G on Eˇ permutes transitively
the pairs of vectors ± (ξi − ξj), (i, j) ∈ S.
14Recall from [Mar03, 3.4.6] that a lattice is extreme iff it is perfect and eutactic and that the irreducible
root lattices An, Dn, E6, E7 and E8 are extreme [Mar03, 4.7.2].
15Namely up to a scaling, the quadratic form on Rn whose matrix is the inverse of the one of ϕ.
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Proof. We may assume that E is Zn and ‖ · ‖2 a quadratic form Ψ on Rn in Voronoi’s
principal domain — in other words, ξ0 = 0, ξ1 = X1,. . . ,ξn = Xn. This form may be written
Ψ =
∑
0≤i<j≤n
pij qij,
where (qij)0≤i<j≤n is the basis of the space S
2Rn∨ of quadratic form on Rn defined by
qij :=
{
X2j if i = 0
(Xi −Xj)2 if i ≥ 1,
and where the Selling parameters pij are non-negative. The minimal face of the first Voronoi
decomposition of the cone of non-negative quadratic forms on Rn which contains Ψ is the
simplicial cone ∑
(i,j)∈S
R+ qij
where S :=
{
(i, j)
∣∣ pij 6= 0}. Any subgroup G of GLn(Z) preserving the form Ψ also
preserves this cone, and permutes its extremal half-lines (R+ qij)(i,j)∈S and consequently
the forms (qij)(i,j)∈S , since the action of G preserves the integral structure of quadratic
forms.
When the action of G on Rn is irreducible, the form Ψ is — up to scaling — the unique
element of S2 Rn∨ which is G-invariant. Consequently the non-zero Selling parameters
are necessarily equal — this establishes the existence of S and λ — and the action of G
permutes transitively the quadratic forms qij := (ξi − ξj)2, (i, j) ∈ S, or equivalently, the
pairs of vectors ± (ξi − ξj), (i, j) ∈ S. ¤
Observe that, with the notation of Proposition B.2.5, the linear forms
ξi − ξj , (i, j) ∈ S
are primitive vectors of E∨, and that their squares (ξi−ξj)2, (i, j) ∈ S, are rank 1 quadratic
forms which span a G-invariant subspace of S2EˇR, containing the euclidean form ‖ · ‖2
defining the euclidean structure of E.
Proposition B.2.5 and these observations may be used to show that some lattice with
“big” automorphism groups are not of Voronoi’s first kind. For instance, we have:
Proposition B.2.6. For any integer n ≥ 4, the root lattice Dn is not of Voronoi’s first
kind.
Surprisingly, this statement does not seem to appear in the literature when n ≥ 5.
Proof. We shall allow ourselves to leave a few computational details as exercises for the reader.
Recall that Dn is defined by the lattice{
(xi)1≤i≤n ∈ Zn
∣∣ n∑
i=1
xi ∈ 2Z
}
in Dn,R = R
n equipped with the standard euclidean norm.
The dual lattice D∨n in D
∨
n,R ' Rn is easily seen to be Zn ∪
(
(12 )
×n + Zn
)
. The automorphism
group of Dn contains (indeed, when n ≥ 5, is equal to) the semi-direct product
G := {±1}n oSn,
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where {±1}n acts diagonal, and Sn by permutation of the coordinates. By considering the commu-
tants of the action of G on Dn,R and on S
2D∨n,R, it is straightforward to check that the action of G
on Dn,R is irreducible, and that there are precisely four non-zero G-invariant subspaces of S
2D∨n,R
containing the standard euclidean form
n∑
i=1
X2i , namely
V1 := R ·
n∑
i=1
X2i ,
V2 :=
n⊕
i=1
R ·X2i ,
V3 := R ·
n∑
i=1
X2i ⊕
⊕
1≤i<j≤n
R ·XiXj,
V4 := S
2D∨n,R .
Besides, by considering the vectors of minimal positive length in Dn — namely the vectors
(±ei± ej), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, where (e1, . . . , en) denotes the canonical basis of Rn — one sees that the
euclidean lattice Dn is indecomposable
16.
Let us assume that Dn is of Voronoi’s first kind. To derive a contradiction, consider an adapted
basis (ξ1, . . . , ξn) of D
∨
n , and apply Proposition B.2.5, of which we now use the notation, and the
subsequent observations. Consider in particular the R-linear span V of
(
(ξi− ξj)2
)
(i,j)∈S
in S2D∨n,R:
it is necessarily one of the spaces Vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 introduced above.
Observe that V cannot be V1, which contains no quadratic form of rank 1.
Assume now that V is V2. Then the action of {±1}n (⊂ G) on V is trivial, and the quadratic forms
(ξi − ξj), (i, j) ∈ S, are fixed by this action. This implies that each linear form ξi − ξj , (i, j) ∈ S, is
±Xk for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Lemma B.1.2 now shows that
D∨n =
∑
(i,j)∈S
Z (ξi − ξj) ⊂
n⊕
k=1
ZXk.
This contradicts the fact that D∨n contains
1
2
n∑
k=1
Xk.
It is straightforward to check that any quadratic form of rank 1 in V3 may be written λ
( n∑
i=1
εkXk
)2
where λ ∈ R∗ and (εk)1≤k≤n ∈ {±1}n. Consequently, if V = V3, then the linear forms ξi−ξj , (i, j) ∈
S, may be written either
(B.6)
n∑
k=1
εkXk, where (εk) ∈ {±1}n \
{
1×n, (−1)×n}
or
(B.7)
ε
2
n∑
k=1
Xk, where ε ∈ {±1}.
The sum of any two elements in D∨n of the form (B.6) or (B.7) is never of the form (B.6) or (B.7).
This shows that, when V = V3, there is no triple (i, j, k), 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n, such that (i, j), (j, k)
and (i, k) belong to S. In other words, the graph γ(S) attached to S has no cycle of length 3. An
16Observe that, if an euclidean lattice E may be written as an orthogonal direct sum E1 ⊕E2, then any
vector v ∈ E of minimal positive length belongs to E1∪E2. Consequently, if the set M of vectors of minimal
positive length of some euclidean lattice E generates the R-vector space ER and cannot be partitioned as
M =M1
‘
M2 where any two vectors e1 ∈M1 and e2 ∈M2 are orthogonal, then E is indecomposable.
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elementary counting argument shows that this contradicts the fact that this graph has n+1 vertices
and
dimR V3 =
n(n+ 1)
2
− (n− 1)
edges.
Finally, when V = V4, then
|S| = dim V4 = n(n+ 1)
2
,
and consequently
S =
{
(i, j), 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
and, for every x ∈ Dn,R,
‖x‖2 = λ
∑
0≤i<j≤n
(
ξi(x)− ξj(x)
)2
.
This implies that, up to scaling, the euclidean lattice Dn is isometric with A
∗
n — this is plainly
wrong (compare the cardinality of their sets of vectors of minimal length, or of their automorphism
groups). ¤
B.3. The Voronoi cell of an euclidean lattice with strictly obtuse superbase. Let
n be a positive integer. To any n(n+ 1)/2-tuple
p = (pij)0≤i<j≤n ∈ (R∗+)
n(n+1)
2 ,
we attach an euclidean lattice V (p) of rank n defined as follows:
V (p) := (V, 〈·, ·〉p),
where
V := Zn+1/Z · 1×(n+1)
and where 〈·, ·〉p denotes the euclidean scalar product on VR ' Rn+1/R · 1×(n+1) defined by〈[
(xi)0≤i≤n
]
,
[
(yi)0≤i≤n
]〉
p
=
∑
0≤i<j≤n
pij(xi − xj) · (yi − yj),
for any (xi)0≤i≤n and (yi)0≤i≤n in R
n+1 (where [α] denotes the image in VR of α ∈ Rn+1).
In the sequel, we shall often omit the subscript p to simplify notations. In particular, we
shall write v · w (resp. ‖v‖2) instead of 〈v,w〉p (resp. 〈v, v〉p).
Let (ε0, . . . , εn) be the canonical basis of Z
n+1. Clearly
ε0 + · · · + εn = 1×(n+1)
and
(v0, . . . , vn) :=
(
[ε0], . . . , [εn]
)
is a superbase of V , which is strictly obtuse since
(B.8) vi · vj = −pij if 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
It is convenient to define
pij := pji if 0 ≤ j < i ≤ n.
Then (B.8) holds for any (i, j) ∈ {0, . . . , n}2 such that i 6= j, and, for any i ∈ {0, . . . , n}
(B.9) ‖vi‖2 = −vi ·
∑
0≤j≤n
j 6=i
vj =
∑
0≤j≤n
j 6=i
pij.
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More generally, for every S ⊂ {0, . . . , n} we let
vS :=
∑
i∈S
vi.
Observe that vS = 0 iff S = ∅ or S = {0, . . . , n}. Moreover, for any two elements S1 and
S2 in
P′
({0, . . . , n}) := P({0, . . . , n}) \ {∅, {0, . . . , n}},
we have
vS1 = vS2 iff S1 = S2,
and
vS1 + vS2 = 0 iff {0, . . . , n} = S1
∐
S2.
A straightforward application of Selling’s formula (B.2) shows that the 2n+1 − 2 vectors
vS , S ∈ P′
({0, . . . , n}), are precisely the Voronoi vectors of V (p), and indeed are strict
Voronoi vectors ([CS92, Theorem 3]). For any such S, let
HS :=
{
x ∈ VR
∣∣ ‖x− vS‖ = ‖x‖}
=
{
x ∈ VR | 2vS · x = ‖vS‖2
}
and let
FS := V
(
V (p)
) ∩HS
be the corresponding face of V(V (p)). The FS , S ∈ P′({0, . . . , n}) are precisely the
(n− 1)-dimensional faces (also known as facets) of V (V (p)).
Lemma B.3.1. If the faces FS and FS′ attached to two elements S and S
′ in P′
({0, . . . , n})
are not disjoint, then S ⊂ S′ or S′ ⊂ S.
Proof. Define I := S ∩ S′, T := S \ I, and T ′ := S′ \ I. Then S (resp. S′) is the disjoint
union of I and T (resp. I and T ′). Moreover, if x is some element of
FS ∩ FS′ = HS ∩HS′ ∩ V
(
V (p)
)
,
then we have
2 vS · x = ‖vS‖2,
2 vS′ · x = ‖vS′‖2,
2 vS∪S′ · x ≤ ‖vS∪S′‖2,
and
2 vI · x ≤ ‖vI‖2.
As
vS + vS′ = vS∪S′ + vI ,
this implies:
‖vS‖2 + ‖vS′‖2 ≤ ‖vS∪S′‖2 + ‖vI‖2.
However, we have
‖vS∪S′‖2 + ‖vI‖ − ‖vS‖2 − ‖vS′‖2 = ‖vT + vT ′ + vI‖2 + ‖vI‖2
−‖vT + vI‖2 − ‖vT ′ + vI‖2
= 2 〈vT , vT ′〉
= −2
∑
i∈T
j∈T ′
pij,
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and the last sum is negative when T and T ′ are not empty. ¤
Let us consider the set S(n) of subsets of cardinality n of P′({0, . . . , n}) which are totally
ordered by inclusion. The group Sn+1 of permutations of {0, . . . , n} acts naturally on S(n),
and the following lemma is straightforward:
Lemma B.3.2. The action of Sn+1 on S(n) is simply transitive. In other words, the
mapping
Sn+1 −→ S(n)
σ 7−→
{{
σ(1), . . . , σ(n)
}
,
{
σ(2), . . . , σ(n)
}
, . . . ,
{
σ(n)
}}
is a bijection.
For any A ∈ S(n), the vectors (vS)S∈A are linearly independent, and consequently the
hyperplanes (HS)S∈A have an unique common point, which we shall denote sA.
Lemma B.3.3. If A =
{{i1, . . . , in}, {i2, . . . , in}, . . . , {in}}, then
(B.10) ‖
n∑
k=0
xkvik − sA‖2 − ‖sA‖2 =
∑
0≤k<`≤n
piki`
[
(x` − xk)2 − (x` − xk)
]
.
holds for any element (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1.
Proof. The point sA is defined by the n linear equations
2 vS · sA = ‖vS‖2 , S ∈ A,
which may also be written:
2 vik · sA = ‖vik + · · ·+ vin‖2 − ‖vik+1 + · · ·+ vin‖2, 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
and
2 vin · sA = ‖vin‖2.
Using (B.8) and (B.9), these relations take finally the form
2 vik · sA =
n∑
`=0
ε(`, k) piki` , 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
where
ε(`, k) :=
 1 if ` < k0 if ` = k−1 if ` > k.
Consequently, for any (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1,
‖
n∑
k=0
xkvik − sA‖2 − ‖sA‖2 = ‖
n∑
k=0
xkvik‖2 − 2
n∑
k=0
xkvik · sA
=
∑
0≤k<`≤n
piki` (xk − x`)2
−
∑
0≤k,`≤n
ε(`, k) piki` xk
=
∑
0≤k<`≤n
piki`
[
(x` − xk)2 + xk − x`
]
.
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¤
When (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn+1, the right-hand side of (B.10) is non-negative. This shows
that, for any v ∈ V ,
(B.11) ‖v − sA‖2 ≥ ‖sA‖2,
or equivalently, that sA belongs to the Voronoi cell V
(
V (p)
)
of V (p).
We are now in position to establish:
Proposition B.3.4. 1) The mapping (A 7→ sA) is a bijection from S(n) onto the set of
vertices of V (V (p)).
2) More generally, one defines an inclusion reversing bijection from the set O(n) of non-
empty subsets of P′
({0, . . . , n}) which are totally ordered onto the set of faces of V (V (p))
by mapping P ∈ O(n) to ∆P :=
⋂
S∈P
FS.
Observe that ∆P is a face of dimension n− |P | of V
(
V (p)
)
.
When all the pij’s are equal to 1, the permutation group Sn+1 acts on V (p) by per-
mutation of the vectors in the superbase (v0, . . . , vn), and the vertices of V
(
V (p)
)
are the
(n+ 1)! points in the orbit under Sn+1 of
1
n+ 1
[
(−n
2
, −n
2
+ 1, . . . ,
n
2
− 1, n
2
)
]
=
1
n+ 1
n∑
i=0
(−n
2
+ i) vi =
1
n+ 1
n∑
i=0
i · vi.
The Voronoi cell V (V (p)) is then a so-called permutohedron. Actually in this case, V (p) is
isometric (up to a scaling) with A∗n, and this description of its Voronoi cell is classical (see
for instance [Vor09, 102 - 103], and [CS99, Chapter 21, Theorem 7]).
Proposition B.3.4 shows that the Voronoi cell of any lattice of Voronoi’s first kind with
positive Selling parameters still has the combinatorial type of a permutohedron. Actually,
this is also a consequence of results in Voronoi’s last paper (see [Vor09, 104], notably p.
147). Let us finally point out that, when all the pij’s are 1, identity (B.10) also appears in
this paper (up to a permutation of the variables, it coincides with the penultimate equation
in p. 140 of [Vor09, 103]).
Proof. We freely use basic facts concerning polytopes and their posets of faces, as described
for instance in [Gru¨67, chapter 3], and [Zie95, chapter 2].
1) We have just shown in (B.11) that, for any A ∈ S(n), the point sA belongs to V
(
V (p)
)
.
Moreover, it is an extreme point of V (V (p)), since it is the “vertex” of the intersection of
n ”half spaces” ⋂
S∈A
{
x ∈ V (p)R | 2 vS · x ≤ ‖vS‖2
}
which contains V (V (p)). (Observe that the vectors (vS)S∈A are linearly independent.)
Conversely, any vertex P of V (V (p)) is contained in at least n distinct facets FS1 , . . . , FSn
of V (V (p)). Lemma B.3.1 shows that A := {FS1 , . . . , FSn} is a totally ordered subset of
S′
({0, . . . , n}). Consequently, P = sA.
2) For any P in O(n), the intersection ∆P :=
⋂
S∈P FS is not empty, since it exists
some element A of S(n) containing P and therefore ∆P contains sA. Moreover, the vectors
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(vS)S∈P , orthogonal to the facets (FS)S∈P , are linearly independent, and therefore ∆P is a
face of V (V (p)) of dimension n− |P |.
Conversely any face of dimension n− p of V (V (p)) is an intersection of p distinct facets
of V (V (p)) and may therefore be written ⋂
S∈P
FS where P is a subset of S
′
({0, . . . , n}) of
cardinality p. Again Lemma B.3.1 shows that P is totally ordered by inclusion.
This establishes that the map
O(n) −→
{
faces of V(V (p))}
P 7−→ ∆P
is bijective. It is clearly inclusion reversing. ¤
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